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PREFACE "P TED

4

Title 10, Section 2403, of the United States Code re- acquisition strategy, to development of terms and
quires that a warranty be included in procurement conditions, through planning for the operational
contracts for weapon systems. This has generated a phases,,ln the past, there were few contractual con-
great deal of concern from both military and in- trols available to the Government to ensure that an
dustry. Questions such as the following have been accepted product maintained its specified
asked: characteristics in the user environmnent. Developing

and implementing a warranty that provides assurance
* How can complex military equipment be that deployedequipment meets requirements, that

warranted? does not add appreciably to acquisition cost, and that
How much should a warranty cost? does not impose unacceptable risks on the supplier

* What are the potential benefits? is a challenging task. It is hoped that this handbook
* Can reasonable terms and conditions be will provide material to help meet that challenge.

developed?
* Can a military warranty be administered This handbook was developed by ARINC Research

effectively? Corporation, Annapolis, Maryland, under Contract
* Will industry respond? MDA903-85-C-0320 directed by DSMC. The prin-
• Will the military user adapt? cipal authors were Harold S. Balaban, Kenneth B.
e What tools are needed? What tools are available? Tom, and George T. Harrison, Jr. Editing services

were provided by Sheryl Sieracki. A number of
The Department of Defense and the military serv- Government and industry personnel provided
ices have addressed these types of questions through assistance through interviews, background material, .

policy directives, guidance documents, research con- and consultation. Special mention is made of the
tracts, workshops, and warranty focal points, following organizational representatives who, with
However, the nearly all-inclusive nature of the war- their associates, performed a detailed review of the
ranty law, imposed without much time for phase-in, final draft of this handbook: Ronald Bulmer (OSD),
has presented a severe challenge to the military con- Norman Freeman (Army), Ted Thompson (Navy),
tracting office, program office, and logistics com- Thomas Brown (Air Force), and John Max (PPAC).
munitv to secure and implement effective warran- The authors would like to thank all participants and
ties at a reasonable price. Contractors face similar the personnel and faculty of DSMC, whose guidance
challenges: They are now required to warrant (1) that and suggestions were most helpful.
delivered equipment conforms to the design and
manufacturing requirements, (2) that the equipment The Defense Systems Management College is the
is free from defects in materials and workmanship, controlling agency for this handbook. Comments
and (3) that deployed systems will meet specified and recommendations related to this handbook's

, essential performance requirements. contents are solicited.

Calvin Brown
This handbook is designed to aid program managers Prof'.ssor of Engineering Management
of all the military services in meeting the re-
quirements of the warranty law. The handbook ad- Defense Systems Management College
dresses a wide range of topics, from warranty June 1986
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE 1.3 USE

This handbook is a reference guide for military pro- No handbook can replace good judgment, ex-
gram managers who are tasked with including a war- perience, and hard work. However, this handbook
ranty provision in system or equipment procurement is designed to enhance such attributes by contain-
contracts as required by law. It includes warranty ap- ing reference material, data, case examples, lessons
plications that are designed to meet the current learned, development guidelines, and supporting ap-
statutory requirements as well as more extensive pendix material. The size of the handbook has been
forms of warranty. The handbook is also designed kept to a minimum to provide material in a concise
to be used as a text by the Defense Systems Manage- manner, yet the handbook is complete enough to set
ment College to train program management person- the warranty program on the right course. Since deci-
nel in warranty development and application. sions made during the acquisition phases can affect

the remaining system life cycle, the program manager
or designee should read the complete document at

1.2 SCOPE least once before embarking on a warranty develop-
ment program. In that way, there will be a better

This handbook addresses the actions to be taken to understanding of long-range impacts of early war-
effectively meet the requirements of Title 10, Sec- ranty decisions. Such understanding is mandatory
tion 2403, of the United States Code (herein referred if a program manager is to do the job well.
to as 10 USC 2403), which, in general, requires that
warranties be secured for all weapon system pro-
curements. The handbook is applicable to all the 1.4 SUMMARY OF CONTENTS
military services. To meet the requirements for ef-
fective warranty application, it is necessary to con- The remaining chapters of this handbook are sum-
sider activities ranging from developing acquisition marized as follows:
strategy through planning for the operational phase
of the system life cycle. * Chapter Two- H'arrantv Law and Department of

Defense Policy: Provides background information
Warranties in military procurement contracts are not on acquisition controls and a short history of war-
new. However, 10 USC 2403 requires specific types ranty in military procurement; provides details on
of controls while offering latitude to program the current warranty law applicable to weapon
managers to narrow or broaden the scope of the war- system procurements; reviews Department of
ranty coverage as deemed necessary for effective ap- Defense (DoD) guidance for implementing the
plication. The handbook focuses on the law's basic law; presents a summary of military service focal
provisions, but for completeness, it addresses more points; and describes the Product Performance %
extensive forms of warranty such as represented by Agreement Center f!'PAii).various incentive types of product performance Chapter Three- Wirraunv Concepts and Issues:

agreements (PPAs), including reliability improvement Presents basic definilions associated with warran-
warranty (RIW), mean time between failures (MTBF) ties; identifies two basic warrantv classifications
guarantee, and logistics support cost guarantee -assurance and incentive: discusses incentive
(LSCG). torms of produict pcr ormnancc agreements; and

- 1-1
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addresses warranty issues, including conformance tending the warranty; and assessing the benefits
determination, remedies, acquisition, costs, and of the warranty.
risks. • Chapter Seven - Warranty Cost-Benefit Analysis:

* Chapter Four- Warranty Selection and Structure: Discusses requirements for and approaches to con-
Describes acquisition, system, and operational fac- ducting warranty cost-benefit analyses; presents
tors that influence warranty decisions; discusses a generalized warranty cost-benefit decision
major warranty alternatives; describes the elements algorithm; discusses warranty cost elements and
normally included in a warranty; and summarizes warranty benefits; and summarizes available
warranty forms applicable to various system models to aid in performing cost-benefit analyses.
classes. * Chapter Eight- Case Examples: Presents a brief
Chapter Five- Warranty Development: Addresses summary of several previous and current warran-
warranty impacts on the acquisition strategy and ty programs, including contract background, war-
procurement plan, system specification, and pro- ranty coverage, remedies, and the essential per-
gram office organization; and presents specific formance guarantee.
recommendations for warranty development for • Appendix A- Glossary of Terms

each phase of the acquisition cycle, including • Appendix B- List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
studies, requirements, RI-P development, proposal * Appendix C-Title 10, Section 2403, of the United
evaluation, and final negotiations. States Code

• Chapter Six- Warrantv Administration: Addresses • Appendix D- Defense Federal Acquisition Regu-
preparing, for, administering, and evaluating the lation Supplement (DFARS) Subpart 46.7
warranty; making decisions on concluding or ex- * Appendix E-References

1-2
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Chapter Two
WARRANTY LAW AND DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE POLICY

This chapter addresses current law and DoD policy eluding warranty clauses, that are determined
regarding warranties. It provides background infor- necessary to protect the Government's interests (FAR
mation on the concept of warranty, discusses acquisi- 46.103). In military procurements, quality and per-
tion controls, presents a short history of warranty formance requirements are normally established
in military procurement, provides details of the cur- through specifications contained in the Statement of
rent warranty law applicable to weapon system pro- Work. Applicable standards and specifications are
curements, reviews DoD guidance for implementing invoked to provide detailed procedures to ensure that
the law and lists service focal points, and describes the quality and performance requirements are
the Product Performance Agreement Center. satisfied. This is generally accomplished through

various types of inspections and tests normally per-
formed by the contractor or, in special cases, by the

2.1 WARRANTY BACKGROUND Government.

The term "warranty" is defined in Fedetal Acquisi- Acceptance by the Government acknowledges that
tion Regulation (FAR) Subpart 46.701 as "a promise thc supplies conform with applicable contract quality
or affirmation given by a contractor to the govern- and performance requirements. Generally, acceptance
ment regarding the nature, usefulness, or condition by the Government is conclusive except for latent
of the supplies or performance of services furnished detects or fraudulent actions by the contractor, or
under the contract." The terms "warranty" and a"s orw rode in the contracth , for

64as otherwise provided in the contract. Thus, for a-,.
"guarantee" are used interchangeably by the Depart- typical procurement of supplies, the Government
ment of Defense. specifies its requirements and validates that they have

Until the passage of Public Law 98-212 as part of been met through the inspection and acceptance
the Defense Appropriations Act of 1984, the use of process.
warranties in military procurements was not man-
datory. However, warranties have frequently been 2.2.2 Latent Defects
used by all milit,4 -y services; some have been quite A defect is a condition or characteristic that is not
extensive with regard to coverage, risks, and cost. In co nith o chracter s .th a -
addition, there are a number of other controls on in compliance with the contract requirements. Ala-
quality and performance that are commonly used tent defect is a defect that exists at the time of ac-
and, in a sense, complement the use of' warranties ceptance by the Government but does not manifest
as mandated by the most recent warrantv legislation. itself until sometime after acceptance. The purpose
These controls and earlier warranty experience are of including a provision for latent defect in a war-
reviewed in the following section,,. ranty is to provide remedies to the Government when

4 a defect exists in an offered product that reasonable
testing and acceptance procedures are not capable

2.2 ACQUISITION CONTROLS ON of detecting.
QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

In theory, if a product evidences a defect after ac-
2.2.1 Requirements, Inspection, and ccptance, and it can be "proven" that the defect %%as

Acceptance there at time of acceptance, the burden for correc-
tion or replacement is on the contractor. In practice,

It is Government policy to ensure I hat contrac tN in - prox iding such proof can be difficult. For example,
lude inspection and otlher qualitN \cn I t.lmlcntl,, in- considet a truck tire, purciascd by the Go\ernment,

2-1
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that experiences a blowout after only several miles (References 3, 4, 5,.and 6). After c\aluatilng a number
of use. A failure analysis may show that a tread of these early w arirtly programs, researchers have
separation caused the blowout, which was not likely concluded that a properl\ ,titictured and im-
to have occurred as a result of the limited use. On plemented ilitary warranty cari offer siginificant
the other hand, consider a tire on a Navy carrier- potential for aches n dcired operational perform- W
based airplane that has been used for months and ance at reasonable eot hapter Light presents an
experiences a blowout after a particularly hard land- analy'sis of relei art nia
ing. It would be much more difficult to prove that r
the second tire had a defect at time of acceptance. By the begining of' the 19N~ls, the use of wkarrantiesIA warranty clause can alleviate such uncertainties in the acquisition of military ssstems became a "stan-
regarding latent defects by making clear the condi- dard" option, but it w~as otil\ -electiv.ely applied and

tions~~~ une hc arranty' claim can be made, usually required a ,pecial frtothpatfte
irrespective of the condition of the product at time program ofh.' fIc 0 L des elp and inipleinrin.
of acceptance. This issue i discussed further in
Section 2.4.2.3. 2.3.2 Warranty Initiatives in the 1980s

TI-.- succ,-., ila -c of -, hi --~;~Iw for in as NITBFp2.3 A BRIEF HISTORY OF MILITARY guarantoes anid RIW durig thic 1970s providedl a
KWARRANTY basis for extiending warranity applications to a

broader class oif pi oiraIIns.

2.3.1 1960 to 1980
In 1980, the Air F-orce issued thec first Product Per-

In 1964, Section 1- 324 of thie Armed Services Pro- formance Aerenentt ( luide, wlhich proided a sum-
curement Regulation (ASPR) was issued, contain- mary of the teature' of %ariou forms of warranties
ing regulations on the use ofv warrantiles. The section, that could bec usedc in mnilitary procuremients. The
which has been updated periodically, has been Guide was revised in1 1985 (Reference 7). In 1982, the

*generally interpreted to mean that use of an exten- Product Perfornianc:e Apireement ('enter (PPAC) was
sive, long-term warranty should be the exception established to pr'w ide a to-cal point for Air Force use
rather than the rule. 1-or conmmercial items, the of product per rmart1,11cc agreemernts and sNarraiities.
military normally obtainis it stanidard warranty if the Also in 1982, the Department of D~efense issued
planned usage of the itemn is conistenit with normal a set of iniiatiive,. vii bc-ame known as the
usage (see IFAR 46.709). Carlucci Inttiu.to in; prose 3and streamlIinte the

acquisition prock-'s, lie iticludcld warranties as one
Early (;oxernmenr control, against acquiring defec- means of achic% ire desirecd levels of system reliability
tive material included w\arranty control against Ia- and mairrt anrahl lt .
ten, defects. In the lte 1960s arid early 1970s, more
extensive warranty forms were tried, such as on the Congressional iwi, Ir' ii \\ art Hit as, a trieans of enl-

NavyF-4 yro (tailutre- free wkarranty [FFWJ, suiLacpahid e _nm e ; ntdwtI h
Reference 1) anid the Air 1:-)rce ARN-l 18 TACAN passage of 1 ';fblic I :is IN8 21 2. \\ hich ",,a' part of the
(reliability imiprovmenit warranity [RIWI, Reference 1984 Defenise Vnpotti. ios l-Tat law, im-
2). Indications, of potenitial suIccCss for these selected plemnenTted b\ 00) ) licyt, 111id.U1,c dared 14 March
programs encouraged t he O ffice of the Secretary of 1984. muanLitd [hi hsatatc c i rid uded in the
Defense (()SD) and the: ser vices to eniter Into a "trial produtiton I *Pt'li\\, , . II 'otic mod; fica-
period" for more extci.k enn esarant y forms, par- tronIs, 1 ) !j in r-- n-w; by, intichisi'i oft lie 1985
ticirlarly RIW and N1I31 I lunaritee's. D~uring the warranit\ km~ il tin: 10I t )ol) .\nthor-iiation Act.
mid-1970s, these tvpes ,t sarrarltres were secured on Passac ot ;1:!,,, - o - > tl\ It\ III Wa*-

such equipmienit asr imic hitic rcplai-cable units ( F.RLs) rarit \ cei n~

on the Air l-Orce 1- 16, a' iNcl sI stlie A rmy ARN-l 23
radio anid li1ghtN ssegh oppls-; Na\ igationi System.
arid the Navy APl\ 194 It~s nit t addition, a 2.4 CURRE~ f W/\RRANTY LAW
dialogue \%a~s hcviirn 1-t I iii diist I and Dl~o) con-
cerni ng tlie \%;Ifrrarn s iss e l ics r aMid more exten- 2.4.1 0vc n v c -. %
sive: wlkiar ats lortm-k syc iminplennecrited by all
the n11ilrtar\ ,cr~k 2" I 1hs C', xi -- Jnpor'ed research -Ihe Ic P, )<Ve 1 'm
studies to esai ;tte hiu'- \\n) nul- it,,- piicatilonis anid 98-5 -- iv J I iliv 10i
to des elop arass5 i p K11In lintat or; tool- Sct Ili i

2-2



"NMaior WC\eo > w iatant cs." weapon system definitiion. I _perienice has shown that
Iis reprodon:ed ItN fj te lik11 () tis handbhook. the -iitr services are genera lk sCuring_ warran-

The ILas\ rea i t thK1 11~ 1i,jt I 1or0 a pro- ties for all itemns that e~edthe minimum cost levels
duction I~ L~fl )i 'c; J cI LII La 11antee12S, specified in the laI.unes (Ie\s fall ,!nder the specific
staitilic \ Ith l:* clc ii l I 1,lala 198,;. It coverage eXClusions'.
delincies the: it\ ot weldIc [;c Istlte
possIble ~~Ieil Ai speV I. f>1 or secu~r- 2.4.2.2 Warrantor

* inc ~~ ~~saI~1i di H Mtil eakiinte Cesit a 1
waieris St me I Ilk, 1, Il ilo . , , svi e relief As stipulated inl 1o0 1-,( 240, the: pr Ime contractor

for fill ';,, '.ciac I. 1 c sts that muistprov)ide tl he wi-arraty. lkor larger weapont systems
21.uarantels be: i11kdh L Ihk 01 tKes ht procuring for s hich there dte subcoiitractors. the prime con-
agci:\ and :pn -i bbe2 1 sum- tractor miay impose)" \sarrait\ requirements on the
111mar i/es th11,1C II .~ subcont r;k tors:- ho\ ex cr, it is thle prime that assumes

responsibiliy ill the exent of a \sarrantN breach.
InI eonljI;'ikc IIn sIi liel, Ipt.' C. k i IL SC 2403. the
Depart irient )tI )ete:Ii e -'a iid Jc ocument In practice, there ia'. ble a relationship established

* in thle form ii) a tc\ i.cd: DA~ ) I I~ K.vederal Ac- between the Governmecnt and a subcontractor in con-
quist in kcnla On~njLi iMA II I. R Subpart ducting- normal warranty acti' ities. For example, to

46.7). Subpart 11 4i \\,< ' I i 1tiks Inl \eaponls minimizec turnar-ounid time the Government may ship
* System lrcreci [,sei aL drse he newk a failed unit directly to a subcontractor rather than

%%arrant% 11%k amd J)10, ides LtiidaiiCe ad direction chrough the prime contractor. Suich a relationship
inl such1 areal a',nlu c x G'tIltiIlnt- furnished should not alleviate the prime contractor from
propkert I, toti iii In Ili iti csl,:N% xail, n :ostI-helnefit ultimate warrantv responsibility; this should be made
anazl\sis, and \\ai~er rcenc clear in, the contract.

2.4.2 Requirements of Warranty Law 2.4.2.3 Warranties

The tOllo%\Ms in nsUtu..iiiittari/c tile re- The law requires that thle follo tug types of sarran-
*. qilircinitciit, otf 10 1 5(24'3 s, -\scll asN applicable DoD ties or guarantees be provided:*

Design and manufacturing requirements
2 4..1 Cverae *Defects in materials and workmanship

9 Essential performance requirements
Vitde 10i, Sce:Iotl 2403, aippK 1oal 11ao systemn
prOI~celiett ,tmrinL awci I annar'.98. Each is discuIssed ill thle tolloss ing subsections.
\seCapon \tci I' Jeflht thdciifat canl be used

dirctlv tn: \ id iceso i i 011 omat Warranty on Design and
In ssona idcot orc h i ~il) .(11(1or~rwhch Manufacturing Requirements

the exeutnl1 [,)Ial proci.ciii cot is intre than
SIO(x),H ll'' it nih the(. duei aid dollai atmounts Design and manufac:turig requirements are the

are~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~1 tinvCla.te ith insil ictaioha "structural and etigilleering plans and manufact ur-
inse c ii< ci l el'ic I li c proxidedl ing particular,,, including pIsmeurens

V ro1 i ) i t rrc h tolerances, mlaterials, and furnished product tests."
\sepiit \-ci I ii' Ii. )lsi- This type of \Narranir prosides assurance that the

poll C(,tilpliIcilt I'. i _hintt product is deslined aUid hiili as spIid I tcvr
'Mtic e ill 11. i: 1k Ill]ia itemsl such featuire~s &sr/ic, \%Qcit. interfaces, power re-

it cspei i.. ll'.Nc I ed 'i 11 ~ 5~NC quiretnent s, anld matcriial coimposit ion. [-or many-
01 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 'I Hie<1 pl dsinadnaitc nill I~icrnrnets., a one-time

I it- a~ I K' I. . .1 .1 b. ,ti 1s11'11 f m > K II i : I i.ccssiirk for exam-
-~ cr rii>'ii'. ~* >* .1:11at an- ple, it is not hkk i hat ieL si/C or xseiieht of an elec-

tic'.,in n~ .: * I icIfor 1011kC Ui t s.iIk cc~ ouiktsm peii design

n 'n ~p * ~u '' I' iiiii tlie Or tllitilact 11i I I I i odic aUldis canl be colt-
diueted dunt a c Iol 11111ii to ctliire emni nr-
it% (4 aidlicti- '. 1 Jk o:) aind iii )Aiitctiiriine
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TABLE 2-1

SUMMARY OF 1985 WARRANTY LAW

Factor Definition Description

Coverage Weapon systems Used in combat missions; unit cost Is
greater than $100,000, or total pro-
curement exceeds $10,000,000.

Warrantor Prime contractor Party that enters into direct agree-
ment with U.S. to furnish part or all
of weapon system.

JI

Warranties Design and manufacturing Item meets structural and engineering
requirements plans and manufacturing particulars.

Defects in materials and Item is free from such defects at the
workmanship time it is delivered to the Government.

Essential performance Operating capabilities or maintenance
requirements and reliability characteristics of item

are necessary for fulfilling the mill-
tary requirements.

Exclusions GFP, GFE. GFM Items provided to the contractor by
the Government.

Essential performance require- The first 1/10 of the total production
ments for items not in mature quantity or the initial production
full-scale production quantity, whichever is less.

Waivers Necessary in the interest of Assistant Secretary of Defense or
national defense: warranty not Assistant Secretary of the Military
cost-effective Department is lowest authority for

granting waiver; prior notification to
House and Senate committees required
for major weapon system.

Remedies Contractor corrects failure at Other remedies may be specified; con-
no additional cost to U.S.: tract price may be reduced.
contractor pays for reasonable
costs for U.S. to correct

Tailoring Exclusions, limitations, and Specific details to be negotiated.
time duration

Dual-source procurements Relieve second source from guarantee-
ing essential performance requirements
for initial product delivered.

Extensions Extend coverage and remedies as deemed
beneficial.

2-4U
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Warranty Against Defects in "-

Materials and Workmanship

SYSTEMS CONSIDERED TO FALL As stated in 10 USC 2403, "the item provided under
WITHIN THE WEAPON SYSTEM the contract, at the time it is delivered to the United

DEFINITION States, will be free from all defects in materials and

workmanship." DFARS Subpart 46.7 uses the term
"weapon system" instead of "item" and replaces the

vehicles reference to time of delivery with "at the time of ac-
ceptance or delivery." It is clear that this clause is
directed at controlling latent defects (see Section

Self-propelled, towed, and fixed 2.2.2). Usually a discovery period is specified that
guns oflen is the same as the warranty duration applicable

to the control on essential performance requirements.
Howitzers and mortars It has been recommended that, if the defects-in-

materials clause is to be used to protect against all
Helicopters defects, latent or otherwise, the reference to the con-

dition at time of delivery or acceptance should be
Naval vessels removed. This suggested change is consistent with

the law and guidance to broaden the coverage when
Bomber, fighter, reconnaissance, deemed beneficial.
and EW aircraft

Warranty of Conformance to Essential
Strategic and tactical missiles, Performance Requirements
including launching systems

Essential performance requirements are defined in
10 USC 2403 as "the operating capabilities or
maintenance and reliability characteristics of the

Military surveillance, command, system that are determined by the Secretary of
control, and communications Defense to be necessary for the system to fulfill the
systems military requirement for which the system was

designed." This clause represents a major departure
Military cargo vehicles and from usual procurement practice, in that it extends
aircraft the contractor's liability for satisfactory product to

opcrational performance, including reliability and
Mines maintainability. The "old way" requirement to pass

a reliability acceptance test may be replaced by the
Torpedos "new way" warranty of measuring field reliability over

a.period of time and comparing such measurement
Fire control systems to a guaranteed value. Failure to meet a stated per-

formance requirement could be cause for the con-
Propulsion systems tractor to be liable for redesign of the product. Clear-

ly, such a potential liability imposes a challenge to
Electronic warfare systems lhe warranty developers to ensure that the terms and

conditions are fair and equitable and that the war-Safety and survival systems rantv can be implemented and administered
tclT,. i' cly.

Io r man\ of the \arranties contracted soon after the
km became effective, the issue of defining the essen-
ial performance requircment, to be guaranteed was

,,idestepped by including all the requirements con-
aInied in applicable specifications. Such an approach
:allj lead to problelml. ,ince solle requiremlenits are
not1 t1icMIt to appl1 under opcrational considerations
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(e.g., MTBF values to be tested by MIL.-STD-781 To date, there has been very limited use of waivers.

procedures), and others may not be easily measured Research of warranties that have been written and
in the field without special instrumentation or con- discussions with a number of military program, con-
trolled testing (e.g., mis.silc accuracy). As an exam- tractor, and staff personnel revealed that the services
pie of selective use of guaranteed requirements, the have adopted a general policy of structuring warran-
warranty on the Air Force alternate fighter engine ties to overcome any possible implementation or cost
includes controls on engine removal rate, specific fuel problems rather than seeking the waiver route. Since
consumption, and engine thrust- with all such con- there is only limited experience in fielding systems .:
trols extending for up to eight year, -Ifter engine with warranties written under 10 USC 2403, it is too
acceptance. early to judge whether this policy will have to be

modified.
Guarantee of essential performance requirements ap-
plies only to units in mature full-scale production- 2.4.2.6 Remedies
that is, units manufactured after the first one-tenth
of the total production or after the initial produc- If an item fails to meet any of the warranties
tion quantity, whichever is less. stipulated in the contract, then, under 10 USC 2403,

the contractor is required to:

2.4.2.4 Exclusions
(A) promptly take such corrective action

A warranty exclusion is a condition or event for as may be necessary to correct the failure
which there is no warranty coverage. DoD guidance at no additional costs to the United States;
specifically excludes (;ox ernment-furnished items, ex- or
cept possibly for their installation. The essential per-
formance requirement coerage for the first one-tenth (B) pay costs reasonably incurred by the
of the total production quantity, or the initial pro- United States in taking such corrective
duction quantity, whichever is less, may also be ex- action.
eluded as stipulated in the lawm Other exclusions, such
as failures resulting from mishandling or mistreat- DFARS Subpart 46.7 offers an alternative, essen-
ment, may be added as appropriate. tially a form of the second requirement, that allows

the contracting officer to reduce the contract price
2.4.2.5 Waivers equitably.

"I he warranty law allowNs for a \waiver of part or all Some warranties have been written that more or less
of the coverage requirements of the statute (subsec- duplicate the wording of the law, while others go into
tion (b)) if it is determined (1) that the waiver is great detail to spell out the remedies. While simplicity
necessary in the interest of national defense, or (2) is a laudable objective, there generally should be more
that a guarantee under that subtsection \would not be detail than a restatement of the legal requirement.
cost-effective. The "ai\cr authority is no lowver than For example, what does "promptly" mean with regard
the Assistant Secrctar, of l)efcnse or Assistant to correcting a problem? What if a unit is returned
Secretary of the Nilitar\ l)epat tnent. The 1)ol) may for \ hich the contractor can find no problem? If the
issue class waivers \ i hen jutitied. problem is due to a faulty part design, does replac-

ing the failed part with an identical one destined to
If a waiver is granted, notiticattion or reports to the soon fail again constitute a valid correction?
Senate and louse ( olllllliilcc onl Armcd Ser ices,
and Appropriation, mi ,, be made as folio \s: Another important issue with regard to \xarrantY

breach and remedy is the means for determining if
* Major weapon s s/till lhirtv days prior to a \Narranty breach has occurred. The Government

granting a waiect. he cor nm l te,, hall bc not itied e\pect,, to receive warranty services when a breach
in writing of the nt,t ti, %,;tWi\e and iaoni 0,+ occurs, but it should not have the unlimited rieht to
the wai\er. Ift a ti \n1 . tC I \\ telll 1ot \.,! iII seld Utnlits back for \arrantv ,er\ice k it houtl "onic
mature full-sCalc pi-dIc 'I1i 1o1 not itIIdC In \Cification0l of occutrrcnce of a breach. In the saimc
essential peOrO t lllal'lk e IICl ntt ice t ,el,,e, tle contractor should not be able to claim.-
such cxcipliolit hli be i. \ithowt aldequaestipport, that a breach ha, not oc-

" Otlher weapon ritv \1. *liiaIl cpotll 'li~l cilrcd, becaus of cithe a le ()i '" rc',tl oKt ip- . .i
be submitted h% I I chi ti eto \c;ti. !itint, plicabilit\ of- a \a arrant\ e\clusioni. I hiec isusc, arc
all wkaikcrs etinrtrcj ii 1< r',i' i r rC,t(cd tllorc l1 ill ('htrplC \\.
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2.4.2.7 Tailoring of W~arranties tact'ol III twite thc tO st nic2-let l l thle
1 6a)tlt~pae proIiiet illi i

The %Nordinu o! 10(1 LSt' 2403 a~nd t he Llin.fl 1* vL1 /'I,'mibiarlv NahltS (I A !si --- \ka! ii ic- are [lot
MIARS Subpart 46.7 ,u-Lc,,ts that tailorinv of thle foti r 1AIS tplodi~il'ii Citracts.

\Narrantk term, and cetud iions to miatch thle system, 1 on , 1 1'i DA I)o 1"1) 10ic to (L ii- 'munc x\ ar-
procuremnent, and opcr-at infal conditiOns is necessary ranic to I-N pn rlhasCl. as ohl at ned h\ tile
to develop a cs-t tiwapproach. 10 UiSC 2403 1. nitcd lta sIo ot dcects II mAt criak,, and
Sugges.1tS that specific details, regardlin reasonable ex- 551 a ill ad c It I ii iN,4.' 10 to deIe-n and
clusions, limitat ions, and littl duration be tiego- nitnIati i qui renient1s. Noutah ' . essential
tiated. (Guar antees. thfat pr ovide mlore comprehensive pcrtoiniatIce \A.atrantes %\III iw he obtained for
remedies than t hosc provIided ill the statute arealso j.\l5 piha ~ers. \\airant \.,I cost- INIS pur-
to be Considered. Ini IA\ RS Subpart 46.7, Such fac- c'Iasci mIa, KC hither than tot the I. nited States,
tors as technical risk, c,.on Tact( orfinancial risk, and and th III I \S- p tca misiw01t. ll all of the kvar- 6

program u ucertaint ics are hi ted as potential reasons rantl L iisiIA aditi nIIi ilt on costs.
*for lim-itig the cont racioi% 's ahilfit v under thle terms * (onmnro/ Sid/iflt'N- I lie I)IAR 1(5rferences

of thle warranty. .-\i n exm plc ti vn of narrowini! i-AR 40.7()9 reLat dine s arat ie o0 ICommercial
thle scope of the eosentlal perftormaonce reqluirement supplies. ( cea ',the (iO mmncii Ilia% adopt
because at contractjor had not desiened thle system,. th ot c r' tnadcinieca arrant i

* ~It is also Stated that It 11s not1 lDetrtmuent of Defense it I, nlot inossen 'ilih rictu that w\ould
policy to include contar I ai ahiit\ fo oss, damage, he affOrded thle ( ioernmlenit under a svarranty-of-

- or injury to third pat ties o p1ic clan s or other cornliacteii If the
(';osiiiiients speitict i1ts ha 2 a .2i e thle itemn,

or ii tlic plianned 1usaLC of t1he Item difteIS from
2.4.3 Cost-Benefit Analysis normal usaeC, tle sarntlang n'at!e shoul,1d be
The cost -eftect is eness, o a potential s\ arrantv is a altered appropiatel\ . [ ornis of coinimcrCial war-

*major deternili nani of' Mi et her a waiver should be rant\ have been used h\ th lienlitarv oii suLch items
* ~reCILueStd. DI AR; 1~S pr 46.7 requires that a war- a'i cc, o11(cnmbiaIavnis
- rantyv cost-heneli anl' -. 2 l0 onduicted and docu-

menited ill thle COitiact ile. I lie l)IARS requires 2.5 MILITARY WARRANTY POLICY
compatring tilie hene lit" f ~I a 55 arrant \kwith its acquisi-
tion and adins aisecs> \here possible, a comn-ADFCLPIT

*paris on dhould also, he Illade: \kith ile Costs of ob- k
* taininrg aiid ci im:e nowai0 5arn c onl similar 2.5.1 U.S. Army

s~stei'. It 1, al'il Ilicle 'hat a life-cycle-cost
* ~(ICC() basis eusd Noiilri 1.(( wkith arid It isi.s didli lion" the pohlk 1tIlth i,I hoid no in-

wit outa sarrti~ 's- S ii ipp ~.icrs i\\sCoiidnj:td %s th A\rii\ pisinlthat thle
\\ilh0Ut~ Oil IMIIH% it N i tp00~ ha, been usled5

illil itibl to,*, Atl !:,,\ ilI dl"dee ii iltna, ~ 1eroniel

* 1) *-RS 'iilpali-0 so ites cudane i th ~~io_,,I to IXI01 -the .' tha itm This

6" 'q -r ,-b--\ran ir e Ilis -I , l i >n,,I I -I a I dp
-. ~~~~~~~~~ tie pros ti 11 'I I 1' "uc Idit Iairo sal poti1.'Oole

stitl lii _0 13) V 11 ik I1ff Pic~fi Coin-a ttta i- tie

's.id t I C1;0 CI L I I .1 d. l i na u1 c C ci s Ile -et IIJI1 1 10

(G 11) -\-rr

* li'o~ii o,- I - \hIil i e sifc l itin-
ci tW a I sI I' . I11i,,o l tha le se il - liH \ 1<

I -. - -- itII11f c I I eti l- a i

.*.111i tha *.o n ;-I .- . . -
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various interested actliilti,, and to provide an elec- 2.5.2 U.S. Navy
tronic mailbox for ii fou mation flos, and a 24-hour
hotline for resolution of warrnmty problems. Major Navy warranty policy is being developed in proposed

command,, are atko dimected to e,tahlish a warranty, Secretary of the Navv Instruction (SLCNA'INST)
control office or olficer (\WAR( O) at the MACOM 4330.xx, Navy Policy on Warranties. The instruction
level to ensure effectise execution of warranties. will focus on 10 USC 2403, [AR Subpart 46.7,

DFARS Subpart 46.7, and SLCNAVINST 7000.1413
to ensure that the Navy obtains and administers cost-With respect to \%,iitit\x Concepts, reliability ima-Wiproveet ~iiii, iito v, ii ~ccenpteliabiit m effective warranties and uses them to enhance the

provement ssarralitie, am-c ,pecifically exempted from reliability of systems, subsystems, and materials,
coverage in the regulation, since such an approach
is considered to be reliability improvement incen- Navy activities will take action to implement the pro-
tive. The Arm\ conidcr rehiabilit\ improement visions of the instruction. It is expected that the pro-
ssarranties to be uscitl ill uLiHuci instances where visions will include the following:
r,:liabilit_ is kno', t 0 to K)e dcfiici and rcliability
growth is possible. Since another regulation (AR * Policy on warranty requirements, cost-benefit
702-3) had prcviouslyv bccu piepared for the reliabili- aanalysis, acquisition planning, identification ,.~_
ty improvement C(1iiCCpi, tie .A\u chose not to in- marking, failure reporting, period of coverage,chide that concept it .AR 700)-139. participation with the Air Force Product Perform-

ance Agreement Center, and supply policies
Policy guidance thai nas been issued reflects the * Development of procedures for implementing war-
Army's belief that on. of ilte most etectsc remedies ranty terms and conditions, establishment of war-
available to achiese the ,cquired perfo.'mance re- ranty administration points of contact, and in-
quirements is the redesign of potentialls defective tegration of appropriate supply and maintenance
parts. Acquisition managers have been directed not regulations
to exclude a redesign remedy from warranty coverage • A reporting system to ensure proper warranty
as had been done on several major programs. administration

Warranty coverage for centrally procured equipment Table 2-4 lists offices that have been designated as
should generally include both coverage for failures U.S. Navy warranty focal points.
of individual items and coverage for system defects;
the latter may imolvc a potential redesign liability. 2.5.3 U.S. Air Force
If claim processing costs are expected to exceed 5 U r
estimated claim recovery costs, only systemic With reference to 10 USC 2403, Air Force policy
coverage should be used. lhe duration of a s.arran- documents indicate that the Air Force will require
ty should be betssecn 10 and 25 percent of the ex- a warranty plan for each procurement, document-
pected life and generally not less than one calendar ing the responsibilities, decisions, taskings, and
year of operation. strategies for warranties. Specific planning areas are

as follows:
Procedures and forms fOr ssai iant\ identification,
data collection, and claims have been standardized * Bricf statement of the need and summary of the
throughout the Arni\. A central data collection ac- technical and warrantv history
tisity has been operat ins since AugLiUSt 1984, gather- * Membership of the acquisition team
ing information on acquired warranties and * Responsible action point, contracting officer, war-
puhli:,hing an inde of eqO iputernt under w arrant., rantv' manager, and other points of contact ".
a list of wkarrant control otices, and periodic Army- deemed necessary for s'arrantv administration
wide ic\sletters to sharc warrantv events and O Organi/ational responsibilities for warranty
infornatio. mlanage inct

Duration, marking, neasurement basis, reporting,
tabe 2--1 i.,(, t h. ot d 's, tl a. t.. . Ar Ill\ disposit nit, material accountahilit. , and other in-

,warrant\ loc;al p(mif,. I h,,c ,fice, are responsible formnation periaiiiil to t lie ,diiinistration of the
* for warranl\ cIiiiall h ft Wih \ it t-' lllho odity .\ l lilllam

com allnlld. I lie I ic)d cotllin d, ro:spo)nsible for cx- Q t benef't klvses dt t.imlletat iim

ccti: 1 1 " 0 'i y \ -iR sJIa i )I m h \as C de .i1aeld ,\ r- * Ls's,, lli l pei folimtll'ue c [hii.llCri[ " that are
rmalv coniol of01ic1" ,i li'J,, 11a nld.'
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TABLE 2-3

ARMY WARRANTY FOCAL POINTS

Office Address Telephone Number

Army Materiel Command

Policy/Executive Agent AMCQA-W AV 284-4018
for Warranty Headquarters, AMC (202) 274-4018

Alexandria, VA 22333-50001

Armament, Munitions, and AMSMC-QAD, AMCCOM AV 793-2421
Chemical Command Rock Island. IL 61299-6000 (307) 782-2421

Aviation Systems Command AMSAV-QR, AVSCOM AV 693-1771
St. Louis, MO 63120-1798 (314) 263-1771

Communications and AMSEL--PA-W, CECOM AV 992-2220
Electronics Command Ft. Monmouth, NJ 07703-5000 (201) 532-2220

Depot Systems Command AMSDS-QS, DESCOM AV 238-7946
Chambersburg, PA 17201-4120 (717) 263-7946

Laboratory Command AMSLC-PR AV 290-3690
Adelphi, MD 20783-1145 (301) 394-3690

Missile Command AMSMI-QA-WA AV 746-5115
Redstone Arsenal, AL (205) 876-5115

35898-5000

Tank Automotive Command AMSTA-MW AV 786-7889
Warren, MI 48397-5000 (313) 574-7889

Troop Support Command AMSTR-QE AV 693-2879
St. Louis, MO 63120-1798 (314) 263-2879

Materiel Readiness AMXMD--MS AV 745-3690

Support Activity Lexington, KY 40511-5001 (606) 293-3690
Field Commands

Training and ATPL-MM AV 680-3248

Doctrine Command Ft. Monroe, VA 23651 (804) 727-3248

Forces Command AFLG-SMM AV 588-38201 Ft. McPherson, GA 30330 (404) 752-3820 .

Western Command APZV-DI() AV 438-1410
Ft. Shatter, HI 96858

Eighth U.S. Army )J-MS-MM AV 262-1101
Soeul, Korea .

U.S. Army Europe AEAGD-MMC id,-W 494-2281-6568/8268
200th TAMMC Zwelbrucken, West Germany

2-9
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TABLE 2-4

NAVY WARRANTY FOCAL PC N'

Office 1Address Telephone Number

Office of the Assistant CBMMA (202) 692-8658
Secretary of the Navy Washington, D.C. ?~)-
MSL), Contracts and 

7

Business Management

Commander SEA 901 (202) 692-6731
Naval Sea Systems Command Washington, D.C. 2~;l

Commander SPAWAR 2011 (202) 692-6046
Space and Naval Warfare Washington. D.C. 2030,J-K1K)
Systems Command

NvlArSystems Command Wahi~ngtn D.C. 20361 -(22)69-78

Commander SUP PML 550 (202) 692-5305
Naval Supply Systems Washington. D.C. 2U370~iC
Command

Commander FAG 021A (202) 325-9121
Naval Facilities 200 Stovall Street
Engineering Command Alexandria, VA 2231"

ENI1S coveraL'e mid related JJdrrrirrai'c *Pli;ii ,: lo \r rranty coverage must
requirement,, he M, W cd h C11oId o1' measurement

" Applicabilit%' under the laxx rurv;d il. %xiiai ant clause.
" Procedure,, for trackine and Wcuua i \ata- *l i11 !-OC ied reports should be

ty cost,, 1c 1 t Lit Hd for correction to

The Air Force oitcs( oniniand lias also pio\ ided * ( )cd io mieet specific re-
interim guidance on %%arratit administat i ( Ret- l~r 7 P vil to the emtert possible,
erence 10). This guidance: reflects a posit ion iiakenK i t d eleoping such
by the othter ser\ ices naml\, tha \iarra'I!e shl iti 'Arrant v administ ra-
generally be structured to hie consistent \% ithi cur renlt 1!%,
Air Force procedures. Speciticalls. thec tohllm\ irei c:k~t

straint s are included: Iii r ,icd to establish an in-
liItIi J' Z1 1ri ai1 auomated

9 The to\,.esi le\e v101 har id\\i ar 'i h Ic, i t iv l i .l 111 evct \.iflrti
requiring coitractor culcti~c oiti 'iouild !)c
that wNhich cani K tccicl ralc u; lo, hecLi designated as,

* 10 the cmtert pos'iblc, wiial\ .ivairlr 'horrid
be stated as a fised caleidariit i tt. i'c [) lmir,,i 1 '\t cniwc~ \perientce
than that requircd to Jcr~\detc; . . pailicuilr\ RI\V.
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TABLE 2-5

AIR FO)RCE WARRANTY FOCAL POINTS

offi~ Address Telephone Number

Warranty Cont racr irnj HQ USAF/RDCS (202) 697-6400
Pent agon
Washington, D.C. 20330

*Warranty Admlnini;t i ( y WSAF/Lt YE (202) 697-0311
r~rtagon

4 4-:hington, D.C. 20330

Air Force Systems i HV AFSC/PLE 234(301) 981-4076

Air Force Lo( -;-i- Fl CMK (5F, H45313) 257-7119

Warranty Data Liase, 1- roduct Performance (513) 255-5459
Consultina Agreement Center[

Wight-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

MTBF guarantcc: . aid ~t (I ar all levels, the PPAC currently performs the follow-
antees. To pro~ idc a kt nierrani[N; ing functions:
guarantee de~cloprinct, h'i.1d the
Product Perforiiwrn hit ~hi is * Serves as the central repository of Air Force PPA-
discussed in Secutior 2. I iw Plod- related data
uct PerfornlanCC I\; i; T v ICc 7) * Analyzes the effectiveness of existing and pro-
reflects the current i 1- ui posed warranties, guarantees, award fees, incen-

gurntedrii Ic es, related contract ual provisions, solicitation
r instructions, and other PRA associated contract-

Ing strategies and management and administra-
26PRODUCT PERFCOFM;4ANJL lion systems

AGREEMENT CENTh-Fi 'PPA6< e Develops improved contract clauses and related
concept s as well as met hodologies for selecting ap-

The Air Force 11PA( \ .piopriatc and co,,t-cf'tectivc PPAs
Air Force aclivite ;1'1 of I * lProvides technical assistance to Air Force activities

* defense svstems, au~d------- t~ in in selecting, tailoring, pricing, negotiating, and ad-
structuring, priciniic - mniui~lring aIppiropiate agreemnrts through direct
effective PPAs, and lt+-, mi consu'ltation with programi and system managers
To promrote thc u- -pv and staff: periodic puLblication of' guides, hand-
curemenis ptir,,iiiii i - -- 0,hoks, andl techca11, reports; and periodic spon-
effective applicaMITI Ot in - - 'ior,,hip of %%~orksliop,, symposia, briefings, and

ot hr comuiat ions designedc to improve Air
I 11rce-\\ Id ( I c 11C f, PA-\

_*The tecmi "ptokl. 1-ornIrilaics, proposed policy guidance for HQ
the Air I rc : - USN\I considcrat ion concerning application of

* relating io the 14-' -,V~ to Air F orce acquisritions



Chapter Three
WARRANTY CONCEPTS AND ISSUES

3.1 DEFINITIONS * Prime contractor- Party that enters into an agree- a

ment directly with the United States to furnish a
To provide a basis for discussion of various warran- system or a major subsystem.
ty concepts and issues, the following definitions are * Warranty-A promise or affirmation given by a I
presented: contractor to the Government regarding the

nature, usefulness, or condition of the supplies or
* Acceptance -The act of an authorized represen- performance of services furnished under the -

tative of the Government by which the Govern- contract.
ment, for itself or an agent of another, assumes * Warranty breach -A failure to meet the warranty
ownership of existing identified supplies tendered terms and conditions.
or approves specific services rendered as partial e Warranty remedy -Actions of a contractor to meet
or complete performance of the contract. its obligations under the terms of the warranty

* Correction -Elimination of a defect. when a warranty defect occurs.
* Defect-Any condition or characteristic in any *Weapon system -System or major subsystem used.

supplies or services furnished by the contractor directly by the armed forces to carry out combat
under the contract that is not in compliance with missions.

* the requirements of the contract.
* Design and manufacturing requirements -

Structural and engineering plans and manufactur- 3.2 WARRANTY CLASSIFICATIONS
ing particulars, including precise measurements,
tolerances, materials, and finished product tests Anme fwrat lsiiainshmshvI.E~ for the weapon system being produced.K: *Essntil peforanc reqireent - Oeraing been developed to describe alternatives available to
capabilities and reliability and maintenance procurement activities. The classification scheme

chaactritic o a eaon ystm hatar deer used in this handbook distinguishes between
mined by the Secretary of Defense (or delegated asrneadicniefrso arny h rd
authority) to be necessary for the system to fulfill utPromneAreetGiepoie eea
the military requirement for which it is designed. tpso netv arnis

* Initial production quantity-The number of units
of a weapon system contracted for in the first pro- 3.2.1 Assurance and Incentive
gram year of full-scale production. Warranties

* Inspection - Examination and testing of supplies
or services (including, when appropriate, raw The tLerm "assurance warranty" is used when the
materials, components, and intermediate primary intent is to assure that minimum design,
assemblies) to determine whether they conform to quality, and performance levels are achieved. The

acontract requirements. Government is not seeking anything more than the
e Mature full-scale production -Follow-on produc- contract specifies, and the warranty concept and

tion of a weapon system after manufacture of the terms and conditions do not prov ide any incentives
lesser of the initial production quantity or one- for the contractor to do otherwise. This is the type
tenth of thle eventual total production quantity. of warranty required bw 10 US( 2403.
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The term "Incentive warranty ' is utsed for the type represents the decrease inl M 1-13f from 1,000 hours
of warranty that provides incentive,, for the contrac- "covered" by the \,%arrant\ profit 'risk dollars in the
tor to exceed minimum design, quality, or perform- contract price. For thec assurance x'arranfty, the con-
ance levels. For such a wkarrant vthe contractor can tractor's profit rises to the ex.pected contract profit
adapt a strategy to just meet the mninimumfi perform- and remains there for- M 1-131- equal to or greater than
ance levels. H owever, the warranty is .st ru1ctured so 1,000. For the incentive orin of' karranty, the profit
that the risks of failing to achieve the minimumi levels, continues to rise ss ith inrerasiny NITiII and,
or the potential profit associated with exceeding those theoretically, is assm 1ptotic to a IalLue near the con-
levels, will normfallyr miotivate the contractor to try tract warranty price - the onlN Costs Incurred being
to exceel ru iinimun lexels. This tx pe of w arranty may for warranty, adminiistrationi and %%arrain data as
or may1 not mieet the requirements of' 10 USC 2403. MTBF approaches infiiit\.

The distinct ion her sNecu thle t mo haicl, f'Orms can be The distinction bet '%Ccu l an~~rlc mid inicenti~ e
illustrated] h, anl esam ll)c. Let Us assu~l ci hat an types of warranties is not l~a cear- blei 3-1 lists
equi~pmenCt is, to heC procured that has, a field NITBF various procurement and deplo> nifn factors and

* requirement Of LWfXX h1ours. For thle selected \karranty their relationship to these tsso xsavranfy t'~pes.
period, Hie \\arranted items are c\pected to operate
for a .total of 2(iN,t){* hours. 1 herefore, if' thle MNTBF 3.2.2 Assurance Warranty IssuesIrequiremlent is rnt. the total number kif failuires ex-
pected to O'C[cn Is 200,000lf 1,000 - 200. Assurance forms of s% arrant has e been used tn -

* 1-r anassranc tye of\sarariv. he trmsand on- military production contract s for a numbher of years. -

I-o al asijrn : ip :ot'\arant, he erns ad cn- Following the legislation of' 10 USC 2403, there have
dirio in as 11,11ha all faillu rel beyond 200 that been basically only t\%~o ke\ chanues inl warranty

L1occur)dun (11t,: 'A at tilts pcri)Od must be repaired practices:
b\ 111 IIIc H. F':; hitioliul cosl to) The Governl-

- ~ e. nott.II . t' hcrbenefifoni Produc- Application of s arra ut '. to weapon systems is
FtC le; ;.\ H Itertn a lfff0iF-h1OUr Nill. mandatory rather than discretionary, as in the

* No'~ cr <I ~ eitts ~stratr> ormfor past.No, I(: i i!i i CM\L' \dlliir torn f * Of the three types of' warranty coverage required
- ~ ~ i t mi .at: i'o' he otrar0 is to pro- under 10 USC 2403 (listed iii 7able 2-1), only the

ideJ 101 t IFF'. C(IMil'Fment over warranty for conformance to "essential perform-
I h( o ' . sd pt ~c. k hich is based ance requirements;" reflects, a new, post-acceptance
on lie. o! lx it'.i or -'(X) c\piecte(] commitment. (Warranty vCoveracge for con formance

fa~~l ~ 01 C'M ' i55ic )I tfil' pc"iidiitg wtar- to design and manufact'uring requirements is tradi-
rant, 1 ;11ti:11 chl it taltiuic that call tionally covered under somne fnrm of the inspec-

f* V -li i- J Fi note plohI t. I ie,, coitractor tion clause; the warranty for freedom from defects
]'I l! ll J~slll, ro- is usually covered uinder the ins~pection clause o

* ~ ~ ~ ~ k 1Jti11' 111i iFytortrc h nimlcr correction of' defects onl warrants of supplies.)

tot -Ot killit 's arid, The developer of a warranty inust he concerned with
to 0XF h'.ct\kJ c';tlIT inle how best to define and ilCUde essenltiall performance

A l I t hIMCe or requirements and def'ect con trol,, tin a \warrant v, as
C I I.II I> "k v' Ftt\ Is wvell as the formi That The inririt \6Hi take.

* t'0* 'H.'V .
t

rr3.2.2.1 Essential Performance
~'iurac-Requirements

I l II r~~' ~\ittltl. The defense iridusri s\'tFFt'tsndtrte that
I' r o i 'H r'';rru'A llsti- [here could 11 sesetlal itiftJ'''J 11ctotruanfce re-

tet . .*t . 'U ' . '. \. Alitr \ (uirernents ill a \\c p't *.tri f n orrte %.cs

makdas object se. l ',it~ r''his. inirlidinge

tire spccif'icat ionls . ( otnlhil- toe t ill thle rnajorit\ of',
- Uk stated perforllmCe ChtOF?,tI I'l ' kleterriied

thrloil 2h1 art evrlniati'rr! '11 1100t 11!1.11101) hifur ishedl
to0 slip1por th fi~.F 11" V r'lt') b1'eirteM of, tire
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0 Maximum incentive Warranty Price
Profit 0 - - - - - - - - - - 1

Inceritlve Warranty

SExpected AsrneWrat

I000-X 1000

Achieved l1MTBF

FIGURE 3-1

CONTRACTOR PROFIT- ASSURANCE VERSUS INCENTIVE WARRANTY

system during design and development. That is, the the warranty period. The question of concern is
Government implicitly accepts the risk that the con- whether the defects in materials and workmanship
tractor's design will achieve specified performance control applies to the first F failures. If the defects

*requirements through a review of development speci- control is limited to those defects that existed "at time
fications and drawings, qualification test results, and of delivery," then it is fairly clear that the two con-
proposed acceptance procedures. trols are not in conflict. The defects clause protects

against initial quality problems, while the NITBF con-
Since a warranty on essential performance re- trol is a reliability control for accepted product. The
quirements survives acceptance of the product, the difficulty in this case is "proving" that the failure was

*Government, in conjunction with the contractor, a result of a defect existing at time of delivery.
must clearly identify those selected performance
characteristics which survive the normal acceptance If the time-of-delivery condition is removed, the con-
process. Instead of several hundred or so perform- flict with an MTBF requirement may surface. This
ance characteristics within a weapon system contract, issue should be directly addressed to avoid further
there should be relatively few areas (perhaps three problems in implementing the warrantypto five at most) in which the Government can clear-
ly describe the compliance and evaluation method 3.2.2.3 Assurance Wrat om
in the operational environment and satisfactorily Wrat om
negotiate any joint evaluation responsibilities with Assurance warranty forms have been as simple asa
the contractor. oeprgahstatement and as complex as a set of

terms and conditions extending over a number of
3.2.2.2 Defects in Materials and pages. Because of the relative newness of 10 USC

Workmanship Versus MTBF 2403, a set of "generic" warranty forms has not yet
Requirements been developed.

There is a potential conflict between a control on A warranty that defines a breach only when the
all defects in materials and workmanship and an number of failures exceeds a stated threshold is a
essential performance requirement on MTBF Sup- form of assurance warranty. The Army expected-
pose the stated MTBF requirement "allows" up to failure concept is an example of this approach. This
F failures to occur for H hours of operation during concept max' be applied to other performance
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TABLE 3-1

COMPARISON OF ASSURANCE AND INCENTIVE TYPES OF WARRANTIES

Factor Assurance Warranty Incentive Warranty

Basic Intent Meet minimum performance Exceed minimum levels.
and R&M levels.

Warranty Price Expected to be minimal, May be significant, up to 7
from 0 up to 1 or 2 or 8 percent per year of
percent per year of hardware price.
hardware price.

Warranty Limited -- generally Can be extensive -- 3 or

Duration 1 year or less. more years.

Technology Warranted item is well Warranted Item pushes SOA,
Factors within state of the art so there is need to protect

(SOA), or SOA is so against failure and there
severely "pushed" that is opportunity for growth.
only limited warranty
protection is realistic.

Contractor Contractor has limited Contractor has significant
opportunity to control opportunity to control and
and improve performance improve performance.
prior to and during
warranty.

Competition Should not reduce May significantly reduce
future competitive competitive climate. -A
climate.

Administration Generally not a severe May require complex
burden. procedures.

parameters, such as speed, range, power, and ac- occur during the warranty period are covered-
curacy. The product must meet stipulated perform- irrespective of whether the failure exists at time of'
ance levels, and the warranty does not have a stated delivery, and irrespective of whether the population
or implied incentive to exceed those stated levels, reliability level exceeds a specified value. For this case,

the performance requirements represent an assurance
There is a form of warranty that may have both form of warranty, but the defects clause has an in-
assurance and incentive features. Consider a warranty herent incentive in that the contractor's liability is
that identifies several performance requirements for reduced for each failure eliminated. The "strength"
warranty coverage but has no incentive to exceed of the incentive depends on a number of complex
minimum levels. There is no direct reliability-related factors, such as the length of the warranty, the con-
measure. As required by lavs, the warranty also covers tractor's ability to control certain tvpes of defects,
defect, in materials and workmanship. The warran- and the flexibility and capability to identify problems
t\ nlav he \%orded in such a way that all failures that and institute corrective action.
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3.2.3 Product Performance Agreement presents the following information, typically on one
Guide Warranties page:

In 1980, the Air Force published the Product Per- * Objective
formance Agreement Guide, which was developed * Characteristic
by a joint Air Force and industry committee. The * Applicability•Description
focus of the committee's efforts was to explore ways * Measurement

of enhancing contractors' participation in the field * Result
performance of their products through the concept e Advantages
of product performance agreements (PPAs). The DAdvantages

document listed 23 types of product performance - Disadvantages

agreements. In November 1985, a revised Guide was Table 3-2 lists the 28 PPAs. As can be seen, there
issued (Reference 7), listing 28 forms of PPAs and are a number of different alternatives, some of which
providing additional background and guidance on are combinations of others (e.g., RIW with MTBF
their potential application. For each PPA, the Guide verification test).

N

TABLE 3-2

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT FORMS

PPA
Number Title

I Warranty of Supplies; Warranty of Systems and Equipment Under
Performance Specifications or Design Criteria

I Warranty of Technical Data
III Warranty of Technical Orders
IV Reliability Warranty
V Maintainability Guarantee

VI Reliability and Maintainability Warranty
VII Reliability Improvement Warranty (RIW)
VIII Reliability and Maintainability Improvement Warranty (R&MIW)

IX Mean Time Between Failures Verification Test (MTBF-VT)
X RIW with MTBF Verification Test

XI R&MIW with MTBF/VT
XII Component Reliability Warranty

XIII Chronic LRU Guarantee
XIV Availability Guarantee S

XV Logistics Support Cost Guarantee
XVI Maximum Parts Cost Guarantee

XVII Spare Parts Level Warranty
XVIII Utility Functions Guarantee
XIX Ultimate Life Warranty
XX Commercial Service Life Warranty
XXI Software Design Commitment Guarantee

XXII LRU Software Configuration Control and Support Agreement
XXIII Fault Detection, Isolation, and Repair Warranty
XXIV Test and Repair Improvement Guarantee
XXV Method of Test Guarantee

XXVI Quality of Training Warranty
XXVII Rewarranty of Repaired/Overhauled Equipment

XXVIII Repair/Exchange Agreements
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Four of the PPA forms listed in the Guide represent Presumably, the price paid for the "arranty is based
the more commonly used incentive forms of on reasonable costs co repair covered failures when
warranty: the field failure rate is consistent with that specified

or "expected." If the warranty is for 200,000 opera-
* Reliability improvement warranty (RIW) tional hours and the Government expects a field
* Mean time between failures guarantee (MTBFG) MTBF of 1,000 hours, and if the contractor has pro-

(included as part of several PPA forms) vided equipment that meets this expectation, the
* Availability guarantee (AG) number of failures expected to occur is
• Logistics support cost guarantee (LSCG) 200,000/1,000=200. That number becomes the basis

for negotiating a warranty price.
Table 3-3 summarizes these four forms. They are
discussed in detail in the followNing subsections. Clearly, it is in the interest of the contractor to pro-

duce an equipment with an MTBF greater than 1,000
3.2.3.1 Reliability Improvement Warranty hours if the incremental development or production

costs to do so are less than the reduction in future
The RIW form of warranty has been used most ex- warranty repair costs. The contractor, who is also
tensivelv in the past, particularly for electronic units. performing the repair for all failures, has the oppo-
The objective of RIW is to achieve acceptable tunitv to devote resources to detect pattern failures
reliability while providing the motivation and as early as possible. If a fix can be developed and
mechanism for reliability improvement. This is ac- implemented in time to reduce the number of future
complished through a fixed-price contract provision failures economically, the contractor will be
for the contractor to perform depot repair for all motivated to do so (Reference 11). The terms and
covered failures during the warranty period, conditions of an Ri\V generally include exclusions,

TABLE 3-3

SUMMARY OF FOUR INCENTIVE FORMS OF WARRANTY

Incentive "
Warranty Form Obje(tlve Approach Remedies Application

Reliability Achleve ac(eptable Contractor performs Contractor repairs all Units must be depot-
Improvement reliability and depot maintenance covered failures and has repairable. Reduced
Warranty motivate, contta,-ot for at least two the option of implementing military self-
(RIW) to Improv,. years under a fixed no-cost ECPs for R&M sufficiency must be

pr Ice. improvement. tolerable.

Mean Time Between Provide assurance that Contractor guarantees Contractor must develop MTBF Is appropriate
Failures Guarantee required field MTIF field MTBF. Measure and Implement solution if reliability param-
(MTBFG) level wIit be achieved. ments are made and guarantee value is not eter, and field

compared with guaran- achieved. Contractor may measurement can be
teed value, have to provide consign- made.

ment spares In the
interim.

Availability Provide assurance that System availability is Same as for MTHF Availability is
Guarantee required operational measured In the field guarantee. appropriate readl-
iG availabillity will be or through special ness parameter. and

achieved, test and compared to acceptable measure-
guaranteed values. ment methods can be

Implemented.

Logistics Support Control loqlst 1s Contractor "bids" tar Contract price is adjusted Appropriate L.C
Cost Guarantee suppOrt coctc. get logistics support based on measured versus model exists.
(L50G) cost through use of a target values: a cortec cLnprally requires

model. Field param tion J deficieny may a special test
etets are measured, be, requlted. pr)qram to obtain
and the same model is measured values.
used for obtaininq
measured logistics
support costs and
compared to target.
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failure-verification procedures, turnaround time con- not be adequate, and a special measurement process
trols, operate time adjustments, data requirements, will have to be instituted.
and storage and transportation procedures.

Generally, MTBF is defined as operating exposure
RIW has been used successfully on such programs divided by the number of relevant failures. Ideally,
as the Navy F-14 hydraulic pump, Air Force operating exposure is the number of operating hours
ARN-118 TACAN and F-16 avionics, and Army or cycles of the warranted item. In practice, this may
ARN-123 CONUSNAV radio. Although the RIW be difficult to obtain, and pseudo-measures such as
approach has required some changes to support platform hours (e.g., aircraft hours) may be used. In
systems, it has proved to be administratively some cases, a statistical sampling procedure using
workable, and it is considered to be one of the more elapsed-time-indicator readings has been used to
important and useful forms of incentive warranty. calculate operating exposure (Reference 12).

MTBFG Remedies
3.2.3.2 Mean Time Between Failures

Guarantee In the event a measured MTBF value fails to meet

MTBFG provides a direct means for controlling the the guaranteed value, the contractor is to supply the
operational reliability of fielded equipment. This is following typical remedies:
accomplished by specifying in the contract the MTBF
to be achieved in the field, a means for measuring * Engineering analyses to determine the cause of
the operational MTBF, and actions to be taken if the MTBF nonconformance
measured MTBF is less than the guaranteed value. * Corrective engineering design or production

changes
MTBFG Values * Modifications of units as required

* Pipeline consignment (loaner) spares in accord-
Two approaches to determining MTBFG values have ance with a contractually specified method to sup-
been used: specifying the MTBFG value in the RFP, port the logistics pipeline pending improvement

in MTBFand having contractors bid an MTBFG value. If con-
tractors are to bid values, the RFP should generally Past applications of MTBE guarantees have used a
specify a minimum value -one that is consistent with formula for determining the number of consignment
the system specification and development program. spresua refect the ho rtf ni nenThe id v lue nd t e M BFG rice are otenial spares that reflects the shortfall in pipeline spares " ]

as a result of an MTBF lower than expected. Typical-
source-selection factor,,. ly, a maximum penalty is specified to limit the con-

tractor's liability. If and when MTBF improves, the
o n aring spcified M4TBF values is Government is required to either buy or return theto allow for reliability gro\'th. This is generally ac- loaners. It is also possible to include a positive in-

complished by desigrating an initial period over centive if the MTBF exceeds the guarantee value by
which no MTBF guarantee is in force. Such a period a certain factor. To date, this approach has not
will allow for stabilization of problems associated generally been tried, because most MTBF guarantees
with initial installation and operation and for cor- have been used in conjunction with an RIW for
rection of initial production problems. A schedule which there already is an inherent positive profit in-
of guaranteed values may be used to then "grow" the centive to exceed the guarantee value.
MTBF up to the final desired value. Thus, for the
first six months of operation, there may not be any The MTBF guarantee is best applied when the unit
guarantee; for the second six months, the guaranteed is under contractor maintenance (such as for an
MTBF may be equal to X; and for the next 12 RIW), so that problems can be quickly identified and
months, the guaranteed value may be X +Y, where remedies developed. The unit under the MTBF
Y is a positive number. guarantee should be in production if a consignment

spares provision is invoked: otherwise, this remedy
MTBF Measurement may not be practical. The MTBF guarantee in con-

junction with an RIW provides a good method for
The contract must specify how MT13F is to be ica- assuring satisfactory or improved reliability perform-.
sured. If a current military data system can support ance, as evidenced by the number of successful pro-
such a measurement requirement, that data system grams to which it has been applied (References 13

may be used. In many cases current data sysitems may and 14).
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3.2.3.3 Availability Guarantee ample, one might specify an availability requirement
of 0.95, provided that the system MTBF is at least

An availability guarantee is similar in concept to an 100 hours. It is also necessary to recognize that the
MTBF guarantee, in that it focuses on a measurable downtime component of availability may involve
population characteristic rather than on individual elements that are not under contractor control, e.g., .-
system failures. In this case, the characteristic is logistics administration time such as waiting for tools
operational availability, which measures the system or test equipment. Normally, the guarantee value and
readiness state. Availability guarantee is most ap- corresponding measurement procedure should not
plicable for systems that are normally dormant or penalize a contractor for negative factors for which
partially dormant, such as missile systems, but that the contractor is not at fault.
have a high operational availability requirement. A
form of an availability guarantee has been used for Availability Measurement
subsystems of the air-launched cruise missile. The
availability guarantee may also be used for con- The availability measurement process can be
tinuously operating systems such as a radar warn- somewhat complex and needs to be tailored to the
ing system. specific application. For dormant systems, data from

periodic check-outs, test launches, built-in test equip-
In its most elementary form, availability can be de- ment (BITE) checks, and other sources such as
fined as special tests may be combined to yield a measured

MTBF availability. For continuously operating systems, the
BFMD -ratio of up time to total time may be measured, aT B F+M DT work sampling approach may be used, or individual

where measurements of MTBF and mean time to repair
(MTTR) may be combined to provide availability

MTBF=mean time between system failures statistics.

NIDT=mean downtime (time to restore a Availability Guarantee Remedies
failed system)

Remedies for availability guarantee often take the
In this form, A can be interpreted to represent the same form as those used for MTBFG; namely, the
proportion of time that the system is operational. cause of low availability has to be corrected, and con-
Availability is influenced by two system characteris- signment spares may be required in the interim.
tics: reliability and restoration capability. The latter
characteristic is a function of maintainability and 3.2.3.4 Logistics Support Cost Guarantee
logistics factors.

The logistics support cost guarantee is used when the
In practice, an availability guarantee is implemented main focus for control is logistics support cost (LSC).
in a manner similar to an MTBF guarantee. A target logistics support cost (Tl.SC) is established
Availability values are specified in the contract. in the contract, reflecting the costs to support the
Periodic measurements are made of fielded systems guaranteed equipment. Appropriate statistics on
to obtain operational availability statistics. If the fielded equipment are collected, usually through a
measured operational availability is less than the con- special test, and measured logistics support cost
tractually guaranteed value, the warranty remedies (MLSC) is calculated. The MLSC is then compared
arc invoked-typically a requirement for the contrac- with the TLSC; if the NIlSC is greater, a warranty
br to correct the deficiency and possibly to supply breach has occurred, and specified remedies must be
loaner spares in the interim. implemented. For some programs, if the MLSC is

less than the TLSC, a positive incentive such as an
Availability Guarantee Values award fee may be applied.

A~ailailitv is a multidimensional characteristic; an LSGC has been used on such prograris as the Air
infinite number of combinations of MTBF and NI)T Force F-16 and the Navy 1-18 (Reference 15). For
valucs can result in a given A value. For some ap- the F-16, the ILSCG approach xkas used on the com-
plications, only a subset of such combinations may plete aircraft (less GFP), except for "ligh burner"
be appropriate; this must be recognized in avionics for which an R 1W or Rl\V \1T13 \as
establishing the availability guarantee value. [or cx- applied.
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Target Logistics Support Cost identify the causes of the overrun and design and
implement a fix. In some cases, a cost-sharing ar-

The TLSC is usually defined through use of a model rangement may be established. To provide positive .'-
that combines acquisition costs, reliability and main- incentives, there may be a provision that the contrac-
tainability (R&M), and support factors. Cost tor receives additional monies if the MLSC is less
elements included in an LSCG are typically selected than the.TLSC. This may be accomplished by a for-
from the following cost categories: mula, or, more typically, through an award fee

process.
* Hardware acquisition
* Initial spares 3.2.3.5 Comparison of Warranty Forms
* Replenishment spares W y
* Organizational, intermediate, and depot Table 3-4 summarizes the four incentive warranty

maintenance forms considered with respect to a number of risk
* Support equipment and implementation factors. The table also includes

Support of support equipment the assurance form of warranty as a point of depar-
* Training tiire. The comparisons are relative; the contractor
* Data pricing risk for an assurance warranty is low in rela-
" Inventory management tion to the RIW pricing risk, which is deemed

- * Other special factors moderate.

The request for proposals (RFP) will generally pro-
vide details on the model to be used to generate these 3.3 CONFORMANCE DETERMINATION
costs. It will include a set of standard factors such
as military labor rates and Government transporta- One rule that must be steadfastly maintained in
tion times, and will specify the size of the popula- developing an effective warranty is to ensure that
tion (the number of operational systems) and the means are available for determining whether an item
number of life-cycle years to consider. Other factors, conforms to the warranty. When the warranty
such as equipment costs and equipment MTBF and coverage refers to an individual item, such as for a
MTTR values, are proposed by the contractor and materials or workmanship defect, reference can be
inserted into the model to yield the TLSC. General- made to a specification and, if applicable, a par-
ly, the contractor does not guarantee the individual ticular test procedure. The test procedure, which may
proposed values unless special provisions are be the same as that used to perform final inspection
included, before acceptance, is invoked if the contractor does

not believe the warranty claim to be valid. A more
Logistics Support Cost Measurement difficult problem is usually faced when the warran-

ty coverage refers to a population of items such as
Computation of measured logistics support costs field MTBF or logistics support costs. In such cases,
usually entails implementing a special data collec- the warranty clause should clearly specify the
tie" system to collect statistics on the values proposed measurement methodology (e.g., procedures, equa-
by the contractor that were used to obtain the TLSC. tions, data) to be used to verify that the item con-
These statistics, together with the same standard forms to the warranty conditions.
(default) values, are then inserted into the LSC model
to yield the NI[SC. For example, for the F-16 pro-
gram, a six-month special data collection effort was 3.4 WARRANTY REMEDIES
conducted at one operational base to collect reliabil-
itv, maintainability, and logistics statistics. A warranty remedy is the action the contractor must

take in the event the product does not meet the re-
LSCG Remedies quirements stipulatcd in the warrant\ statement.

Standard remedies are discussed in tle following
A nurnber of warranty remedies are available. One subsections.
option is to use a contract price adjustment provi-
ion, in which the contract price is reduced by an 3.4.1 Repair and Replacement

amrount proportional to the estimated support cost
overrun. Another option is to invoke a correction- A defect may be corrected through a repair or
of-deficiencics clause, in which the contractor must replacement action. Typically, such a remedy would
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TABLE 3-4

COMPARISON OF WARRANTY FORMS

Mean Time
Reliability Between Logistics

Assurance Improvement Failures Availability Support Cost
Factor Warranty Warranty Guarantee Guarantee Guarantee

User Risk of Moderate Moderate Low to Moderate Moderate
Not Achieving to high moderate
Objectives

Contractor Low Moderate High Moderate Moderate
Pricing Risk to high to high

Administration Low Moderate High High Low to
Difficulty moderate

Enforceability Low to Moderate Moderate High Moderate
Risk moderate to high

Contractor Low Moderate High Moderate Low to
Motivation for moderate
Improvement

Warranty Short Moderate Moderate Moderate Short to
Period to long moderate

Warranty Repair or Depot mainte- Logistics Logistics Logistics
Services replace nance, plus assets if assets if assets if
Provided by warranty no-cost ECPs required, required, required,
Contractor failures; plus no- plus no- plus no-

redesign if cost ECPs cost ECPs cost ECPs
necessary

be applied to an individual-item defect as opposed population, the warranty terms and conditions may
to a population defect. If the contractor performs require a redesign. Such action would normally be
the repair or supplies the replacement, there is no required when an essential performance requirement
additional cost to the Government; if the Govern- is not met. An example is the MTBF guarantee for
ment performs the repair or supplies the replacement, which the contractor must determine the cause of
it may bill the contractor. The term "bill back" is low MTBF and design and implement a fix.
often used to describe this remedy form. The amount
or the method by which the aniount is determined 3.4.3 Price Adjustment
is generally specified in the contract. Normally, the
bill-back amount cannot exceed the contractor's nor- In some cases, correction of a defect may not be
mal repair and replacement costs. possible or practical, and Ihe only remedy available

may be to adjust the contract price do\s n\sard. In

3.4.2 Redesign this sense, the amount of the adjustment must be
commensurate %%ith damages suffered by the Govern-

When the defect that exists pertains to the whole ment. An example of such adjustment is the logistics
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support cost guarantee. If a "measured" logistics sup- 3.5.1 Contractor Reliability Motivations
port cost is greater than the corresponding guar-
anteed value, the contractor may have to "pay" all Reliability is one of the principal system performance
or part of the difference through a downward ad- parameters that the warranty law addresses. Reliabil-
justment in contract price. On the other hand, the ity differs from quality in the sense that it pertains
contractor may share some or all of the potential sav- to the long-term performance of the system- the
ings if the measured support cost value is lower than probability that the system will perform satisfactorily
that guaranteed. throughout the mission-or, the mean time between

system failures.

3.4.4 Other Remedies
Contractors generally have a positive attitude toward

Combinations of the above remedies may be used, quality. Quality inspections are normally performed
as well as other forms. For example, warranties that on all submitted products, and rejections result in
require contractor repair usually have a specified added expense and reduced profit. Reliability, on the
turnaround time requirement. The warranty period other hand, is more elusive: it cannot be measured
on a unit may be extended one day for each day the easily, and, in some respects, it does not offer im-
turnaround exceeds the specified value. The consign- mediate, positive motivations to a contractor. In fact,
ment spares provision of an MTBF guarantee is an one can argue, perhaps cynically, that without a war-
example of another remedy form. Although such ranty, failures of a deployed system mean more profit
spares are to be used to maintain the pipeline tem- to a contractor if the contractor is providing main-
porarily, the warranty may stipulate that the consign- tenance or spares. In addition, if reliability is a
ment spares become Government property if the serious problem, the same contractor is probably
contractor cannot correct the low MTBF through tasked to develop a fix and to retrofit existing systems.
redesign.

Figures 3-2 and 3-3 illustrate contractor profit
motivation without and with a warranty. Figure 3-23.5 WARRANTY ACQUISITION ISSUES assumes a no-warranty procurement. 0

MIN repre-
--CONTRACTOR MOTIVATION sents the minimum acceptable reliability, and CNW

represents the fixed contract price. The curve
To develop an effective warranty program, the pro- represents the equipment production cost as a func-
gram manager must look beyond the basic re- tion of reliability. The difference between the pro-
quirements of 10 USC 2403. Two ways of looking duction cost and the contract price is the contrac-
at a warranty program are as follows: tor's profit-the shaded area on the curve. It is clear

-Dthat, without a warranty, profit increases as reliability
wiobligatnal viewpontrDeelop a wapracty tnt decreases. With complete control of reliability, the

* will obligate the contractor if the product is not
satisfactory, i.e., an assurance warranty. contractor will produce at 0 MlN, because that level

0 Motivational viewpoint- Develop a warranty that maximizes profit and meets the contract requirement.
will motivate the contractor to provide qualityproduct, i.e., an incentive warranty. Figure 3-3, the warranty case, assumes that for each

failure that occurs, the contractor has to suffer some

Both approaches can be effective. In many cases, con- costs-through warranty repair, bill-back, or some
tracting and administrative constraints will dictate other warranty remedy. This is represented by the
the simpler assurance warranty form. However, if the warranty cost curve. The figure shows the total of
resources are available to develop and implement a the production costs and warranty costs. The con- ""
warranty program from a motivational viewpoint, tract price now includes additional money for the
the likelihood of meeting or exceeding minimum re- warranty, and the profit is maximized at some point
quirements is enhanced. Proceeding with a costly to the right of .
warranty program will require that the procuring
agency first conduct a complete cost-benefit analysis The principle represented by the curves in Figure 3-3
to justify the greater investment costs generally is most applicable for the incentive form of warran-
associated with incentive warranties. ty. It may also be applied for an assurance warran-

ty, particularly if failure to meet a ,tated performance
Section 3.5.1 addresses contractor reliability motiva- level might require redesign as the \\arrant\ remedy.
tions. Section 3.5.2 discusses other motivations
associated \kwith a warranty commitment. Although these arguments are ,omc hat theoreti,:al,
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the practical aspects associated with a warranty com- and the acquisition budget for the program usually
mitment are quite real. Experience shows that incen- included expected warranty costs. Experience with
tive forms of warranty do, in fact, properly motivate military RIW programs indicates that, when an RIW
contractors. is applied to avionics, the warranty price can range

from 2 to 7 percent of the hardware price per year
3.5.2 Other Warranty Motivations of warranty. Thus, if the avionics unit costs $20,000,

the price for a three-year RIW can range from $1,200
There are other motivations, besides reliability, that to $4,200 for each unit. If an MTBF guarantee is in-
can be associated with warranty. The warranty corn- eluded, a price increment of 10 to 25 percent of the
mitment forces the contractor to think seriously RIW price can be expected.
beyond just having the product accepted. Being in-
volved throughout the warranty period may cause With the warranty statute in force, the typical war-
the contractor to be concerned with maintenance, ranty commitment is greater than the simple forms

. diagnostics, training, data, and other logistics and used in the past to protect against latent defects, but
S support factors. As an example, warranties have been it is not necessarily as demanding as the RIW form.

written under which the contractor is not reimbursed Figure 3-4 summarizes warranty price data for pro-
for processing good units returned unless the percen- grams under contracts signed after the 1984 law was
tage of such returns is very high. Since such process- passed. The range of -arranty prices in terms of per-
ing is costly, the contractor may be motivated to ir- cent per year of hardware price is 0 percent to greater
prove the built-in test equipment, technical manuals, than 5 percent, with more than half of the prices be-
test equipment, and other elements associated with tween I and 3 percent. This price range is lower than
failure detection and verification, that observed for earlier RIW programs, which is ex-

pected, because the potential liability of most of the
Another motivational factor concerns maintenance newer programs is less than that of an RIW program.
efficiency. If the contractor has to repair all war-
ranted failures, it is important that there be an effi- If 1 percent of the hardware price were used as an
cient and effective repair process. There have been "average" warranty price for a "typical" assurance
a number of instances in which such warranties in- type of warranty, an extrapolation could result in the
fluenced the contractor to design for maintenance need to spend up to several billions of dollars each
as well as reliability. year to buy and implement warranties. While this

When the contractor views warranty as a potential
profit source and a means for achieving a competitive
edge, a number of positive motivational factors may
be present. Producers of quality equipment need not 2-3%
add significant warranty contingency or risk funds 1-2%
to their price to cover future failures, and they need
not spend all of their warranty funds to fix a poor 20%
product. A warranty environment encourages pro-
ducers to achieve and maintain a quality product. 34%

12% 3-5%

3.6 PRICE AND COST ISSUES

3.6.1 Warranty Price Experience 10%

Since passage of the 1984 and 1985 warrant, laws, >5%
warranty price and cost have become significant
issues. In the past, warranties were secured on a very ...

limited basis-often for less than one year-and 0-1%
primarily provided coverage against latent defects.
In such cases, the warranties were usually provided
to the Government at little or no additional cost. H(A RE .3 4
The more extensive warranty forms such as R IW, ARRAN I' PRIE( VS 1-1 R( .N I P) R N IR
MTBFG, and LSC'G were used for onl\ special cases. Of iiARI)MARI PRI( .
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money may be well spent in terms of the assurance the warranty to see if the warranty cost increment
provided in the long term, the financial pressure in- is justifiable. This is the basis of warranty cost-benefit
duced by the warranty law is a very real near-term analysis, as discussed in Chapter Seven.
problem.

3.6.2 Warranty on Current Production 3.7 RISK ISSUES
Units

A warranty is not undertaken without risk to both
If a warranty is to be secured for a unit in current the Government and the contractor. In most cases,
production, the pricing risks are generally minimal, the risks can be mitigated through appropriate ac-
The warranty experience on the previous lots pro- tivities during the acquisition phases and through the
vides data to both the Government and the contrac- writing of tailored terms and conditions.
tor for assessing risks and potential liability. For

satisfactory product, the warranty terms and condi- For all programs examined for which the warranty
tions may be tailored to reduce the coverage (e.g., was well planned and integrated, there was no in-reduce warranty duration from 12 months to 6 -
months), thereby reducing warranty price and ad- stance where the warranty caused a serious disrup-

tion of system deployment or threatened the viability
ministration costs. On the other hand, if a problem of the contractor. This is not to say that problems
has been encountered, the warranty terms and con- have not occurred. However, there is ample evidence
ditions may be tailored to help ensure that the cor- that both simple and comprehensive warranties can
rection is made and is appropriate, be obtained in the military procurement environment

that are workable and beneficial to both the contrac-
3.6.3 Warranty Payment tor and the Government. The Government is "bet-
Warranty payment ts usually made with delivery of ting" that the penalty or incentive features of the war-

Warrntypayentis sualy mde ithdelver of ranty will be strong enough to ensure that productthe hardware, although a pro rata arrangement may ran ce rqieentsgwill enme thetrac-performance requirements will be met. The contrac- ,"
be used for the longer-term warranty duration- tor is "betting" that the warranty money paid willespecially iservice remain as profit. Since good quality and performance
is to be supplied, such as warranty data reports. will win the bets for both parties, this win-win
Generally, the warranty is a separate line item and characteristic should work to structure a warranty
may be priced as cost per unit of delivered hardwareor total cost under the contract. For the longer-term where the risks to both sides are acceptable. Table

3-5 lists possible risks that have been identified withwarranties, escalation clauses may also be invoked. .varranty procurements.

3.6.4 Government Warranty Costs There are four steps in minimizing warranty risks:

In addition to the price paid for the warranty, the
Government will incur other costs related directly or * Include warranty as part of the acquisition
indirectly to the warranty. Direct costs include those strategy.
for warranty development and administration, ob- * Develop and use criteria to select the correct form
taining or providing special data, warranty training, of warranty.
in-plant warranty monitoring, and special transpor- * Structure the procurement strategy and the war-
tation. Indirect costs may include those related to ranty terms and conditions to address the risk
increased sparing requirements because of longer factors.
pipeline times, decreased breakout and competition * Perform warranty cost-benefit analyses.
opportunities, and reduced self-sufficiency. Since the
total of the warranty price and the direct and indirect Chapters Four through Seven discuss actions to be
warranty costs can be significant, the acquisition ac- taken to implement these steps. Table 3-6 presents
tivity must look to the potential savings induced by some specific recommendations to help control risks.
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TABLE 3-5

WARRANTY RISKS

Factor Risk

* Characteristic The "wrong" characteristic may be selected, thereby
* Addressed Under focusing effort incorrectly.

Warranty

Price It Is difficult to estimate expected field perform-
ance, which is a basic measure for realistic pricing.

*Operational Factors Field stresses may be difficult to estimate, because
of many unforeseen circumstances.

*Self-Sufficiency Contractor repair, if part of the warranty, can
reduce military self-sufficiency for wartime-
critical items.

-Equipment Design Contractor may design equipment more suitable for
meeting the warranty commitment than for meeting the
military maintenance environment.

Transition If required, transition from contractor maintenance
to military maintenance can Introduce serious
administrative and logistics problems.

Administrative Procurement and logistics procedures may have to
*Complexity be developed to implement the warranty effectively.

TABLE 3-6

RECOMMENDAT IONS FOR WARRANTY DEVELOPtIENT

Do

Do Involve the contractor, user, support agency, DCAS, and other
affected functional elements In the planning process.

Do consider life-cycle cost as one metric for evaluating warranty
alternatives.

Do simplify time measurement, termination, and price adjustment to the
maximum e'xtent possible.

* - Do check and double-check to ensure that concepts, terms, and
conditions are clear and fully understood.

*Do structure terms and conditions to be consistent with operations and
* support procedures.

* Do develop adequate back-up approaches If the warranty cannot be

* negotiated or implemented.

Don' t-

* Don't commnit the contractor to warrant elements beyond Its reasonable
control.

Don't dilute the fixed-price essence of a warranty to essentially a
* time-and-materials contract.
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Chapter Four
WARRANTY SELECTION AND STRUCTURE

This chapter discusses the selection and structure of *State of the art-The greater the technological
specific types of warranties. It first identifies and challenge, the more difficult it will be to structure
discusses generic factors that can affect the decision a fair warranty at an equitable price. Equipment
as to the type of "sarranty to use and the specific that does not "push" the state of the art or that

* terms and conditions. Various warranty alternatives severely pushes the state of the art is a candidate
are then considered, and guidance is provided for for an assurance type of warranty.
selecting the right warranty form. Sample warranty *Competition -The degree of competition will nor-
clauses are provided that, when properly selected and mally affect warranty price and the contractor's
integrated, can be the basis for developing a final enthusiasm to undertake or bid it warranty with

* war nty. Finally, a summary is presented of war- some risk. Without competition, it is generally bet-
* ranty forms applicable to various classes of systems. ter to impose warranty requirements rather than

have the sole-source contractor bid. The warran-
ty terms should not inhibit plans for competing

4.1 GENERIC FACTORS future production contracts. For example, use of
an RIW rather than organic maintenance may not

% The following subsections address factors related to b dial fftr rdcincnrcsaet
% acquisition, the system, and operation that can in- be competed.

fluence warranty selection and warranty terms and
conditions. 4.1.2 System Characteristics

The following system characteristics can affect the
4.1.1 Acquisition Factors selection and structure of an effective warranty:

* The following acquisition factors can affect the selec- *Electronic versus mechanical-This characteristic
tionandstrutur of n efectve arraty:can be important for determining warranty dura-

tion and predicting reliability. Many electronic
*Developmnent history - Detailed data available on systems have a relatively constant failure rate,
the system should be used to determine potential whiech makes warranty duration a less important

polmareas on which the warranty might focus. factor than for mechanical systems subject to
Prediction ancj test data can help define quan- wear-out. For example, there are several well-

*titative warranty requirements. publicized cases of cracks occurring in military air-
*Small versus large buy-The larger the buy, the craft structural members after several years of
greater the potential risk to the contractor if war- operation. Because of the greater uniformity of
rantv terms and conditions are not met. General- electronic devices, a large body of data has been

*ly, the severity and scope of the warranty terms amassed that is useful for reliability predictions.
may vary as the procurement quantity increases. Thus, there will generally be more confidence in
For a small buy of large, expensive items, the war- a warranty analysis of electronic systems than in
ranty duration can be on an item-by-item basis. an analysis of mechanical systems with only a
F-or a large unit buy, the warranty duration may limited historical data base.
be on a population basis, such as a single end date *Transportabilit V -This characteristic refers to the
for all units. ability to ship failcd units for warranty claim
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action. Neither units bolted to a ship nor space sure performance parameters is critical when es-
systems are very transportable; therefore, a war- tablishing the essential performance requirements.
ranty remedy involving in-plant contractor repair Elapsed time indicators on units may be used to
is not feasible. The degree of ruggedization and record operational usage, and maintenance records
the costs of shipping are also factors to be con- may be used to record failures. However, in manyPsidered in developing warranty terms and condi- cases special data collection methods may have to
tions that require transporting units to another* be implemented or special operational tests
facility. conducted..-

*Field testability -The ability to determine reliably *Pipeline factors -The transportability of the units,
at an intermediate maintenance facility whether the length of the pipeline, the sparing level, and

A6or not a unit is failed is important in establishing the cost of spares all influence the maintenance
a maintenance concept under warranty. For exam- concept under warranty. Government repair us-
pie, if equipment is not available to test units at ing bill-back procedures should be used when con-
a base shop, then a large number of units that test tractor repair is too costly because of pipeline
OK may be sent to the contractor for warranty factors.

actin. hiscanbe osty iftheconracor an e Self-sufficiency- In cases where the criticality of
charge for processing non-failed units. the system dictates military maintenance, warranty

*Warranty markings and seals- Units should be
clerlymared ha thy ae ude warany, nd remedies using bill-back procedures are

clearly ~ ~ ~ ~ dipoi makdta hyae ne arny n recommended.
brie intrucion shuld e povidd a toTransition -The need to transition out of warrantytion. If a unit cannot be so marked, or if it can- cainueethwratysutr.Togths

not be protected against unauthorized mainte- tobgietoan-imvrssapsdtan-
nance (e.g., through seals), the warranty terms and tion, especially if the contractor is performing
conditions should be adjusted accordingly. dptmitnne

depotmaintnance

*4.1.3 Operational Factors
The following operational factors can affect the selec- 4.2 WARRANTY ALTERNATIVES

tionandstrutur of n efectve arraty:The following sections identify a number of alter-

9 Installation cycle -The length of time from accep- naietobcnsdrdnsruuigawraty
tance of the unit to installation should be con-

*sidered when establishing the duration of the war- 4.2.1 Assurance Versus Incentive
*ranty. Either the average installation period can Warranties
* ~~be added to the length of the warranty, or the war- Tetobscwrat lsiiain eeito

ranty can be defined upon installation. Tetobscwrat lsiiain eeito

e Operating cycle-This factor relates to system duced .in Chapter Three. The assurance form of war-
usage being one-shot, such as a missile; intermit- ranty is used to provide assurance that minimum con-
tent, such as an aircraft; or continuous, such as trculpfomneadqliyeurmnsae
a warning radar. The type of usage can affect the satisfied. The incentive form of warranty provides
type of reliability performance parameter that is incentives for the contractor to exceed minimum con-
to "be controlled, as well as the feasibility and tractual levels.
method of measuring success or faure of the item
in field use. For one-shot usage, success probability The best example of an assurance form of warranty
is the most applicable reliability parameter; for in- is the Army's expected- fail ure concept, in which the
termittent usage, mission reliability or MTBF is warranty covers all failures beyond the number ex-
generally used; and for a continuously operating pected to occur, consistent with the specified MTBF
system, operational availability is usually (this number has been called the threshold). Typical
appropriate, forms of incentive warranty include RIW, MTBFG,

* Existing military maintenance capability- If a availability guarantee, and LSCG.
military maintenance capability already exists, a
warranty that requires establishing a contractor As indicated in Chapter Three, the degree of coverage 11
repair facility may not be cost-effective. This does and commitment separates the assurance form of Pl
not rule out alternative forms of remedy that do warranty from the incentive form. Figure 4-1 pro-
not require contractor repair facilities. vides a decision algorithm to aid in choosing between -

" Performance measurement-The ability to inca- these two forms of warranty. Although it was dcv el-
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~oped under a Navy-sponsored research study (Ref- * The warranty period can be made long enough !~
erence 8), the algorithm is generally applicable. The to properly motivate the contractor (_2 years).first question on the figure pertains to the fact that * An inc.ntive warranty will not seriously erode

the Navy has a standard approach to ship warran- plans for future competition.

-. ,..ties. The question concerning ship systems is asked * Warranty terms and conditions can be written to "
". to deemn hte a warranty involving contrac- provide adequate compliance determination and""
i tor repair is faie.The algorithm is based on the remedies. "

.premise that an incentive form of warranty is most
applicable when all of the following conditions hold:NO

,Money is available for extended warranty coverage, gram. Incentive warranty applicability factors areThere is a need to improve field performance, and used in the algorithm to denote hen one or more

there is an opportunity to do so. of the conditions arc violated. These factors are
The contractor has significant control of the denoted by D (dollars), P (period), (missile or ord-
system capabilities before deployment and can nance), S (ship, ship system, or satellite), and R
maintain such control during deployment. (repair by contractor).
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4.2.2 Individual Versus Population proach used to measure reliability, maintainability,
Controls and support parameters on an F-16 squadron to im-

plement the logistics support cost guarantee of that
A warranty can be on an individual system, the procurement (Reference 15). Operational perform-
population of systems, or both. For example, for the ance monitoring is used on a number of programs
alternate fighter engine program, there are controls for collecting MTBF and availability . tatistics to .

on specific fuel consumption and thrust for each in- implement the provisions of existing guarantees.
dividual engine and on shop visit rate for the engine Standard data collection procedures are modified to
population. Normally, the warranty coverage pertain- permit special calculations to be made to support
ing to defects in materials and workmanship applies warranty measurement requirements. This approach
to individual items. Coverage of design and manufac- was used, for example, on the ARN-118 program to
turing requirements and of essential performance re- include a means for collecting the average number
quirements may apply to either the individual item of days a unit was installed in an aircraft (Reference
or the population. Clearly, a design problem is related 12).
to the whole population.

Use of a special test procedure allows for direct and
In terms of controlling reliability, an MTBFG usually accurate measurement of characteristics of interest.
applies to a population of systems or equipments. However, because of high cost, such tests are general-
However, it is possible to apply such a guarantee to ly of a short duration and may not be representative
individual units. For example, a contractor may sup- of generol usage. Monitoring performance during
ply several commtnications satellites and provide normal usage allows for a greater sample size but,
guarantees as to the number of communications unless careful control is instituted, is subject to thecharersavaiabl on achindiidul saelltemeasurement error inherent in military data collec-

tion systems.
The type, quantity, and cost of the warranted system
will often dictate whether population or individual-
item coverage is preferable. Large buys of small items 4.3 WARRANTY TERMS AND
(e.g., avionic units) often have population coverage, CONDITIONS
while small buys of large units (e.g., C' systems) are
more amenable to individual-item coverage. This section is designed to help program offices

develop warranty terms and conditions that are con-
4.2.3 Special Tests Versus Operational sistent with program objectives and meet the re-

Performance Monitoring quirements of 10 USC 2403. Standard clauses are
presented within the major categories of warranty

When essential performance requirements are statement, contractor obligations, and Government
selected for warranty coverage, means for determin- obligations. This method of presentation is used to -

ing conformance must be considered. Two ap- ensure that warranty writers think about the wvarranty"
proaches are: structure rather than simply copy an existing kar-

ranty. Even with this approach, users must tailor the
Special operational testing-The contract specifies clauses or even develop new ones to !it acquisition.
a test for measuring one or more parameters to system, and operational condition, pectliar to tile
determine conformance to the essential perform- procurement.
ance requirements.

* Operational performance monitoring- Da:a are The following subsections present and discuss sarl-
collected during normal operations and used to pie clauses for various part, a t pica l \ Nirantv,
calculate statistics for measuring conformance to e.g., identification (t the \karrnteml iteuv , type ot
the essential performance requirements. coverage, remedies, and warrant i duratiou. lit prac-

tice, warranty statements can he " rittci , coutbinc
In some cases, there is a mixing of the two ap- a number of such parts. [or cxample, tie tolloki MU
proaches. T1o discover and correct defects early in the paragraph covers item identification I I , co\cra 'e 121,
production or deployment phase, testing or monitor- remedy [31, and duratioll J4]:
ing should begin as soon as effective procedures can
be implemented. The contractor \%arrJT11 , thzt1 1t1, h Itc!m

-. . I] ae free froml kilcQ , '
An example of special operational testing is the ap- mtaterial\ arid ano i[" ;hi .
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acceptance 12]. The contractor shall, at no thereof, including items subsequently in- . .-

additional cost to the Government, repair stalled by either the Government or the
or replace any items with such defects [3] contractor to correct a defect.
discovered within -____ months from
the acceptance [4]. System Definition. A term is defined that is to be

used in the warranty in a general way to refer to the
4.3.1 Warranty Statement itm ovrd

The following subsections present various alternative The term "system" [or vehicle, computer,
clauses that stipulate the basic coverage features of etc.] as used herein refers to the highest-
the warranty. level end iter furnished under this

contract.
4.3.1.1 Precedence of Warranty Over

System Definition with Breakdown Structure. Thist hea cceptance [4.ysextends the system definition approach. The follow-

Many military warranty clauses are very specific in ing example is for an engine warranty:
ensuring that Government inspection and acceptance
does not void or dilute the warranty coverage. A Engine-The word "engine" as used herein
statement similar to the following frequently appears means the complete engine assembly.
early in a warranty provision:

Module-The word "module" as used
Notwithstanding Government inspection herein is a major segment of the engine
and acceptance of supplies and services that can be changed at the intermediate
furnished under this contract or any pro- level. The following are modules: inlet,
visions of this contract concerning the fan, core . . .
conclusiveness thereof, the contractor war-
rants that items [names or CLINs] will Component-The word "component" as
meet the conditions specified below . . . used herein means an accessory or com-

ponent as listed in Table X.
4.3.1.2 System/Equipment Identification

Part-The word "part" as used herein
The warranty terms and conditions must clearly means those individual items delivered
delineate the systems or equipment that are to be under this contract as part of an engine
covered. This can be accomplished by referencing and not included in the above definitions.
specific contract line items or by defining one or
more terms that are then used throughout the war- 4.31.3 Design and Manufacturing Control
ranty provision. In addition, any items of hardware
or software that are specifically excluded should be This clause covers defects in design and manufac-
noted. turing as required by 10 usc 2403. If deemed

necessary, the definitions section of the warranty can
Line Item Reference. The most commonly used form define design and manufacturing requirements as
is reference to specific contract line numbers to define stipulated in DFARS Subpart 46.7.
the. items covered under the warranty:

Standard Design and Manufacturing Control. The
This warranty coers contract line items following is a standard clause for ensuring conform-
mor AA through outAF and each compo- ance to design and manufacturing requirements:
nent thereof.

The contractor warrants that line items
Line Item Reference, Including Replenishment Items. will conform to all design and manufac-
This is similar to the above, except that it is made turing requirements specifically delineated
clear that items installed during the repair process in this contract for reference applicable
are also covered: section and tM amy amendments thereto.

This warranty covers line items 001AA Governgi-l urndard lropert n Lxcluion. Normal-
through 001A F and each component ly, toenmn and property, equipment. or
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material is not covered in the same way as contractor- Presumption of Defect at Time of Delivery. To reduce
furnished equipment. The following clause limits the the chances for disputes without broadening the
contractor's liability to GFP installation, modifica- coverage as much as the above statement does, a
tions, and other work: statement such as the following can be used that

places the burden of proof on the contractor:
With respect to G overnment- furnished ,
extend only to its proper installation so as and workmanship that occur during the

not to degrade the Government- furnished prescribed coverage period existed at the
property performance unless the contrac- time of delivery [or acceptance], unless the
tor performs modifications or other work contractor can present to the Government
on such property, in which case the war- clear and convincing evidence otherwise.
ranty shall extend to such modification or
other work. Coverage of All Removals, Including Items That Test

Good Sometimes removed items that are sent back
4.3.1.4 Defects in Materials and to the contractor for warranty action will test good

Workmanship Control at the contractor's facility. One way to place all
responsibility on the contractor is to include all

This clause covers defects in materials and workman- removals as part of the warranty coverage, as follows:
ship as required by 10 Usc 2403.

Any warranted items removed from the
Standard Defects in Materials and Workmanship. system on the basis of a malfunction in-
The following clause restates the law: dication in accordance with applicable -

T.O.s shall be considered defective, even
The contractor warrants that line items though tests at the contractor's plant reveal
provided under this contract are free from otherwise.
all defects in materials and workmanship
at the time of acceptance (or delivery) [ap- 4.3.1.5 Essential Performance
plicable specifications or contract provi- Requirements

sion ma berefeencdi.This section of the warranty differentiates 10 USC

Note that this clause ties defects in materials and 2403 from earlier warranty approaches. It is primarily
workmanship to the item's condition at time of designed to ensure that the deployed system performs
delivery or acceptance; that is, it controls latent as specified.
defects. If a defect is discovered during the warran-

ty prio, adisute igh arse s towheherthe Delineated Essential Pe-rformance Requirements. The
defect did, in fact, exist at the time of delivery or giac n iiaysrieplc ttmnso
acceptance. One way to avoid such a dispute is to DFARS Subpart 46.7 generally direct that only
not use the phrase "at time of acceptance or delivery." selected requirements be included. Thus, use of a
Wi~h this deletion, all failures during the warranty statement of the form, "the contractor guarantees
period are covered, but the coverage has much that all performance requirements in this contract
broader implications -including costs. (See the will be satisfied," is not advised. A more satisfac-

* ~discussion in Section 3.2.2.2 regarding a potential tr prahi sflos
conflict with a reliability requirement as part of the hcotaorgrnestafrte

warraty.)time period specified, designated line items

Coverage of All Defects, Whether at Time of Deliv- will conform to the essential performance
ery o Not.requirements, which are delineated as

follows: _ _I

The contractor kk-arrantr t hitr line itemsEseta Performance(CLINsi provided uindei this contract are L~ine Item Requirementfree from defects i materials and - P-
workmanship and wkill remain tree from L1<I EPR-2
such defects for a period of' L-2___-
starting from
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In many situations, reliability may be used as the top- a 75-hour MTBF for the first warranty measurement
level parameter to encompass the major performance period, 90 hours for the second period, and 100 hours .,
requirements. Reliability represents the capability of for the final period. For some systems a degrada-
the system to perform satisfactorily. Thus, in a global tion may be allowed, such as for missile storage
sense, reliability can include catastrophic failure (e.g., failure rate or for reliability levels of mechanical
a short circuit of an electronic module) as well as systems.
design or performance failure (e.g., inability of a
radar to locate or track a target). Engine Performance Parameters. Engine warranties

provide good examples of essential performance re-
The parameter frequently chosen to measure reliabili- quirements not specifically related to reliability. For
ty is mean time between failures or similar measures example: t
such as mean time between corrective maintenance
actions. Sample clauses in which a reliability-related The contractor warrants that the perform-

- parameter is used as the essential performance re- ance of each engine delivered, for the
quirement are presented below, period specified, shall not be less than 95

percent of the intermediate thrust as set
Mean Time Between Corrective Maintenance Actions forth in specification ABC and shall not
-Individual System. The following provides a con- exceed 104 percent of the intermediate fuel
trol on MTBF for each delivered system and is ap- consumption as set forth in specification
plicable for small buys of very large units: DEF.

The contractor guarantees that each XYZ There have been instances of unclear statements
system will maintain a mean time between regarding a performance requirement. For example:
corrective maintenance actions of

hours for the period specified Each system will be serviceable in accord-
in paragraph ance with the procedures specified in ap-

plicable technical orders and maintenance
MTBF Control of Population. For smaller units, it manuals.
is usually better to place the reliability control on
the population of units: Just what "serviceable" means is not at all clear. Such

a broad requirement can lead to definition problems
The contractor guarantees that the MTBF and possible warranty disputes if maintenance prob-
for the population of all delivered systems lems with the system occur later. Rather than use thefor the populanofs a n d el red technical orders and maintenance manuals as the
willrdanbe with heoedurshenimea ed reference (involving hundreds, if not thousands, of
in paragraph pages), some specific higher-level parameters should

be identified for warranty coverage, such as mean

active repair time, which can serve as a surrogate for
Missile Storage Failure Rate. For a missile, a storage "serviceability."
failure rate may be usea as a reliability parameter:

Failure Threshold. For an assurance form of warranty "•
The contractor guarantees that the average in which the contractor is liable only for failures that
storage failure rate of the XYZ missile exceed a threshold, a typical clause is as follows:
shall be no greater than _,

throughout the period of this warranty. A threshold number of - valid
warranty failures of depot-repairable parts

Other reliability-related measures for missiles that is established during the specified warranty
have been used include availability, alert reliability, period. The contractor shall be liable for
captive-carry mean time between failures, storage the repair/replacement costs of all valid
reliabilitv, and pre-launch reiiability. Note that any warranted failures that exceed this
essential performance requirement may vary over threshold number during the warranty
time. In several programs where NITBI was an essen- period.
tial performance requirement, reiability growth was
incorporated. T hus. [ti , he final MI-I3V of a system 4.3.1.6 Warranty Duration
is to be (K) hour,, arid thcre are three warranty

measurement periods, it may bc reasonable to require The period of the wNarranty is a major element. War-
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-anty cost, incentives, administrative factors, invest- It is possible to exclude run-time accumulation when
ment decisions, risks, and other factors are all keyed the unit is returned to the contractor for repair, but
to the duration. The duration of a warranty can be procedures must be set up to do so and to monitor A
expressed in many ways, including the following the recordkeeping.
alternatives:

Multiple Options- For Warrantv Termination
" Duration applies to individual items versus lots.
" Duration starts with delivery (or acceptance) ver- The warranty period shall extend from

sus installation versus some other event, date of acceptance by the Government to
" Duration is in terms of calendar time, operating whichever of the following first occurs:

time, or a combination (e.g., whichever comes
first). (1) One year

" Warranty period can terminate early or be ex- (2) Accumulation of 850 miles
tended, depending on the item's performance. (3) 175 hours of operation

Sample clauses follow. (4) 300 rounds fired

Varying Periods - Different End Date for Different
Calendar Period- Population Coverages

The duration of this warranty shall be for The contractor's obligations under this
24 months, starting with acceptance of the warranty clause apply (1) with respect to
first item delivered under this contract. the performance guarantee, only to defects

discovered within 6 months after accep-7alendar Period or Operating Hours-Population ticerad with r ts te degtance; and (2) with respect to the design
and manufacture and materials and

The duration of this warranty shall be for workmanship guaranties, only upon
24 months, starting with delivery and ac- discovery of any breach of warranty within
ceptance of the first aircraft under this 12 months after acceptance.
contract, or 20,000 total aircraft flyinghours, whichever occurs first. 7

Extension of Warranty Period. When the warranted

Calendar Period- Individual Iten item is a major weapon system, it may be reasonableto extend the warranty period if a warranty breach .""

Each system delivered shall be under war- causes a serious disruption of service. A typical

ranty for a period of 24 months, starting clause of this type for a ship is as follows:

with the item's date of acceptance. The guaranty period for each vessel shall

Calendar Period-Tied to Last Delivery be extended by the time during which such
vessel is not available for unrestricted serv-

The period of the warranty means the ice by reason of any defects for which theperiod of time running from the date of contracting office shall determine the con-

acceptance of the first system delivered tractor to be responsible.
under this contract until 12 months after
the date of acceptance of the last system Normally, warranty end dates for small units should
delivered under this contract. not be extended in such a manner, because of the

large administrative burden this will impose-
() prating, Time- Unit Basis, Using a Run-Tine especially if a single end date was used initially. Con-
M'wer trol on turnaround time of units returned to the con-

tractor for warranty action can be invoked to cover
I lie warranty period for each delivered lost use time for smaller items (see Section 4.3.2.1).
end item shall commence upon acceptance
and ,hall continue until tile end item has Clarity is important in specifying duration. The
accumulated 400 hours of operation. 'The following clause can be interpreted evcral xkays and
l hours of operation will be measured by a is therefore not recommended:
run-timc meter, M hich records operating
lihe when power is applied. For 12 months after acceplance by tie
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Government, all line items shall complex. A general statement used to indicate a
special test to verify conformance is as follows:

Does the 12-month period start with each item? The During the period specified in paragraph
first item? The last item? , the Government will conduct

an operational countdown test in accord-
Table 4-1 summarizes various options related to war- ance with the procedures specified in
raity duration, using operate time as the primary document XYZ in order to verify con-
usage parameter. formance to the stipulated essential

performance requirements. The contrac-
4.3.1.7 Conformance Determination tor may witness such tests at no additional

cost to the Government. The contractor
The \karrant\ terms and conditions should be clear shall be given notice in adequate time to
regarding how conformance to the stipulated re- send representatives to the lest site.
quirements is to be verified. Many warranties that
have been written have no specific clause regarding MTBF Guarantee- Example Using a Standard Data
conformance determination, particularly with respect Collection System. If an MTBF guarantee or similar
to dctcts in materials and workmanship and design control on a population performance measure is to
and manufacturing. Sometimes reference has been be used, the measurement or calculation procedures
made to applicable technical orders or maintenance must be stipulated:
manuals. The implication of not having a specific
erification procedure is that a unit returned for war- MTBF will be calculated every six months,

ranty correction is presumed to be defective. If the starting . The NITBF calcula-
contractor disagrees, the disputes clause of the con- tion formula is
tract is invoked. lo minimize potential disputes, it
may be prudent to either state a presumption of total flying hours over
failure and place the burden of proof on the con- MTBF= the 6-month period
tractor, or specify a failure-verification procedure. total number of valid
Examples follow , warranty failures during

the 6-month period
Pre.smptimn of Iure

The XYZ data system shall be used to ob-
It t p1 cLimed that all items sent back for tain the flying hour data for the popula-
a defect in matcriak, and workmanship or tion of the ABC aircraft. All units repaired
in dcsien and manufacture are covered by or replaced under this warranty during the
this wazianty, unless the contractor can measurement period shall constitute the
prcscnt clear and convincing evidence to denominator of the above equation.
te (Iovcrincut otherwise.

MTBF Guarantee-Special Verification Test. Some-
Spc( led lerification lost Procedure times a special test is conducted for NITBF or some

other measure:
lnit- returned for '\arranty correction are

* presumed to be dcfective, unless the con- A verification test (VT) shall be conducted
tractor can show otherwise, using the ap- jointly by the Government and the con-
plicable tc,,t procedures specified in doctu- tractor to determine conformance to the
ment XYZ. MTBF guarantee requirement. ihe test

will be based on plan XYZ, agreed to by
Refiti' t.S',' 'ia ! wi (ih Couiractor W'itne(ss both parties. The %1TBF formula will be

rvl[e.'c.s. 1"o the iiore complex performancc guar- total cumulative hours on tile units in tile
antcc, such as mean time between correcti'e main- tcst divided by the number of oh,,erved
tenancc actlions, the \varranly must include measure- unit failures.
mcnt or vcrification procedures. For such incentive
forms as a logistics support cost guarantee or an 4.3.1.8 Exclusions
a\ailahilit% euarantcc in which special test procedures
arc ruI ircd, the conft'rnance clause can be quite Warranty exclusions are ncces,,ary to clsIre conltrac-
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TABLE 4-1

WARRANTY DURATION ALTERNATIVES

Warranty Duration Advantages Disadvantages

Fixed Calendar Period for All Units - Simplest to Units receive varying amounts of warranty
All units are warranted for a fixed administer, coverage. A sudden shift from contractor
calendar time at the end of which all to military support could be disruptive.
units go off warranty. The actual If units are not operated, value will not
amount of warranty coverage for be received for prepaid warranty expense
individual units will vary, and the unless special adjustment provisions are
user must transition from warranty at made.*1a single time. Contractor failure
and risk exposure will depend on the
utilization rate.

Fixed Calendar Period for Successive Permits Confusion may occur regarding disposition
Production Lots - The warranty on all incremental of a failed unit. If units are not oper-
units within a production lot expires shift in ated, value will not be received for pre-
at a fixed time, but that time varies support. paid warranty expense unless special
between production lots. This Units receive adjustment provisions are made.
approach permits an essentially uni- more nearly
form amount of coverage for each unit equal warranty

*but results In a situation In which coverage.
some field units are under warranty
and some are not. This may be
administratively unacceptable, but it
does ease any transition problems.
Contractor failure and risk exposure
will depend on the utilization rate.

Total Operating Hours for All Units - Assures that More difficult to administer than fixed
All units are under warranty until a the Government calendar period. Contractor may be
total operating-hour level is will receive liable for an extended period if opera-
reached. This type of coverage full value for tional usage is far below expectation.
reduces uncertainty in pricing the warranty cost.

* warranty with respect to failure
exposure, but the date of warranty
termination Is open-ended. Coverage
on Individual units will vary, and a
means for measuring total operate
hours must be established.

Operate Hour or Calendar Time for Provides Requires individual-item operate-time
Individual Units - The warranty on contractor measurement. Administration is most
each unit expires after a specific limit on time complex. Vallie may not be received If
number of operate hours or calendar liability, time expires; however, coupled with an
time Is reached. This type of cover- operate-time adjustment, this problem
age is similar to the 12.000-mile or can be minimized.
12-month warranties associated with
automobiles. This approach provides
uniform coverage and the most Infor-
mation for warranty pricing, but it
is admini,;tratively cumbersome and

* might be appropriate for only war-
* ranty on such Items as large, fixed

ground equipment.

Total operate-Hour or Calendar-Time Provides Administration Is complex. Value may
Coverage for All Units - This type of contractor not be received if time expires: however,
coverage provides for a single end limit on time coupled with an operate-time adjustment.
time and limits contractor liability. liability, this problem can be minimized. Requires
While time to transition from war- fleet operate-time measurement.
ranty Is not completely specified, it I
is more predictable than just total

* operate-hour control.
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tor liability only for defects or failures that are under liability for loss, damage, or injury to third
or should be under contractor control. For example, parties, or consequential damages.
failure of a complex electronic device resulting from
its falling off the back of a delivery truck should not 4.3.2 Contractor Obligations
be the responsibility of the contractor, unless the con-
tractor was also responsible for the delivery. On the This part of the warranty contains the obligations
other hand, there is a danger that very general or of the contractor to implement the warranty. The
ill-defined exclusions such as "not used in the man- main obligation is the remedy to be taken in the event
ner intended" may offer an escape that the contrac- of a warranty breach. Generally, there are other
tor may seek if too many failures occur. clauses related to warranty management, data, turni-

General Exclusionary Clausearudtmndsoge
4.3.2.1 Remedies

* ~~The contractor shall not be liable underAsidctdnthDF Sguacetetrebsc
the terms of this warranty for any failures remendices are: DAR udnctethe ai

that occur as a result of (list of exclusions].

Speifi exlusonstha hae ben sedin ecet wr- * Contractor implements a corrective action.
* Spcifc exlusonsthathav bee usd i recnt ar- * Contractor pays costs reasonably incurred by the

*ranties include failures caused by the following: United States in taking necessary corrective action.
9 There is an equitable reduction in contract price.

* Accidents
*Acts of God It is possible that two or even all three of these
*Combat damage remedies may be invoked - generally at the option
*Fire, submersion of the Government.
*Foreign-object damage
*Government misuse, mishandling, repair, or in- Correction of a Defect - Contractor Repair/Replace.

*stallation not in accordance with prescribed A typical clause involving contractor repair or
procedures replacement of a defective item is as follows:

*Nonapproved storage, crating, or packaging
*Sabotage, vandalism In the event a defect in materials or

workmanship occurs as stipulated in
Misuse or Mistreatment Exclusion - Tie-In to Exter- paragraph ,the contractor shall
nal Physical Damage. Excluding failures occurring repair or replace such parts as necessary
as a result of misuse or mishandling seems to restore the item to a satisfactory con-
reasonable, but often verification that such events dition [repair test verification procedures
occurred is very difficult to obtain. One way this has may be referenced]. Each such corrective
been handled is as follows: action shall be performed within ____

days of receipt of the defective item at the
The contractor shall not be obligated contractor's facility.
under these warranty provisions for: A number of warranty clauses have been written that

1. Rpai ofextrnalphyica daageuse the word "promptly" to control the turnaround
I. Rpai ofextrnalphyica daagetime. Use of such a vague term is not recommended.

caused by accidental or willful mistreat-
ment by Government personnel Average Thrnaround -Liquidated Damage Assess-

2. Rpai ofintenalphyicaldamge notment. Instead of a turnaround on each defective item,
including electrical damage) that, in the there might be a control on all such items over a
determination of the Government, has specified period, i.e., an average turnaround:
been caused by accompanying external
physical damage due to mistreatment Turnaround time shall be defined as the

time from receipt of a defective item at the
Third-Party and Consequential Damages. It is Gov- contractor's facility for corrective action
erment policy to exclude the contractor from liabili- to the time the corrected item is ready for

S ty for third-party damage and consequential damage: shipment or storage. The average turn-.
around shall be measured for six-month

The warranty provisions do not cover periods for all returned units. If in any
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measurement period the average turn- neering analysis, redesign, and retrofit
around time exceeds days, then shall be borne by the contractor.
liquidated damages shall be assessed equal
to (the number of units returned during Maximum Liability. The purpose of a warranty is
the period)x(the excess in average not to put the contractor out of business. For the
turnaround) x ($ ). more risky situations, a cap on liability may be used:

Instead of a monetary liquidated damage assessment The contractor's maximum liability under ,
for excess turnaround time, there have been this warranty provision shall not exceed
assessments in terms of additional spare units or a $
two-for-one increase in the length of the warranty
period. MTBF Guarantee. The MTBF gaarantee often re-quires that the contractor not only develop a fix to

Correction of a Defect- Government Options. The the low-reliability problem, but also provide consign-
following correction clause gives the Government the ment (loaner) spares in the interim:
option of using any of the standard remedies:

In the event the measured MTBF is less
In the event of a breach of the contrac- that the guarantee value, the contractor
tor's warranty against defects in materials shall, at no additional cost to the Govern-
and workmanship or design and manufac- ment, furnish the following: 1
ture, the Government may, at no increase
in contract price: 1. Engineering analysis to determine the

cause of the nonconforming MTBF
1. Require the contractor to repair or 2. Corrective engineering design changes

replace the defective or nonconforming 3. Modification of the units, spare units,
supplies, and spare parts as required

2. Require the contractor to furnish the 4. "Pipeline" unit spares as needed by the
materials or parts and installation in- Government on a consignment (no-
structions required to successfully ac- charge loan) basis, but no greater than
complish the correction. that provided by the following formula:

[Formula that determines amount of3. Equitably reduce the contract price if coment sars aunt of eboth options (1) and (2) are not elected. consignment spares as a function of the"'iMTBF deficiency, number of warranted -

units, pipeline time, and spares- .
The equitable-price-adjustment provision can be sufficiency level.] adsre
made more concrete. For example, for the warranty si cr
on the alternate fighter engine, if the Government Generally, there is a limit to the number of consign-
elects to do the repair, the contract price is reduced ment spares that may have to be provided. This form
by $25,000 for each engine repaired and by $10,000 of the MTBF guarantee should also include the re-
for each component or part, with a cap of $25,000 quirement for the Government to return the consign-
for any single failure event. ment spares if and when the MTBF improves.

Performance Requirement Breach- Redesign. The Logistics Support Cost Guarantee- Correction of
failure to meet a performance requirement may re- Deficiencies. A generic clause for a remedy applicable
quire a redesign. Because such a liability is signifi- to a logistics support cost guarantee is as follows:
cant, the warranty should clearly indicate the
requirements: In the event the measured logistics support

cost (MLSC) fails to meet the prescribed
In the event of a breach of one or more target (TLSC), the contractor must in-
of the essential performance requirements stitute a correction-of-deficiencies (CO1))
as stipulated in paragraph ,the course of action that will bring the
contractor will determine the cause of the logistics cost within the prescribed target.
breach and develop a solution. If the solu- Such action may include development of
tion involve, a redesign and retrofit, nor- engineering change proposals (ECPs), pro-
mal DoI)-STD-480 configuration control vision of additional logistics assets, or
procedures will apply. All costs for engi- both. The contractor's proposed course of
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action must be submitted to the Govern- ing on each warranted end item in accord-
ment prior to implementation for review ance with MIL-STD-130 and, when ap-
and approval. propriate, mark each container in accord-

4.3..2 Tansortaionance with MIL-STD-129.

4.3..2 TansortaionSuch information as expiration date, brief process-
Transportation- Contractor Pays. A number of ing instructions, and shipping destination may be
"standard" or "baseline" warranty clauses suggest specified.
that the contractor assume transportation costs. For
example:4325Ses 4325WarrantySel

*When items covered by this warranty are If the warranty is voided because the Government
*returned to the contractor pursuant to this attempts repair, a clause requiring that suitable seals
*warranty, the contractor shall pay the be installed is advisable:
* transportation costs from the place of

delivery specified in the contract to the The contractor shall design and install
contractor's plant and return to said place seals on the unit so as to preclude
of delivery unauthorized repairs or tampering. The

contractor must adequately demonstrate
Use of a standard place of delivery removes the that inadvertent seal breakage is unlikely.
uncertainty of the liability associated with widespread The design of such seals must be approved
deployment of the warranted items. Not all clauses by the Government.
specify complete contractor transportation liability.
Another approach is for the Government to pay for Inadvertent seal breakage has caused some dif-
shipping to the contractor and the contractor to pay ficulties in several programs. Seal breakage by itself
for return shipping. may not be an exclusionary cause.

4.3..3 arrntyDataandReprts4.3.2.6 Installation of Warranty ECPs
Data on Correction. The contract usually imposes The contractor may elect to develop and implement

* warranty data requirements to implement certain anegerigcnepoosl(C)trdue-
elements of the warranty such as turnaround time, future failures. If a Class I ECP is approved, the con-
to assess the effectiveness of the warranty, and to tatri omlyrqie oisalsc Csi

mainainappoprateinvntoy ad cnfiuraion all units returned for warranty, correction:
control:

The contractor shall install all approved
T'he contractor shall prepare and furnish Class I warranty ECPs in units shipped to

* to the Government data and reports ap-
* ~~plicable to any correction required under tecnrco uigtewrat eid

.~heclase.f~eerece apliabl DIs.]The terms of the warranty may also make the con-

For the more extensive forms of incentive warranty, tractor liable for supplying modification Kits for all
* the Government may want the contractor to provide warranted units that have not been updated to the

an asesmen ofthewarantyeffctienes -peraps latest configuration as of the warranty end date. This
through an annual report or a report due at the end istpcloanR .
of the warranty.

4.3.2.7 Technical Manuals
* 43..4 arany MrkngWarranty provisions applicable to using activities

To ensure that the warranty coverage is not lost, the should be included in relevant technical manuals:
contractor should be required to mark the units prop-
erly. For example: The contractor shall include those warrani-

ty provisions applicable to using act ivitics %
The contractor shall apply a permanent in all pertinent technical manuals under
warranty notification stamping or mark- this contract.
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.3.3 Government Obligations ensure that the item is in fact defective and that ,J*
causes for a warranty exclusion are not evident. P

or the warranty to be implemented efficiently and
Sirly, the Government may have certain obligations Testing-Special Performance Test

;% i such areas as administration, testing, notification,
lipping, data, maintenance, and ECP approval. The Government will perform product
hese areas are discussed in the following verification tests at [test site] as described
ibsections. in paragraphs A and B as a means of veri-

fying that the items meet the performance
.3.3.1 Warranty Administration requirements stated in the contract.

he Government, in its own interest, should establish Testing- Field Failure Verification S.

n effective organization and a set of procedures for
dministering the warranty (see Chapter Six). No The Government shall, to the extent prac-. roltter how carefully the warranty is constructed, ticable, verify that the warranted item has ..o.

.ere is always the potential for disagreement on failed, using appropriate procedures and
overage, failure definition, corrective-action re- test equipment [specific procedures/equip-
luirements, or other areas. meat may be referenced].

-he following specific clauses are related to overall Verification of No Tampering
dministrative and contractual matters.

The Government shall verify at authorized
,,2ancellation of Coverage maintenance facilities that tampering or

unauthorized maintenance has not
The Government has the option of cancel- occurred.

- ing the warranty coverage on any system
prior to delivery and acceptance, and 4.3.3.3 Notification
receiving an equitable adjustment.

A typical statement of the Government's obligation
Evidence for 1arrantv Adjustment Claim to notify the contractor is as follows:

The Government will takc all reasonable The contractor shall be notified in writing
steps to preserve adequate evidence of any warranty breach within _

substantiating its warranty equitable ad- days after discovery of the breach.
Justment claim for [state reason(s) for
claim]. In many cases, this is followed by a statement that

the contractor is not relieved of the warranty obliga-
Government-Directed Corrective /ction. If there is tion if timely notice is not provided.
disagreement as to whether a warranty breach has
occurred, the Government will generally be obligated 4.3.3.4 Shipping
to direct the contractor as to the disposition of the
item: To minimize damages during transportation, a clause

similar to the following may be included:

Notwithstanding disagreement as to the All shipping containers will be provided
existence of a deficiency, the contractor t G m d e h
shall implement lhe corrective action teorermnt of cotaier
directed by the contiacting officer. If it is section n t c a

determined at a later date that no defi-
ciencv existed, the contract price will be No Batch Shipments. If a turnaround time require-
equitably adjustcd. ment is imposed on the contractor, the Government

may be obligated not to batch-ship failed items.
4.3.3.2 Testing and Verification

The ( o\ erlilent shall prompt ly ship each I

The (Overlllllellt lav obligate ilself to perform cer- noicon torilniii1 ileal to the contraclor aindlain field test,, and criticalion procedures so as to not hatch ,,hipnlllCls.'
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4.3.3.5 Data 4.4.1 Avionics and "Black Boxes"

Data available to the (ioxernment may help the con- Typically, avionics and black-box unts are transport-
tractor perform failure analyvsi and repair. The able, self-contained, and capable of being clearly
Government may be oblNated to providc suCh data marked. Therefore, they are amenable to xvarrantieswith a clause similar to tile followinge: involving contractor repair. If organic depot capabili-

ty already exists, the bill-back procedure may be most
The Government \ill make available to the appropriate for an assurance warranty form. Despite
contractor, in a timelh manner, all data advances in built-in test equipment, a number of
relating to the defective supplies, including removals from aircraft that are verified at the base
[data report refcrencesl. still test good at the depot. Therefore, the problem

of unverified failures (test goods) must be addressed.

4.3.3.6 Maintenance Typically, for a contractor repair situation, the repair
level is established to be the line replaceable unit

To protect itself and the contractor, the Government (LRU) or weapon replaceable assembly (WRA), but
may obligate itself to use properly trained module or shop replaceable assembly (SRU)-eve.
maintenance personnel and procedures: warranties have also been used.

The Government shall ensure that its per- 4.4.2 Fixed Ground Systems
sonnel or designated representatives are
properly trained and xill perform For large ground installations such as a command,
maintenance on the system in accordance control, and communications (CI) system, the war-
with the most recent technical orders, ranty approach of a logistics support cost guarantee

has merit. Collecting the necessary data to imple-
4.3.3.7 ECP Approval ment such an approach is much easier than doing

so for widely dispersed smaller items. The system
If the contractor submits a no-cost ECP to correct must be supplied by a single prime contractor. If there
a problem that is causing a \\arranty breach, the are a number of suppliers and the using activity has . -

Government should expedite processing, especially its own maintenance capability, bill-back under a
if the item is still in production. The following clause standard assurance warranty form may be sufficient.
indicates such intent: If the system is used continuously, some form of

availability guarantee may be applicable.
In recognition of the high contractor
motivation for total cost control effected
through these warranty provisions, the 4 em
Government agrees that all no-cost ECPs Many of the vehicles purchased by the military serv-
submitted in accordance with MIL-STD- ices use forms of commercial \\arranties. If the mil-
480 to improve reliability and main- itary has maintenance capability, Government main-
tainability for the units will receive special, tenance with bill-back is preferred. For a new unit
expeditious processing. Notwithstanding on a current design, a special warranty may be de-
this special processing, any such ECP shall veloped-e.g., RIW or MTBFG for a new engine
be formally incorporated in the contract module, and "standard" bill-back \warrantty for the
by the Government days after rest of the vehicle. tFor noncommercial types of
receipt by the PCO. unless thle contractor vehicles, the Arm\, has used the expected-failure conl-
has received written notification of its cept (threshold failure numaber).
nonapproval from the (.oxer ument prior
to that date. 4.4.4 Ships and Ship Systems

Ship wvarranties traditionall\ start at the inie of
4.4 SPECIFIC WARRANTY FORMS preliminary aCCeptallc ald I Vl,,i di i he sea trial

period, typicall. si\ t) nir' monthI'. Ior such trials,
The follosing stNbsc.t ions ummwti/e iana. torns "hich includ e ii n alil Oral ; lial and post-
applicable to 'ariou,, ell , I nc lacWS. I lic ,innaies shakedo n a.ailabilit,, il, . )ill 1, ll\ equpipped and
are based on syster chaactitis a,, \\ell a,, sItidies armed and is opctat d h\ \aI\ sn no cl, \ ilh con-

of sample \\arranties pr oci cd both hbehre and after tractor ip it:.,cn it t i, allpt ed by the
passage ol It) t'( 2403. (_overninent
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Defects that are found are corrected by the contrac- or availability, such as storage failure rate, ground
tor \\ithin the provisions of the incentive price con- check-out reliability, captive-carry NITBF, launch
tract typically used for ship procurement. Final ac- success rate, and operational availability. Often data i:'>
ceptancc by the Government is regarded as from a number of different types of tests and opera-
concli\ C. tions are combined. For example, for the air-launched

cruise missile, data from prelaunch tests, operational .'
.
-

Ship s\stcm arc somewhat unique, in that they may test launches, joint test assembly launches, random

be "holted to the ship," and repair capability varies testing of stored units, and operational readiness tests .:.
w\ith ship si/e. Since repair capability can vary, a war- were all used to implement the availability guarantee

rantv that allo%\s for the Government to select repair provisions of that contract.

options may be prudent. Thus, failures of a war-
ranted ,,,toin on an aircraft carrier may be repaired 4.4.6 Satellite Systems - '
by Nax\ personnel, while similar failures on a smaller Warranties on satellite systems typically include
vcsscl may be iransported back to the contractor for guaranteed performance measures with positive and
svarrantv action, negative incentives. Thus, the number of available

communication channels on a year-to-year basis may4.4.5 Missile Systems be guaranteed over the expected life of the satellite.
If more channels are available than guaranteed, the

Warrantics on niisile systems generall' depend on contractor receives a positive incentive or award-fee
the condtc of a number of tests to verify that payment. If fewer channels are available than guar-
cstablihccd pert ormance parameters are satisfied. In anteed, a penalty or negative-incentive features are
most cases, the parameters are related to reliability invoked.
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Chapter Five
WARRANTY DEVELOPMENT

This chapter pros idcs guidance to the program 9 Deinonstrauioti/Vahidationi-The expected warran-
* manaer inl deccoping and structuring an effective ty provisions are developed as system requiremnents

% \arrantvN during thle acquisition phases. The chapter to be addressed in Full-Scale Development.
h irst !ct. iewv, % arranty-rclatcd activities from a system 9 Full-Scale Developmnent -The warranty provisions

* lifccle perspective as well as a niumber of key war- are updated to reflect better estimates of system
rant\ planning anid development activities that R&M, support parameters, and costs, and are in-
shlould hc accomplished early in the system's life cluded in the production REP.
cycle. Spccific recommendations are then provided *Production -A series of tasks is developed to im-
for \%arrant\ planning anid development during the plement, enforce, and manage the warranty
('once)-t F \ploratilon, Demnonst ration /Validation, provisions.

* and I ull-Scale lDevelopment phases of the acquisi- *Operation anid Support-The wvarranty provisions
lion1 kcvclc inll~uding tuidies, requirements, RFP are administered.
de\clopmcnt. proposal evaluation, and final negotia- .
!loll". \01C thait t'r \erv simple forms of assurance Activities in the Concept Exploration, Demonstra-

ar n .1101 all acti\ itics described in this chapter tion/Validlation, and Full-Scale Dcvelopment phases
111J. 11C k. icquird. are discussed in Sections 5.2 through 5.4. respectively;

activities in the Productionl anid Operation anid Sup-
port phases concerned with warranty implementa-

5.1 WARRANTY AND SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE tion and administration are discussed in Chapter Six.

*T hi. ~ctI~f p0 \stem eer l oxerc pe rectve 5.1.2 Acquisition Strategy and
reli~daiit iom '.ste lie vel pespctie.Procurement Plan

Inl dc' eh pirne an ci bU'l i'i e \xarrail, thle program
nntaeer needs, to plan for thle completion of these To obtain maximum effectiveness from the warran-
act i% it es. tI s ecti on also addresses warranty im- ty concept, it is important that the concept be con-
pati )i,. the occitiiit ion strategy and procurement sidered early inl the systeml's life cycle, because deci-

pla. ie \ tci! pecfiatinand the program of- sions onl thle warrant\ prahcnafc qimn
i-iij.'aon a-, kc\e planning factors for thle pro- configuration awi desiegn as well as thle planning

olti:tml -nidei early inl the systemn's life needed to rnaintz,.n anld supJpor-t thle warranted item.
1:\Lc ( oni'i or isks arc also considere-d.

Thle REP for D)Lt.,onislrat ion! Validlation miay include
5.1.1 ife-Ccle Ovrviewsample w\arranty p'omi sions that notifyv the cont rae-

01 ~tor of thle %%arrantl 'wrl torIi ane requi1remlents be-
I hltm o\\ ,\;n's rantv-related activ ities inl- ing considered 1,)r h le poduci ion sy~stemn. The sam-

'ii! k I~ \1 111.\ t life cy.cle. These~ activities arc ple warrant\ prov isions, ,hould bie qualitative descrip-
%I h\ a U i phailc as I olloss : t ions of, I lie st arfa iiv %.0Cos erac desiried. Actunal war-

rantv(\- iiiict h.ould he def'ined only after
* ( l/,/ Ix )//l(olaltl - lecli i ca! and so ppori coil- svsAln pelto ln il C C\11 Ieriece is accula kted and

Cll 'ae e f),Iormedc~ for identlit\ ing chiar- evalulated fromlals . and tc ic'. per tormed during
er tic iii.0otIsi'.l for \\ratDeinoniI[[ raloll \alidat iti'll
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Concept . emonstration/ Full-Scale Operation .

Phase n Validat io5n Development Production and ,
Phs l l Phase | Phase Phase Support

Phase

I

Studies and

Terms and
Conditilons

Support vvlatio Develop Opertio

Concept niEaute Warranty Administer
Studies Warranty WPrpay Administration WarrantyProvisions PosasPlan -

Evaluate Conduct Negotiate-''

Warranty Economic Final Warranty
Applicability Analyses Provisions

FIGURE 5-1
kARRANTI AND THE SYSTEM LIF ' CYCLE

The program manager may decide to include a de- if a single production source is expected (the FSDtailed warranty requirement in the RFP for Full-Scale contractor) and if warranty terms and conditions andDevelopment (FSD) to indicate the warranty coverage pricing can be developed at the early date. Theexpected for production units. The program manager Government would have the right to change the war-would develop the warranty requirements from the ranty provisions and negotiate price changes as the
system performance characteristics determined dur- system matures and opportunities for a more cost-
ing Demonstration/Validation as well as further effective warranty arise.
engineering studies and cost-benefit analyses. In ad-
dition, the program manager may decide to have the Table 5-1 presents a general sequence of steps for
FSD contractor propose alternative forms of war. developing a warranty approach, starting early in theranty that would be more advantageous to the system's life cycle. Those steps which are applicable U.
Government. to the procurement should be included as part of the

acquisition strategy for the weapon system.If the FSD contractor is expected to provide produc-
tion units later, the program manager maN decide to 5.1.3 System Specification
include tle warranty provisions in tile FSI) contract,
with the options for production alread, priced. This A key element in the de\elopment of an effective war-
strategy, which was used for the F-16 lSD contract, ranty is the system specification, which defines theprovides competition for warranty pricing. It P, viable set of systen requirements. It is generally developed
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prior to completion of the Demonstration/Valida-
TABLE 5-1 tion phase. The requirements in the system specifica-

tion (Type A specification) are translated to develop-
WARRANTY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY ment specifications (Type B), generally before or at

the beginning of FSD. Product, process, and material
1. Perform studies to identify specifications (Types C, D, and E, respectively) are

essential performance charac- applicable to the production equipment. Require-
teristics to consider for ments in the system specification can be in terms of
warranty and identify candi- design details or performance, or, as is most likely,
date approaches. a combination of the two. Performance requirements

are preferred, to interest the largest segment of in-
2. Develop criteria and models dustry for competitive bidding. Performance require-

and collect applicable data ments also allow greater flexibility in establishing
to perform evaluations to warranty requirements. If the specification establishes
decide between assurance and detail design requirements, there is potential for
incentive types of warranty. future dispute if the design does not yield the required

performance, because the contractor can claim that
3. In conjunction with technical, the design was imposed.

user, logistics, and contrac-
tual personnel, develop candi- General DoD polic has stated that warranty should
date approaches and assess not apply to goals or objectives. In addition,
the feasibility of candidate qualitative statements cannot be meaningfully used
approaches, including consid- without a potential for dispute. Thus, a requirement
eration of warranty implemen- such as, "the XYZ system shall have high reliability
tation and administration, when used in the manner intended," must be

t, translated to a numerical reliability requirement that
4. Develop preliminary clauses •is unambiguous and can be measured to determine

or draft provisions for conformance. Although such a translation can be ac-
Demonstration/Validation RFP, complished an), time before the production RFP is
or provide "trial balloons" issued, it is much more effective if the specific re-
to potential contractors to quirement is imposed as early in the program as
obtain industry comments. possible. In that way, the contractor community

knows what is expected and knows that such a re-
5. Issue an FSD RFP with quirement may become a warranty performance re-

expected" warranty provisions quirement. The prudent contractor will then plan the
for the production contract, program in such a way that the future warranty com-
or have cont ractor propose mitment can provide a competitive edge and possibly
alternative forms of warranty be a profit-maker. Specific recommendations for in-
to the Government. cluding requirements in the specification, giving con-

sideration to warranty development, are as follows:6. Finalize warranty terms and

conditions for the production * Requirements in the system specification and flow-
RFP. down specifications must be quantitative.

* For requirements to be directly used for warranty
7. Develop a warranty selection coverage, they must clearly refer to the operational

strategy and decision model. environment or special test conditions.
* Methods for measuring conformance to require-

8. Issue an RFP with a warranty ments must exist or be amenable to dcvelopment.
option. * )nly a small subset of sJpecification requirements

should he ,elected for \\arrantv coverage.
* Higher-level, mission related requirements are

generally preferred to sublevel requirements for
warranty specification (e.g.. speed instead of
engine and air-flo\ praruneters, system NTBIF in-
stead of unit %1 ,,-).
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5.1.4 Program Office Organization loirc Wc ,eric,, i)oD programs %%ith available war-
111111%" (11,lz ho .|,C .. inll~udingil standard clauses and deci- ,,

It is important that the program or system muiager sion and cost analytical miodeling techniques and
plan and coordinate a warranty application earl\ I' proccdurcs. lhc program manager can query PPAC

the systern life cycle. The selected warranty approach for the current ,ervice and command activities pro- V
can affect equipment configuration and design as viding the most recent policy and guidance on war-
well as the planning needed to maintain and support rant3 implementation and management.
the warranted item.

The program office represents the first logical coor- 5.1.5 Contractor Risk Considerations
dination point for ensuring that the warranty is
developed and implemented effectively. Program, For many ne\ procurements, there are significant
engineering, logistics, budget, and contract person- technical, operational, schedule, and financial
nel need to know the warranty application at hand challenges. Warranty is sometimes considered as one
and the areas of risk where inconsistency between effective means of shifting part of the development
the warrantv and program requirements could void and acquisition risks to the contractor. However, if
the v.arranty requirements. For example, Government consideration is not given to the risks the contrac-
Jecisions during the functional configuration audit tor faces in undertaking a warranty, the effectiveness
irocess could affect either warranty performance re- of the warranty is threatened. Warranty price will in-
luirements in the operational field environment or crease as the perceived risk increases. If, during the
the contractor's liability for engineering redesign as varrant\ period, the contractor is faced with extraor-

a remedy in ensuring essential performance. dinarily large losses, the viability of the program may
be threatened. The "bet your company" approach is

Functional interfaces between program office, user, generall\ not advocated. Table 5-2 lists a number of
and supporting activities are also important in en- contractor risk factors and approaches to reducing
suring that the maximum benefit from a warranty their effect or eliminating them.
application is received. These interfaces identify the
multiple features of a warranty application, including '

the following: 5.2 CONCEPT EXPLORATION PHASE

* \V'arranted items, coverac, and durat ion Th-e program manager evaluates and selects alter-
* Maintenance and handling procedures for \, ar- i ,-.te,-.

*antcd equipment native system development concepts for meeting the
0 Transportation management stated mission need. The concepts should address the
STrnsport atrin anage~ent ftinctioual and performance characteristics necessary

a I nventor,, ianamemient
* Communication of %\arranty claims to mcet the mission need, as well as the necessary
* Defense Contract Adinistration Sers ices (I)CAS) intcrficing capabilities, and should be accompanied

responsibilities by preliminary life-cycle-cost estimates and logistics . -

('on figuration manaucnlt supportiability plans. Table 5-3 lists major acquisi-
* Funding tion activilies in this phase and identifies areas of
* Warranty data reporting interface \ith the development and implementation

* Special training for warranty implementation of \sarranty application.

A varranty implementation plan (discussed in A1thiotiVl the ,vstem is treated in very general terms

Chapter Six) is the program manager's \chicle for ill this phase, background studies may be conducted
dcscribinu these features of a warranty application, itn tmsiv of reliable systen performance and the ex-
identifying organi/ational responsibi lit ics, and pected Ilc-cscle cost. Warranty or other control
establihing procedures and interface,, reqired for methiOds (e.g., a\,ad fee, pci formance incentives)
,,uccessutnl implementation and naln lLeCn of tile mla bc , oinidercd as part of the studies as a means
,.,arrant,,. (0 achic\'inl !,aIcd goal, for reliable per fortmance.

pis,,Ltan it) Mto S( 2403 and of maintaining costs
The program manager can recive assistance hi otn \s itl rcmrce him niitat ions. The (oncept Lxplora-
,crvmcc and Dol) act ik it ies in planning and dceclop- li phase ends ssith the development of a system
ng a ssarranty application. lihe 'roduct lkcrlnaitec ,,, 1,pt lpct, wx hiMh Iav state the initial re-
Agrecment Center (WPA() at \Vriht-l'aticrimi .\il ltlirtt'. 1,wtisitg 101rranit\ conItroIl techiniqties.
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TABLE 5-2 V%*1

CONTRACTOR RISK FACTORS AND RISK-REDUCTION APPROACHES ,

Risk Factor Risk-Reduction Approach

Late Notification of The contractor should be aware of the intent to use warranty
Intent to Use Warranty as early as possible during engineering development so that

there will be maximum oppotunity for design optimization.

Detailed Government Spec- The use of functional specifications should be maximized to I
ification of Item Design allow for design flexibility.

Application of Incentive Incentive warranties may not be appropriate for completely
Warranties to Advanced revolutionary design. When applied to new technology, the
Technology program funding and schedule should allow for adequate

reliability test effort. A cost-sharing warranty agreement
could be considered.

Reliability-Prediction The Government should specify only a minimum acceptable level
Uncertainty of reliability. Operational and environmental data should be

provided to the contractor. Adequate time and funding for
necessary reliability testing should be included in the devel-
opment contract.

Unpredictability of The warranty price should be coupled with economic adjustment
- Inflation Rates for provisions to account for inflation.

Long-Term Agreements

Failures Outside Contrac- Exclusions should be provided; they would normally include
tor Control acts of God, fire, explosion, submersion, flood, combat

damage, accident, and unauthorized tampering by Government

personnel. Exclusions for mishandling should be carefully
worded.

Large Number of Unverified Contractual provisions should be carefully tailored so that
Failures ("Test Goods") costs of processing returns are equitably shared.

Returned to Contractor

Item Usage Rate Not Pre- The contract should provide for a price adjustment for signif- ,
clsely Known icant usage-rate variations or possibly have a cut-off on

total operating time.

[cl'd Not Supplied to Con- 1 Contract provisions should include Government responsibilities
tra ,tor am poquied for meeting data obligations in a timely manner. Contractor

obligations for warranty performance may be related to receipt
of applicable data.

Uncert-lrity A, , ' i; {pr, n, it there is significant uncertainty about shipping costs, the
[)r'5t J r .i Wr r it t .di (,<vt-rnment should assume those costs.

F tte t , i.: .t im. o .et from turnaround time obligation for specified condi-
ot tiv. .. ,. tions should be included as part of the contract.

3t riko Mnd ' F1.'r, )w ,t
FeIled UT)it7,1

Time -Con;uminqj Pi,,,~re5 Warranty provisions should provide for expeditious approval of
t,.or ECP Appiv.l ELCPs - perhaps by automatic approval - unless notification

is liven within a certain time limit.
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TABLE 5-3

CONCEPT EXPLORATION PHASE ACQUISITION ACrIVITIES
AND WARRANTY INTERFACES

Acquisition Activity Warranty Interfaces

Requirements Analysis Identify key parameters as candidates for essen-
tial performance requirements coverage.

Functional Analysis Relate key performance parameters to applicable
hardware/software elements.

Trade Studies Analyze various warranty strategies and interfaces
as trade studies are conducted in requirements,
configuration, and supportability.

Technology/Risk Assessment Identify potential warranty approaches to address-
ing risks that are identified.

Logistics Supportability Consider impact of various warranty support
strategies on overall logistics support structure.

I.CC Asses;sment Identify major LCC factors to consider in
conducting a warranty cost-benefit analysis.

Acquisition Strategy/Plans Identify/update major warranty alternatives.

5.3 DEMONSTRATION/VALIDATION production processes, parts selection, and quality
PHASE control in an effort to enhance reliable system per-

formancc. The RFP for Full-Scale Development
The program manager identifies the system develop- should contain preliminary warranty provisions in-
mrent concepts and approaches that have the greatest tended to be used for the production contract.
potential for meeting the mission need in the most
cost-effective manner. The concepts are verified, and Program contracting or logistics office personnel per-
the associated risks and uncertainties are identified form studies to determine a warranty approach to
and, where possible, resolved, usually through hard- the \Ncapon system and identify preliminary terms
wkarc fabrication and demonstration. System and sub- and conditions for the warranty. Major studies
systen documents as \xcll as solicitation doculents related to warranty are summarized as follows:
arc completed to the extent necessary to support con-
tracting for the Ftull-Scale l)Declopnient of the * Initial screening - Initial screening is performed
selected concepts. Table 5-4 lists major acquisition in accordance with application criteria established
activities in this phase and identifies areas of inter- in Chapters Three and Four to determine if one
face \with the development and implementation of or more \warranty alternatives are appropriate.
warranty application. * Economic analysis-If the results of the initial

screening are positive, the candidate warranty
Although warranty application is generally associated alternatives arc analyzed to determine the eco-

* \ith the production contracl, it is important that the nomic feasibility of warranty and the most desir-
. system deeloper understand the .\arrantv re- able warranty period. The procedures used are

quirements, since tile requircmen ts may affect design, provided in ('hapter Seven.
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TABLE 5-4

DEVE1OPMF.NT/VAI.IDATION PHASE ACQUISITION ACTiVITiES

AND WARRANTY INTERFACES

Acquisition Activity Warranty Interfaces

Engineering Development Models Evaluate technology and performance for
identifying key risk factors.

Preplanned Product Improvement Couple warranty alternatives with any p31
(p3I) alternatives under consideration.

Functional Baseline Refine essential performance requirements to
be consistent with the functional baseline.

LCC Update Establish/refine requirements for LCC analy-
sis if LCC is part .of warranty acquisition
strategy.

Test and Evaluation Master Define any test requirements necessary to
Plan (TEMP) implement warranty.

Preliminary Manufacturing Plan Address design and manufacture warranty
requirements.

Industrial Base Issue Address any potential impacts of warranty on
industrial base.

Logistics Support Analysis Update earlier analyses and define warranty
alternatives that are consistent with
planned ILS system.

Acquisition Plans Update warranty acquisition plans.

Development of provisions- Initial %sarranty pro- the provisions, since some contractors have had
visions are developed on the basis of the infor- no experience or only limited experience with these
mation in Chapter Four. The program office concepts.
should maintain continuous coordination with Development o ffinal preliminarY provisions-
using commands and support activities. As a result of the foregoing processes, changes in
Incorporation of provisions in FSD RFP-After the initial provisions may be developed as neces-
proper initial review with cognizant procurement, sary to clarify wording, changes in coverge, and-
legal, and other interested parties, the initial war- other areas. In the case of a combined engineering
ranty provisions are incorporated into the FSD development/production procurement, the final
RFP-primarily for informational purposes, provisions become part of the contract, typically
unless a firm warranty commitment is to be made as an option that ma\ bc exercised at a later point
at this time. It may be necessary to prepare special in engineering development. If it is not a combined

instructions to the bidder to clarify selected points, procurement, the provision may still undergo ad-
Additional special briefings with potential con- ditional changes and evaluation as part of the pro-
tractors may be required to explain the intent of duction procureci.ict.-
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5.4 FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT PHASE Validaiion phase ma\ be updated in licht of FSD '7.
i t IorIIaI ioI. It' pre\ious studies \%crc not per-

The final products of the Full-Scale Development formed, the studie s may be initiated.
phase are product baseline configuration design and * Deveolwn o finullprovsiol.s - it warranty pro-
a documentation package that reflect the established %isions %%cre not finalized as part of the Demn-
cost, schedule, logistics supportability, and perfor- onstration. Validation phase, provisions for the
mance constraints. Table 5-5 lists major acquisition Product ion phasc arc frmulailcd or refined, wkith
activities in this phase and identifies areas of initcr- proper coordination bet\secn program office and
face with the development and implemcnialion of appropriate iser and support acti\ities.
warranty application. lfcolrorutiorU ollpro -slon.s in i)ro(ition RfP-

Pro isions are incorporated into the production
During the FSD phase, better estimates of system RIP if they were not incorporated prc iouslv. War-
reliability, maintenance vnd support parameters, and rantv issues to be addressed in the RIFP include
operating capabilities become available. Warranty ap- x\arranly management, facilities, in-plant material
plicability and economic studies can be refined and flow, data, and price. As prcv hOuslv noted, instruc-
updated, and warranty provisions can also be up- tions to bidders regarding required response may
dated to reflect program or equipment modifications be necessary.
that have occurred during FSI). Major xsarrant\ • Proposul review- "roduction proposals mtLSl bestudies in this phase are summarized as follos,,: evaluated with respect to warranty response. The

degree to which the full intent of the provisions
* Wirrantuyfeasibilitv. tudie.-The initial economic is adhered to, as well as quoted cost, is of con-

studies performcd as part of the D clopment cern. If a warranty price quotation was requested,

TABLE 5-5

FULL-SCALE DEVEI.OPMFNT PHASE ACQUISITION ACTIVITIES
AND WARRANTY INTERFACES

Acquisition Activity Warranty Interfaces

Allocated Baseline Define quantitative warranty requirements at
appropriate subsystem levels.

System Prototype Tests Evaluate data and use to perform warranty
analyses, e.g., LCC and R&M.

Integrated Logistics Support Address warranty implementation and
administration.-

Quality Assurance (QA) Plan Identify dpproaches to implementing warranty
controls on design and manufacture and defects
in materials and workmanship.

LCC Update Update LCC model for warranty cost-benefit
analysis and refine data base.

TEMP Update Identify/update any warranty test requirements.

Acquisition Plans Interface with development and potential pro-
duction contractors, draft warranty RFP clauses
for industry review, and evaluate comments.
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the economic analysis performed may be repeated, ° niii-rni v (CtIsons -On tlhe basis of the economic
using the quoted warranty cost in lieu of the com- analysis, as %%ell as mission and logistics factors,
puted estimates. Any questionable points may be the program manager must decide among avail-
clarified in discussions held with contractors. lable able warranty options. The decision should be
5-6 lists some factors to consider in evalnatint! made early enough (ideally at the time of long-
warranty proposals. The applicability of the tic- lead-item conmitiment) to permit orderly planning
tors and the detail to which they are considered b all affected activities, regardless of the choice
Will depend on the extent of the warranty corn- made. If a warranty is selected, provisions for
mitment and specific terms and conditions. funding and for \ arranlv payments must be

established.

TAHLE 5-6

PROPOSAL EVALUATION FACTORS

Factor Evaluation Criteria

Warranty Management - The organization or group responsible for managing
Pertains to the offeror's the warranty should be clearly defined. It should
overall approach to man- be demonstrated that the organization can ade-
aging the warranty quately perform the necessary interface between
program. the warranty support group. engineering design,

reliability and quality control groups, and
higher-level management within the organization.
The offeror's overall approach should demonstrate
understanding of the general goal of the warranty
as well as specific requirements.

Facilities and Equipment - The facilities planned for performing warranty
considers the existence, services should be fully described and dernon-
adequacy, and availability strated to be suitable. Facilities include the
of resources necessary for primary repair facility, and storage. receiving,
warranty service, and shipping areas. The offeror should show that

test equipment for processing warranty returns is
adequate and available.

in-Plant Material Flow The procedures by which the offeror will receive,
Considers the offeror's test, repair. modify. store, and ship the war-
proposed approach to ranted equipment should be fully described and be
processing returned consistent with the warranty terms and conditions.
equipment. Specific attention should be given to the proposed

methods for ascertaining warranty applicability
on returned equipment and the offeror's under-
standing of the specific exclusions and defini-
tions of unverified failures. It is desirable %

for the offeror to describe the time sequence of
material flow, with rationale to show that a
specified turnaround time will be achieved.

Warranty Data Considers The offeror s approach to developing and maintain-
the capability of the ing a data - stem should be capable of meeting ..
offeror to comply with warranty data collection and analysis requirements
warranty data in a timely and complete manner. Specific atten-
requirements. tion should be directed toward critical parameters

involving contractual commitment. such as turn-
around time, operational MTBF, and equipment
modification status.

Warranty Price/Rellabtlit_ The warranty price bid by an offeror should be
C oatbltt - Considers consistet with stated reliability levels. Anal-
the relationship between ysls ot the relationship between those two fac-
warranty price and pro-- tors. when allowed by the procurement approach.
posed or guaranteed can prevent future problems resulting from too
reliability levels. low or too high a price or failure to exoerience

the field reliability expected.
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Chapter Six
WARRANTY ADMINISTRATION

rhis chapter presents guidelines for administering tasks that may be required for some of the more com-
a warranty, including activities necessary to prepare plex incentive types of warranties. For the simpler
for the warranty, implement the warranty, conclude types of warranties, these tasks may be used as a
or extend the warranty, and assess the benefits. checklist to be sure that all activities have been con-

sidered. The military service should designate a war-
Depending on the complexity of the warranty being ranty manager who will act as the focal point for
applied, the procedures and interfaces needed for ad- warranty task performance.

• nainistering the warranty can vary considerably.
Where program technical risks are low and a simple 6.1.1 Develop Item-Management

*.i Aarranty is adequate, administration may be as sim- Procedures
,le as reviewing a checklist to ensure that the Govern-
ment has no tasks to perform before fielding the Some warranties may require the development of
weapon system, and performing a simple evaluation special procedures for the item manager or the system
it the conclusion of the warranty. On the other hand, manager, such as the following:
"rogram risks may call for a more complex, incen-
.ive type of warranty that may require extensive * If the contractor performs repairs under the war-

Government activities to make it work. It is neither ranty, it may be desirable to use the contractor's
the intent of the warranty law nor the desire of the repair facility as a stock point and develop pro-
services to formulate a warranty that requires extraor- cedures accordingly.
dinary actions to implement. In crafting the warranty, * Warranted assets to be used by more than one serv- *

every effort should be made to keep the ad- ice may need to be kept separate as they move
ministrative tasks to a minimum. The best way to through supply channels to a common repair
ensure that the warranty will be workable in the source.
operational environment is to insist that
knowledgeable user and logistics personnel par- 6.1.2 Establish Plan for User
ticipate in developing the warranty contractual Indoctrination
provisions.

For some types of warranties, especially those requir-
ing special handling of assets, or for assets that are

6.1 PREPARING FOR THE WARRANTY classified, it may be desirable to prepare a training
-" course or other means of indoctrination for person-

For this section, it is assumed that warranty provi- nel who manage or handle the assets.
sions are under contract and the weapon system
development or production phase has begun. A 6.1.3 Coordinate In-Plant Inspection
prerequisite to preparing for the warranty is to read Requirements
and thoroughly understand the warranty contract
provisions. During the development or production For warranties in which Government-owned assets
phase of the weapon system certain activities may will be handled or processed by a contractor, and in
be required, depending on the type and complexity which the contractor's performance is to be measured
of the warranty. The following subsections identify by in-plant activities, it may be necessary to plan
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for some additional inspections by DCAS 6.1.9 Review Warranty Markings and Seals
representatives. I-

The Government should approve warranty narkings
and seals that may be required. If seals arc required,

6.1.4 Review Contractor Data Plan they should be of a type that is not easily broken.

If the contractor is required to supply data for the '/
purpose of implementing a warranty or evaluating
the results of a warranty, it may be desirable to review 6.2 IMPLEMENTING AND
the contractor's plan for collecting and using the ADMINISTERING THE WARRANTY
data. This section presents guidance for preparing a plan

for administering the contractual warranty. The plan,
called an implementation plan in this handbook, may ?',

Certain Government-directed design changes or also be referred to as an administration plan or, in 1
contractor-proposed ECPs may abridge the effec- the case of the Army, a warranty technical bulletin
tiveness of a warranty. For both Government-initiated (WTB). The purpose of the implementation plan is
and contractor-initiated design change proposals, it to provide a complete and comprehensive document
will be important for the contractor to provide a war- that describes the features of the warranty, defines
ranty impact statement. If the contractor claims that the responsibilities for meeting the contractual pro-
a design change will result in increased warranty cost visions of the program, identifies the responsible par-
or abridgment of the warranty, such a claim should ticipants, and establishes the procedures and inter-
be supported with adequate engineering rationale. faces required for successful implementation and

management of the warranty.

6.1.6 Survey Contractors Maintenance All three services acknowledge the need for some
Facilities form of warranty implementation plan, even though

If the warranty requires the contractor to perform their plans differ slightly. For example, in Army
maintenance on the warranted assets, the Govern- Regulation 700-139 (Army Warranty Program Con-
ment should conduct a survey of the maintenance cepts and Policies), the materiel developer (MAT
facilities to be sure that the capacity is sufficient DEV) prepares a WTB as part of the materiel fielding
throughout the warranty period and that repair of plan (MFP). The materiel fielding team (MFT) then
production-lie assets (belonging to the contractor) reviews the WTB requirements with the gaining
will not interfere with repair of warranted assets MACOM during MFP negotiations. MACOMs have
(belonging to the Government). been directed to establish warranty control offices

or officers (WARCOs) to coordinate all warranties
6.1.7 Develop or Review Required within the MACOM.

Test Plans
There are two kinds of warranty implementation

For some warranties, the contractor's performance plans: those prepared by contractors and those
or compliance may be determined by prescribed tests, prepared by the Government. Contractor plans are
The Government may be required to develop such prepared in response to the contract requirements.
test plans or, it the contractor develops the plan, to The decision as to whether a contractor must sub-
review it. mit a warranty implementation plan should be based

on the criteria used to determine the need for a
6.1.8 Develop User Data-Transmittal Government implementation plan. These criteria areMethods discussed in Section 6.2.1.1. Since this handbook hasbeen prepared as guidance for the Government, it W
Data may be required from the deployed warranted addresses only the Government requirements for ina-
system. The data may be needed to administer the plementation plans.
warranty or to evaluate benefits at the conclusion
of the warranty. Planning is required to ensure that Depending, on the nature of a procurement, wuai rantv
the appropriate data are collected and sent to the war- contractual provisions may originate in a prgrali'
ranty manager in time to meet project needs. office (for development-production procttremenr'I,
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or an item manager or ,tein ianagers oflicc (for of the \% a l n \ romllte i I. \ -" 0111C it Ji'i- j011

many reprocurelients or procurements 11ot as,,ociatcd sion is i, wvhether or nl' 1t Apt ll 1IICHP CI11-C
with a substantial de\elopment effort). In the torner tation plan should he tiadc h i IC 1 .\ t , the
case, the crafters of the ,Narrant , arc not ncce,,sarilY varlant\ contract pro\ islon, lt. I'\ ti ! w - %,tiiliar
the same people who will ha\ c to implcicnt , ad- with the responsibili; , i o II,, h olltla., . I flt and the
minister, and evaluate it. In tile latter case, the same (Joiernment, and the\ also runI, h,tc k no. lCdge of'
office will probably develop and manage the ,\ar- the supply-support ssten awd dpl.h'. nin and
ranty to its conclusion. Most sarrant administra- operating factors. t-or ,implci tpc, o \, atitantiics

tion or implementation plans of record ha\ e bhel that contain no requiremcnt\ lo C. iit,.ilor or
prepared by the same organi/ation that prepared the (io\ernmnent actions to c'air\ Ol( OW \., Int pro-
warranty. \ isions and require no evaluat ion ot the cl ltcti\ Chess

of the warranty, a plan may not he needed (these oc-
Figure 6-1 shows the three major considerations that casions arc apt to be rare). ()n thc other hand, corn-
must guide and constrain the implementation pro- plex, incentive types of varrantics may necd detailed
cedures and, therefore, the plan. Varranties range implementation procedures, depending on ho\s corn-
in complexity from the very simple to the more com- plex the contract provisions are. As the ssarranty pro-
plex incentive warranties that may call for protracted visions are being formulated, and while program
contractor participation. If the contractor is required logistics, engineering, and contracts represcntatives
to perform warranty-related tasks for an extended are reviewing the provisions, it will become clear
period after the system is fielded, the implementa- whether or not a plan is required and how complex
tion plan will likely need to include procedures that it will have to be. In general, some form of warran-
are workable within the supply-support system and ty implementation plan wvill be required it one or
the equipment's operating environment, more of the following requirements apply:

6.2.1 Responses to Commonly Asked • The warranty contract provisions require the
Questions About the Implementation Government to perform actions or tasks.Plan * The contractor is required to perform actions or "

tasks that will need Government monitoring, in-
The following subsections address some of the ques- spections, or reaction.
tions most often asked regarding an implementation * The contractor is required to submit deliverables
plan for warranties. related to the warranty.

* There is a requirement to evaluate the effectiveness -

6.2.1.1 Under What Circumstances Is a of the warranty.
Warranty Implementation Plan
Required? 6.2.1.2 Who Should Write the

Some services may require an implementation plan Implementation Plan?
irrespective of the simplici:y or tile technical needs The author of the warranty contract provisions

should write the warranty implementaion plan, with
review provided by the warranty manager. This is
especially true for warranties \shere tile rcspon-

Warranty Supply- Deployment sibilities and relationships betvmeen contractor and
Wtrant Suppl- . Depyetn Government may be complex and ma. dicrctore need
Poovisitn Supyortm and Operatsng clear interpretation. If it is not possible tor the author
Provisions System Factors of the warranty contract provisions to also \ ile the

implementation plan, the plan ,hotid, . , a
minimum, be reviewed by the olticc that picpared
the warranty contract.

Warranty Implementation Procedures
Plan Preparation for Joint Service
Weapon Systems

IFl(A IR1' 6 1

O R( IR I II t I M 1i l\( \\ IR 1 I N For weapon systens that atc to he ticld Jh nhor e
I1111 I %11.l % % IOl(N ('i . lt R than one service, it is cust Otlll, to C ii h t h a

service for tile procurenCtl lh , I r il " C c,
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may have representatives at the lead service program between the Government and the contractor. It is also %
office and logistics office. In such cases, the warranty recommended that the weapon system contractor
contractual provisions must be prepared under the review the plan to see how the entire implementa-
joint constraints of all user services. Similarly, the tion fits into contractual obligations.
implementation plan must be able to accommodate
the constraints of all user services. In preparing the 6.2.1.5 What Topics Should Be Covered in
joint implementation plan, the service logistics the Implementation Plan?
representatives should ensure that the plan is
workable within the constraints of their operation The scope of topics for the implementation plan will

i and support systems. vary considerably with the nature and complexity of
the warranty. Three items are needed to prepare the

Plan Preparation for FMS Weapon Systems plan:

If a foreign military customer is to participate in a 9 A copy of the warranty contract provisions
warranty program, the same type of joint effort and • The topic checklist that appears in this handbook
coordination as described for joint service pro- (Section 6.2.2)
curements should take place with the FMS customer. • An understanding of the operating and support

environment of the warranted weapon system
6.2.1.3 When Should the Warranty

Implementation Plan Be Written? Every requirement in the warranty contract has to
be deliberated in terms of how and by whom it is

Preparation of the warranty implementation plan can to be accomplished.
begin after the warranty contract provisions have
been written and reviewed by the procuring activity. 6.2.2 Checklist for Plan Preparation
The final plan is not prepared until the procurement
contract is negotiated, since some of the warranty Figure 6-2 is a checklist to help ensure that all ap-
provisions may change in negotiations. The plan plicable topics have been addressed in the plan. The
should be available to the system users in time to checklist is not complete, but it should stimulate
allow for any training that may be necessary. thought that will reveal other needed topics.

6.2.1.4 What Should Be the Authority of the 6 O DRI
Implementation Plan, and Who THE NCENTIVEWARRANTY
Should Approve It? THE INCENTIVE WARRANTY

The warranty implementation plan is an informa- Prior to the expiration of an extensive form of war-
tional type of document from one military command ranty, particularly one requiring contractor depot
to another. It is not a contractual document, and repair such as RIW, the Government must assess
contractual-type language should be avoided. The whether the warranty should be continued or allowed
most authoritative form that the plan might adopt to expire. Extension options for warranty provisions
is that of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) or are sometimes included in the original warranty con-
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the tract, but such provisions are not necessary, since the
program or developing office and the user. The plan Government and the contractor can enter into
contains the minimum procedures that will make the negotiations for contract extension at any time. If
warranty workable. It is therefore important that the the original contract includes a fixed-price extension
weapon system users have an opportunity to help option, so much the better: Negotiations are
shape the plan. eliminated, and the decision to exercise the option

is simplified.
The final plan should have endorsements from the
developing office, the supporting command, and the The decision to extend a warranty should be based
user. It is important that the plan be reviewed by the on whether or not the perceived risks that originally
contracting officer and a representative from the spawned the need for a warranty have been dimin-
Judge Advocate General's (JAG) staff. The contract- ished to an acceptable level; if they have not, a can-
ing officer needs to know how the plan will inter- did appraisal should be made of whether risks will
face with the contract, and the JAG review will en- be controlled by a continuation of the warranty. For
sure that the plan does not introduce a legal problem some weapon sys!cm procurements, there may be no
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Introductory Material

o Description ot weapon system U Duration or period of effectivity of the plan

o Description of warranties being applied u Office sponsoring and maintaining the plan

a o Specific components of hardware or software to which 0 All organizations having responsibilities
warranty Is applicable under the plan

o Hardware or software items that are specifically 0 Applicable regulations and directives
excluded from the warranty (e.g., preproduction or
special test articles)

I Authority of the plan (office under whose direction
the plan is to be administered, and the plan's
authoritative precedence)

Implementation Procedures

0 Pre-warranty-period activities (e.g.. develop 0 Special packaging requirements
contractor warranty plans, review contractor
capacities, develop training, resolve ECP 0 Transportation and packaging funding
processing issues)

o Damage reporting
0 Warranty-period events (e.g., achieve organic

maintenance capability, conduct verification test. o Special storage requirements (resulting from
introduce second-source systems. transfer warranty only)
system ownership)

o1 Commingling of warranted and nonwarranted assets
o Post-warranty-period activities (e.g., update

configuration, transition to organic maintenance, o Operation of contractor's secure storage area
assess warranty benefits)

o Considerations of stock-issue priorities
o On-equipment (organizational -level) maintenance

procedures: cite only exceptions to standard 0 Communications procedures for maintenance and
procedures utilization data: cite only exceptions to

standard procedures -
0 Procedures for issue and receipt of warranty assets s.p"

o Description of required contractor in-plant
o Off-equipment maintenance procedures (for interme- procedures

diate, direct support. and general support levels):
cite only exceptions to standard procedures a Description of special DCAS responsibilities

0 Depot maintenance procedures: cite only exceptions [ Custody-transfer requirements
to standard procedures

0 ECP processing procedures: cite only exceptions to
0 Retest-okay (RTOK) processing standard procedures

o Maintenance data requirements: cite only exceptions 0 Configuration control procedures: cite only
to standard requirements exceptions to standard procedures

1. Other maintenance exceptions (e.g., FMS, U Warranty impacts on Technical Orders
speclal-use assets)

o Warranty funding
0 Transportation procedures; cite only exceptions

to standard procedures) 0 Funding for repair of exclusions

U Contractor data and reporting requirements

Management Responsibilities

0 Warranty program manager o Data management

0 Inventory manager 0 FKS management

a Procurement responsibility o] Training responsibilities

ri Confiquration management 1i Contract administrator

S 5upply management ) Prime contractor's management responsibilities

Contractual Relationships

ri Related contracts and their relation to the warranty contract provisions (e.g.. Interim contractor support
tontracts. ("TA-, and collateral contracts for repair of exclusions)
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percclt iOnl 0!, li~sk n anm area to which a w\arrant v parariuct ers of a xs capon st stern has c to he compared
xs olkerai Application of' a wiarranty to suIch xsiltl i \t theN ighitt have been w\Ithout a i.Arrantv.
pr'ocurlC11nen, 'at isfic. thle law and is probably a no- It is ilirpossibic to zavoid some conjecture under these
cost. or, at least a Icv-cost, assurance type ot war- conditions. Ncx ertheless. if' manl\ unbiased analyses
rarity. If" thle perception of no risk is substantiated show that systems wNithi \iarranties have beniefits ever
durinl, the \\arrant\' period, the warranty should be svstemis x\ ithiou warranties, the analyses will have
allowcd ito)~~e "Transition" out of such ivarran- served their purpose. It is important that analysis
tic'. mill, 'i' iothiri e more than a letter of' resul ts be accum u at d at a centiral point so that a

trolltil cntrctr hat the war- ulohal assessment canl be made; the PPAC at Wright-
rant\ ha, e~Ir rdcnrco biain ne Patterson A\ir- Force B~ase has this function. An assess-
it are ctidcd-. .,' r t line, thfe Government's warrant\ inent of warrants benefits should be considered for
nrattI_,C aehonid uindertake an evaluaion of thle the followingr five areas:
heuicfit\ that e ~hcdfoni the warranty. For the more
colIp lc\ \51 ar c II 1 -* t ho uS Lnder which thle contrac- I-The %sarrantv's Influence Onl the essential perform-
tot has, hat' to becomec part of thle support system -anice parameter(s)

th dci i o e'.ciidI a w\arranty miay hinge -on more *Thle economrc irmpact of the w~arranty on the
harta it cc or.of conoic enefts.Goserment and thle contractor(s)

*Noneconomic benefits of the warranty
'Sonic of the_ 1101le, liomrc factors that mav influence 9 The workability of the warranty (e.g., ease ofi c~ it! iacteda arat include thle ir mnttin

fAI"\ nK* Conltractor rnotivations and actions under the
warrants'

statir- kl Orcatlic support capability
let eq r pii r (hardwNare arid sofisare) .- \chievernent of the essential perfoimance re-

- fel iii I dictiriicnatin qiiremets doe,, not necessarily mean that they
- Nltrtic~r~nce rarrnewuld riot havec been met without the warranty, nor

ac does failure to achieve the performance requirements
-1tso

necessarily mean that the warranty was ineffective.
Vl\cqiritc sjlares (of' particular concerni is the If Ia warranty produces a high level of contractor

rn'< .ii toita relatively short contractor
prr tttiaorid ime o te cnveitinal Moivatroon but unsurmountable technical problems

it hlar nia\ be as long as 90 to 120 preclude achieving the required performance
dix.. ~rinca eedto ninvmore spares to paramecters, thre warrants, might still be termed a sue-

Ii it ca; le~ he el) C -Fi(le problem in t his case lies in failing to
* ( a rt onitatus (t warantd asetsrecogtri/e the gap bemseeri the requirement and the

0 S':,] II cp~r pr0ce'dures that mlay have been techriolo!,v statuLis. That is a fault of the specification.)

ni I ,: ruad tin et : ser-\ ices and FMS customiers One approach to assessing thle w arranty's influence
C ce~ It Md 0'11 '01 bimerdUal r ransitiori onl r lie essent ial performance parameters is to coni-

* .ciIItre pare ach exerlitents un rder the wNarranty with past
achie eirti s(xxithiu warranty) of the same

the x i ii Ils o I res f ior prclues t an- paranieter. l~acnors that should be used as "nornializ-
sit ion Iti on i .i t to organic surpport , it inrr be ig" fictors iii coniparative analysis include absolute
pi ide~t - . rite the, contractor's ,warrarntyN at'o otptt~ armtr.wehrtesm
ob)ThIl 11, fit, kL . rid pro Is idlor corntinued conr- coit. tracti is tilled il t fie comiparis;on, the competitive
Ii T ~ r U I) ' j II ;t I s(pa rari te coriit rac t a rran ee - ell\ rrit iiert arid t lie gener al level of the technolog
rit-.. I hi. it'' is I ticihitared Under a contiract that for flti-e colllparatlve casles.
is ar ids \cpca' 1shicle for payinge thle cotil-
tract''f It pil- erddfalrs ctotiatass'hotrid be atterripred. For sorme

a rr attillcs. Hwic-c \\ ill he rio rccoenizable costs. For P
c\;utitplCc hr i taliabe rio costs associated with anl

6.4 ASSEFS S I NG THE B EN EFITS OF d ,i I I I i t \ pC o Ix\ at I Illi onl a pro\venl i teli t hat re-V
THE WARRANTY quil, e11)'iic;o acttori s if- tle warrant v provi-

'.roti are \ansie . \ cost risks that the coritrac-
1) i hlhcuti il asssn1L quart tot l"hA'x trtri-t 1)e coxeted could he huriedl in thle
- 2 ~',l mitx: (ertirtl 0h.,Cl'.ed hitdxi 'e r ci it ttlxsisof'qich a 'sar-
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ranty is difficult. For warranties with identifiable Insights into a contractor's motivation should be
associated costs, the economic analysis should be a gained through its deeds. Many contractors will freely
refinement and verification of the cost-benefit discuss steps they, may have taken to reduce their risks
analysis that was performed before the warranty was under the warranty.
contracted. (Cost-benefit analysis is discussed in
Chapter Seven.) The assessment of warranty benefits should be doe-

umented and a copy forwarded to the appropriate
An assessment of the workability of the warranty will warranty focal point. Periodic evaluations by these
be Subjective. It should consist of an evaluation of focal points will provide invaluable insights into how
how successful the warranty implementation was. warranties and their implementation can be made
Any implementation difficulties should be recorded more effective.
and, if possible, turned into lessons learned for the
PPAC data base.
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Chapter Seven
WARRANTY COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

This chapter describes methods for evaluating the plementing the warranty requirements of 10 USC
economic implications of the use of warranties under 2403 in tile acquisition of weapon systems.
10 USC 2403. The chapter discusses requirements for
and approaches to conducting warranty cost-benefit As presented in D7ARS Subsection 46.770-8, it is
analyses to determine whether use of a warranty DoD policy to obtain only cost-effective warranties
would be cost-effective, presents discussions of war- under 10 USC 2403. If a specific warranty is con- -
ranty cost elements and warranty benefits, and sum- sidered not to be cost-effective by the contracting of-
marizes available DoD models to aid in performing ficer, a waiver request is initiated following pro-
cost-benefit analyses. cedures described under DFARS Subsection

46.770-9. To determine whether use of a warranty
would be cost-effective, an analysis must be per-

7.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR COST-BENEFIT formed, comparing the benefits to be derived from
ANALYSES the warranty with acquisition and administration

costs. The analysis should examine a weapon system's
Cost-benefit analyses are required for warranties life-cycle costs with and without a warranty. Where
under 10 USC 2403. The following subsections sum- possible, a comparison should be made with the costs
marize Congressional, DoD, and service policy and of obtaining and enforcing similar wvarranties on
guidance for conducting the analyses. similar systems. The analysis should be documented

in the contract file.

7.1.1 Conference Report of the 1985 DoD
Authorization Act 7.1.3 Service Policies

In enacting tile current warranty requirements of Currently, the services are in the process of develop-
10 USC 2403, the conference report of the 1985 ing and providing additional guidance and detailed
DoD Authorizatjon Act expressed strong concern instructions for th1e full implementation of' DEARS
regarding the issue of warranty cost-effectiveness. It Subpart 46.7. These de\elopments arc expected to
questioned the fact that virtually no waivers were include the cond ct of \%arrantv cost-benefit
processed in 1984 tinder the original warranty bill analyses.
(Section 794) and added that the Senate and House
Committees on Armed Services have never intended 7.1.3.1 Navy
that warranties that are not cost-effective should be
obtained. As a result of this concern, the con ference Secretarv of the Navy Instructions (propoed S EC-
report directed each of the military departments to NAVINS- 4330.xx) are currcntly being deeloped
establish mechanisms for effective cost-benefit and reviewed thai include additional guiidClincs to
analysis of proposed weapon system guarantecs. lI-ARS Subsection 46.770-8 for the conduct of' \ar-

ran iv cost-benefit analvsc, in Na% y proeram,.
7.1.2 DFARS Subpart 46.7 Specifically, additional uidanc is proxided ott selec-

tion of the warrait y type, perforncae of a li fe-cycle
)t'ARS Subpart 46.7 includes a tmlher of tuh,,ec- cost-benefil aial ysi, pCttrrin1a nc of rikk and

tions providiiig guidance for the srciiccs for in- qtaJlita\c anl1\S' and doetimeittationl of pro-
7-
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cedures and results. The conduct of warranty cost- fers a number of tools to aid in selecting an ap-
benefit analyses will continue to adhere to the policy propriate \,arranty form and in performing cost-
and guidelines established for cost-benefit and life- bcnefit analyses. The PPAC model is addressed in
cycle-cost analyses in Economic Analysis Program Section 7.7.2.
Evaluation for Navy Resource Management, SEC-
NAVINST 7000.14B, 18 June 1975. The Navy has
recently sponsored several research studies in the area 7.2 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
of warranty cost-benefit analysis procedures PROCEDURES
(References 8 and 16).

The following subsections discuss procedures related

7.1.3.2 Army to conducting a cost-benefit analysis for determin-
ing the cost-effectiveness of a warranty and review

On 23 September 1985, the Office of the Assistant the specific ground rules in DFARS Subpart 46.7 for
Secretary of the Army (Acquisition) issued additional conducting warranty cost-benefit analyses.

warranty policy guidance to DFARS Subsection
46.770-8 concerning remedies and cost-benefit 7.2.1 Framework of Analysis
analyses in Army programs (Reference 17). The
guidance is summarized as follows: This section presents a simple framework for con-

ducting a warranty cost-benefit analysis; the frame-

* Contracts for acquisition of weapon systems will work, summarized in Figure 7-1, is based on a life- -i

not exclude the requirements to redesign poten- cycle-cost principle as suggested in DFARS 46.7.
tially defective parts. The redesign responsibilityis viewed as the most effective remedy available Let us first define several terms as follows:

to achieve the required performance requirements.
* A formal cost-benefit analysis must be completed LCC = life-cycle costs-the costs to

and documented in the contract file for every war- acqui-e and operate a system over
ranty. This corrects a possible misconception that its lifetime*
such an analysis is required only if a decision is 11lie-cycle costs without a warranty
made to request a waiver. "CNmade o reqest waivr. I.C~v,  life-cycle costs withou a warrantyii

To assist contracting officers in completing cost- 1C'\- life-cycle costs with a warranty
benefit analyses before negotiating an agreement on 'Ac can now define the warranty cost-benefit (WCB)
a warranty price, the Army has made available a war- as follows:
ranty cost-effectiveness model named WARM
developed b\ the Army Aviation Systems Command. WC13 LCCN\\ - LCC\\. (1)
Jhe model is discussed in Section 7.7.

If ICC is the only decision metric, then WCB must
7.1.3.3 Air Force he positive (or at least not negative) for the warran-

tv to be cost-effective. By considering one more level
li he Air lorce, in a guidance documcnt entitled of detail for lCC\, we can establish a basis for
United lluw Air 1-rce lfarruntl v A ,dministration evaluating warranty price. For this level we define
Plan, II April 1986, strongly advocates a leam ap-
proach to warranty strategy led by management and I.(C\\ - WP + I.CC'p (2)
composed of engineering, logistics, budget, con lrat-
ing, legal, Competition advocate, and user t)erSoll- .. here
[nel. [he document specifically requires that cost-
benefil analyses be conducted. The use of warran- 'P price for the warranty

tics (Pl4As) that are determined to be cost-effective
or in the interest of national defense is also recoin- I(( , all other I.CC costs exclusive of

mended, regardless of the unit or total product ion warranty price

cost.
'I 0 A id t 0 )1't' L[[h ilioIN 101 1111N C1 1t ,11\lll;_l 1)1ec nt jl/i.tI , kkL'

I he Air l-orce Produnct Perforumince Agrcencmiii l &:'u l pIlil h Lrn, Iih LLd tilli,.\ ht,..'fll. itllh I
111701 Il 1111w ,11 0l I 711 IlI \ and 1mtt11iimmr aiicmI. Nomm i5

( C I e ir \al iight-Platterson Air lorcc Itlse is lhe (\, ,hk . i h , t1,1 c in ho ,d im ,p m\

tcchnical focal point tor valranltv applica:tlioll. It () 1 1' pr Id" i tI ,.i hi analI\,i.
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Warranty Price Definitions
Negotiation Region

i WP = Warranty Price
0 WC WPMAX WC = Warranty Cost

0 CP = Contractor Profit
CPMAX WPMAX = Max WP To Break Even

CPM.AX = Max Profit
LCCNW = LCC-No Warranty

-- LCCW = LCC-Warranty

Actual LCC-w= LCC Less WP
WCB WCB = Warranty Cost-Benefit

WC CP

L C C- LCC LCC
W NW

WARRANTY COST-BENEFIT FRAMEWORK

Combining equations I and 2, we have region between the LCC\p and LCCNwV values
represents the range of possible values to negotiate

\(CB ((\3 LCC(_\ a warranty price that will still lead to a positive cost-
benefit. The figure shows, for an assumed value of

t.({ 'C, P- LCCk-kp (3) WC, the potential contractor profit region and the
warranty cost-benefit region for a selected profit level.

Since a value of WCB = 0 is the break-even point for
selecting a warranty, the maximum price to pay is 7.2.2 Performance of Analysis
given by

DFARS Subpart 46.7 provides specific ground rules
W m = [CC , - LCC-i (4) for the conduct of warranty cost-benefit analysis, in-

cluding tailoring warranty terms and conditions for
Now let us assume that the cost to the contractor cost-effectiveness; examining a system's life-cycle
for supplying the warranty is estimated to be WC. costs, both with and without a warranty; and .'

Then we have documenting analysis results in contract files. These
areas are discussed in the following subsections.

WP WC+ClP (5)

here 7.2.2.1 Tailoring Warranty Terms and
Conditions

CP contractor profit DEARS Subsection 46.770-3 permits contracting of-
ficers broad latitude in the construction of warran-
ties, recognizing that the objectives and circumstances

From equations 4 and 5, the contractor's maximum vary considerably among weapon system acquisition
profit is programs. Consequently, contracting officers can

tailor required warranties on a case-by-case basis, in-

"Ina"= WP WC cluding remedies, exclusions, limitations, and dtura-
tion, so long as they are consistent wNith DFARS

l.C'v\w -I..(C(y --W_" (6) Subsection 46.770-3. It rust be kept in mind that
contracting officers can exercise these options, as ap-

These relationships are shown graphically in Figure propriatc, to derive cost-effective warranties in light
7-1. If l .Cai, and IC 5  are calculated, the of the technical risk, contractor financial risk, or
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other program uncertainties. Contracting officers are should be sufficiently complete that another analyst
encouraged to const ruct broader and more compre- could implement the approach taken and, with the
hensive warranties, or to narrow the scope of a war- same data, reproduce the results to verify the
ranty while it is advantageous to do so and is in ac- technical soundness of the analysis.
cordance with agency policy. For example, not all
essential performance requirements may be included
in a warranty if the contractor was not responsible 7.3 A GENERALIZED APPROACH TO
for the design of a system. WARRANTY COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

7.2.2.2 Factors Affecting Analysis This section presents a generalized approach to con-

Techniques ducting a warranty cost-benefit analysis, using the
analysis framework presented in Section 7.2 and

It is necessary to recognize that the techniques and following the DFARS guidance in employing a life-
methods used to conduct a cost-benefit analysis of cycle-cost approach. The approach assumes that for
a warranty may vary, dpending on the following any given procurement there may be several forms
factors: of warranty to consider, and for any given form there

may be a number of possible variations. For exam-
* Type of warranty selected pie, for a simple assurance type of warranty, the dura-
* Type of weapon system tion of the warranty is a decision variable. For an
* Terms and conditions exercised by the contracting incentive form of warranty, a choice between an

officer (remedies, exclusions, limitations, duration, MTBF guarantee or an RIW may have to be made.
financial and technical risk, and uncertainty) Thus, a complete warranty cost-benefit analysis must

" Essential performance characteristics of a weapon consider a number of feasible alternatives. For each
system and their measurability (the extent to which alternative, the warranty cost-benefit (WCB) must
they can be quantified, such as MTBF and other be estimated and that alternative which maximizes
statistical measures of reliability) WCB selected.

" Identification and measurability of various types
of costs (acquisition, and administrative and en- Figure 7-2 is a form of decision tree that depicts the
forccment costs) general approach to warranty cost-benefit analysis.

Steps to be performed are numbered in the figure
7.2.2.3 Examining a System's Life-Cycle and summarized in Table 7-1. The approach is based

Costs on the assumption that the warranty price will be
negotiated after the potential warranty cost-benefit

DFARS Subsection 46.770-8 suggests that benefits is determined. Often the contractor's perception of
to be derived from the warranty should be compared warranty costs and risks is different from that of the
with warranty acquisition and administration costs. Government. For this reason, Figure 7-2 shows a
The analysis should examine the expected life-cycle dashed line back from step 12 to step II to indicate
costs for the warranty versus the cost expected to be that warranty form and parameter selection may be
incurred if the weapon system werc supported under an iterative process during the price negotiation. Fur-
normal organic support conditions or possibly con- ther discussion of the process is provided in the
tractor support services. If the contracting officer following section.
considers a specific warranty not to be cost-effective,
a waiver request should be initiated under DFARS
Subsection 46.770-9. the service cost models re- 7.4 A SIMPLIFIED WARRANTY PRICE-
viewed in Section 7.7 use a life-cycle-cost perspective. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

7.2.2.4 Documenting Analysis Results This section presents a simplified procedure for
analyzing \varraniy price that can be used in a cost- -

[FARS Subsections 46.770-8 and 46.770-9 require benefit analysis, with appropriate modifications or
that warranty cost-benefit analyses be documented extensions. The procedure is based on the assumlp-
arid made part of tile contrazct file. The documenta- tion that failures that occur during the warranty will-
tion should explicitly present the met hodology and be tle responsibility of the cornlractor-cither I
approach used in estimating costs and benefits over through conlractor repair or bill-back. Therefore, tile
the life of the weapon systcm. In addition, data analysis is one of conparing savings in repair costs
sources '.houd be identified. li e documentation with vvamllanm price. The steps are as tollo\\s:

7-
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FIGURE 7-2 .

) • Step I-Calculate the expected system usage (SU) * Step 6-Estimate all other costs (OC) to the ."
, over the warranty period, using operating hours, Government that are expected as a result of the"-
._cycles, miles, or other appropriate units. warranty, excluding warranty price. This category t

U* Step 2- Estimate the average mean time between primarily includes warranty administration costs
7-failures (MTIBF) over the warranty period, using and could include transition costs. -
--. mean hours, m~ean cycles, mean miles, or other ap- * Step 7- Estimate all other costs that will be saved ,

* Step 3- Calculate the expected number of failures purchase of test equipment and deferred training.
(El:) from the equation Do not include the direct cost to process and repair- failures.

.. El - SU * Step x~8- Calculate the break-even_ price (WPtc)
MTF for a warranty as follo., :

*'. Step 4-Estimate the cost to the Governuient to p E (L\ 5 -[C)+SC-Oprocess each failure without a warranty (lCw).

Step 5- Estimate the cost to the (iovcrnment to For a price of im , the expected costs to theP process each failure under the warranty (Fpdei o ) Government are tee sam with and without a har-
such as organitational maintenance, data, and ranty. The following paragraphs illustrate this ap-
ashipping costs. proach, using an example scenario.

a,

ma 7-5 msEa

°. ut (SC) t ha
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TABLE 7-I

WARRANTY COST-BFNEFIT DECISION STEPS

Step Task Description

* I Compute LCCNw For a selected life-cycle period, compute all
costs associated with acquiring and operating
the system, assuming that no warranty is to be
included in the contract.

2 Select a Warranty Considering factors related to the system, acqul-
Form sition environment, and program objectives,

select a candidate form of warranty.

3 Establish Set of Select values to use in the LCC analysis that are
Fixed Parameters Independent of the warranty terms and conditions,

e.g., military labor rates for maintenance.

4 Compute Partial LCC Compute the life-cycle costs that do not vary
with the warranty terms and. conditions.

5 Establish Values for Select a set of specific warranty terms and
Warranty Parameters establish values to be used in the LCC

calculation.

6 Compute Additional Compute the remaining LCC values related to the
LCC Costs warranty implementation.

7 Compute Total LCC Add the values obtained in steps 4 and 6.
Exclusive of War-
ranty Price

8 Store Parameter Set Store values to be used for final selection.
and LCC Value

9 Select Additional Vary applicable warranty parameters and repeat
Parameter Sets steps 4 through 8.

10 Select Additional Select another feasible warranty form
Warranty Forms and repeat steps 3 through 9.

11 Select Warranty Form Compute warranty cost-benefit for each alter-
and Parameter Set native and select that which maximizes benefit

prior to warranty price. "

12 Negotiate Warranty Using previous results, establish a fair war-
Price ranty price, iterating as necessary.

7-6
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Let us assume that a unit being considered for war- WP3 = EFx(FC\ \ -FC0\)+SC-OC
ranty has an expected MTBF of 1,000 hours. Five = 450x(1,200-300)
hundred such units are to be purchased and will +100,000-75,000
operate an average of 50 hours per month. Govern- $430,000
ment cost to process each failure without a warran-
ty is estimated to be $1,200. A warranty of 18 months These calculations show that if the price for the war-
is being considered, under which the contractor \ ill ranty is $430,000 or less, there is a net saving to the
repair all covered failures. With such a warranty, the Government as a result of purchasing the warranty.
Government estimates it will cost $300 per failure A procedure of this type is somewhat simplistic;

and $75,000 to administer the warranty, and it wNill however, it does provide an initial indication of the
save $100,000 in deferred training and deferred pur- potential cost-benefit to be gained by a warranty.
chase of depot test equipment. Specific limitations are as follows:

The steps to be performed are as follo %s: • The procedure does not directly consider the time
value of money. If the warranty price is paid with

SStep I-The expected system usage is unit delivery, but the savings will occur in thee Sexc ssm a ifuture, appropriate discounting procedures should

SU = 500 units x50 hours per be employed.
month x 18 months * A conservative assumption is made that the MTBF
S450,000 hours is the same with or without a warranty. Generally,

for warranties with incentive features, MTBF is
* Step 2-The average MTBF over the 18-month expected to be better with a warranty because ofperiod is 1,000 hours. Hence, the inherent motivation provided to the contrac-

tor to retain warranty dollars as profit.
M The required estimates for usage time, processing

costs, and other costs are shown as single values
but may require complex procedures and a rele-e Step 3 -The expected num ber of failures is v n a a b s o o t i o d e t m t svant data base to obtatn good estimates. "-

T The less-tangible benefits and disadvantages of a
EF -SU/MTBF warranty are not considered (they are discussed

450,000/1,000 in Section 7.6). For example, a warranty provides
450 protection against paying for correcting a systemic ,

problem that may require redesign. It may also r
* Step 4 -The cost to the Government to process polmta a eur eein tmyasSeh failure witot a warranty igve en as$1,200. cause some loss of self-sufficiency if the contrac-

each failure without a warranty is given as 1,200. tor is the only source of depot repair.

The simplicity of the procedure provides a convenient
FC,\v = $1,200 way of evaluating the sensitivity of the warranty price

to one or more parameters. Figure 7-3 shows the
Step 5 -The cost to the Government to process break-even price as MTBF varies from 500 hours to

each failure under the warranty is given as $300. 1,500 hours for the above example.
Hence,

FC\ = $300 7.5 WARRANTY COST ELEMENTS

* Step 6-Other costs related to the warranty that There arc numerous Government costs that can be
are expected to be incurred arc given as S75,000. considered in warranty cost-benefit analysis. To
Hence, evaluate the cost-effectiveness of a warranty accurate-

ly, it is necessary to identify and consider applicable
OC - $75,000 cost elements that could have a major impact on

',stcin life-cycle cost. These cost elements may be
* Step 7-Savings due to the warranty are given as obtained for both the no-warranty and warranty

cases, or, equiv'alently, only incremental costs may-
SC = $100,000 be considered. The following subsections provide ex-

ampics of such cost elements-direct and indirect -
* Step 8-The break-even warranty price is then in the application of \%arranties.
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FIGURE 7-3

ARRANTY BREAK-EVEN PRICE VERSUS MTBF

7.5.1 Direct Cost Elements tractor and, if necessary, the contract administration

Table 7-2 lists various cost elements that are useful office, to ensure compliance.
in analyzing the cost-effectiveness of warranties from
a life-cycle-cost perspective. Each cost element is 7.5.1.2 Warranty Development
defined and discussed in the following subsections, The warranty development cost element includes the
primarily for the warranty case. Government program development and management

costs for obtaining cost-effective warranties in
7.5.1.1 Warranty Price weapon system procurements. These costs may in-

clude the following activities:
The warranty price cost element includes the price -.
paid to the contractor for supplying the warranty and * Strategy planning between contracts, engineering,
associated data products. The contractor can be ex- and logistics personnel to decide on "essential per-
pected to include in the price the costs of resources formance requirements" and to tailor warranties
required to meet obligations under the warranty pro- on a system-by-system basis
visions in the contract. These costs may be * Cost-benefit analyses to determine whether the use .""-

augmented by profit and perhaps risk factors of a warranty would be cost-effective .e'_
representing future warranty liability to determine • Negotiation with contractors to determine the war-
the final warranty price. ranty language

In evaluating a contractor's proposed warranty price, Development of data bases and models from various
consideration must be given to the following two past warranties of similar systems may also be re-
public laws: P.L. 87-653, Cost and Pricing Data Re- quired to aid in warranty performance and cost trade-
quirements, and P.L. 91-379, Cost Accounting Stan- off decisions. "-
dards. Under the disclosure requirements of P.L. %

87-653, the contractor is responsible for substan- 7.5.1.3 Equipment Maintenance
tiating the proposal with current, accurate, and com-
plcte cost and pricing data. This requirement extends The equipment maintenance cost element includes
to the warranty price as well as to all other elements the labor, material, and transportation costs incurred
of the proposal. The requirements of P.L. 91-379 also by the Government for all preventive and corrective
need to be considered. Any question as to whether maintenance not performed by the contractor under
the proposal as presented properly complies with the the warranty. Preventive maintenance may include
contractor's disclosure statement and approved ac- a resident staff that performs periodic maintenance,
counting procedures should be pursued with the con- as well as a traveling staff that performs any special

7-8
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TABLE 7--2

)DIRECT GOVERNMENT WARRANTY COST EL.EMENTS

Cost Element Definition

Warranty Price Cost of warranty charged by the contractor

Warranty Development Cost of developing warranty terms and conditions

Equipment Maintenance Cost of preventive and corrective maintenance

Redesign Cost of engineering and modification of defective parts

Test Equipment Cost of test equipment required to support the operat-
ing equipment

Test Equipment Cost of operation and maintenance of test equipment
Support

Initial/Replenishment Cost of spare units/modules for base and depot stock f-".

Spares

Training Cost of training personnel in the maintenance support
and handling of the equipment and test equipment

Data Cost of documentation for operation, maintenance, and
support of equipment and test equipment

Inventory Management Cost of inventory management functions for the
equipment

*Administration and Cost of procedures and staff to administer and enforce
Enforcement the warranty

maintenance on a periodic basis. Corrective main- For warranty, the costs may include:
tenance may consist of organizational, intermediate,
or depot maintenance costs. For military e Fault-verification labor costs and incidental
maintenance, the costs may include: materials

* Cost of shipping units to and from the contrac-
tor if the Government pays for shipping

* Labor and material for fault verification and
module replacement

e Shipping and depot labor and material for units 7.5.1.4 Redesign
that are not repairable at the station The redesign cost element includes the labor and

* Shipping and depot labor and material for material costs of redesign and retrofit efforts that
repairable modules would be required for the system and component

• Replacement costs for condemned repairable parts to conform to specified essential performance
modules requirements. These costs may include:

7-9 "t.
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* Engineering analysis to determine causes of non- cur additional costs of purchasing data not previously
conforming units supplied.

*Corrective engineering design and drawing a

t changes Warranty performance data may also be required, e
e Modification of units, spare units, or spare parts including the labor, computer, and material costs of

as required developing and maintaining a data system to meet C"
e Activities associated with retest, retrofit, and con- warranty data collection and analysis requirements.

figuration management These efforts may include the following:

Normally, if a redesign is required, the bulk of these 9 A data collection and analysis program that will
costs will be borne by the contractor under the terms accumulate, process, analyze, and report the in-
of a warranty, with limitations or "caps"~ as specified formation required under the warranty
in the contract. Without a warranty, these costs are * A semiannual warranty data report containing

*borne by the Government. records relating to population size, configuration,
and repair history

7.5.1.5 Test Equipment *For the more extensive forms of warranty, an an-
nual warranty effectiveness study containing war-

The test equipment cost element includes the cost ranty experiences and conclusions regarding the
of test equipment required to support the operating efcieeso h arnycnetapidt
equipment. If the warranty includes contractor depot tecnrc
repair of all failures, more complex test equipment
will be required for the no-warranty case than for In addition, it will be necessary to update any af-
warranty. However, at transition from warranty to fected data, includifig drawings and technical
organic repair, additional test equipment will be re- douetoreecrdsinadm ifain
quired, such as that needed at the depot level, changes on failed items.

7.5.1.6 Test Equipment Support7..10IvnoyM agm t
*The test equipment support cost element includes test The inventory management cost element includes the

equipment operation and maintenance cost. costs to the Government of managing items in in-
ventory. Only those items (parts, modules, units)

-'7.5.1.7 Initial/Replenishment Spares which are unique to the equipment are included. For

The initial/replenishment spares cost element in- a warranty where the lowest level of military
cludes the material costs of spare units and modules maintenance is at the unit or module level, there will
to support the various pipelines. In the event the bemn fwruiqetmsha foognc

*system reliability fails to meet stated levels during maintenance, where depot repair will require manage-
*the warranty coverage, additional spares may be re- ment down to the part or assembly level.

quired to relieve pipeline shortages that may develop.
7.5.1.11 Administration and Enforcement

7.5.1.8 Training The administration and enforcement cost element in-

The training cost element includes cost of training cludes the labor and material costs for Government
personnel to operate, support, and maintain the personnel to manage the warranty. The necessary
equipment. It also includes training for warranted warranty functions to be performed include liaison
equipment, handling, and support, as well as train- between the program, support, user, and contractor -

ing at transition from warranty to organic activities, including development and implementa-
maintenance. tion of procedures for the following:

*7.5.1.9 Data e Reporting and processing warranty claimis
*Handling, storing, and transporting warranted

The data cost element includes the cost to purchase items
*data associated with the operation, maintenance, and *Managing integrated logistics support and con-

support of equipment and test equipment. Depend- figuration management of warranted itemns
ing on the warranty form, the Government may in- *Determining warranty compensation
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This cost element is typically treated as a "delta" or 7.5.2.1 Competition
incremental cost, as compared with the no-warrantycase. A reduction in competition may result It' warranty
case.requirements, primarily essential performance re-

quirements, present a high financial risk. The poten-
7.5.2 Indirect Cost Elements tial liability for system failures would be too great
The influence of many of the direct warranty cost for some contractors to assume, and they would
elements (Table 7-2) on system life-cycle cost to the withdraw from competition rather than face the risk
Government can be determined through cost model- of serious financial loss. Their actions could reduce
ing. Data may be available in many cases for obtain- competition in the procurement process and result
ing parametric estimates. However, there are other in higher system acquisition costs for the Govern-
warranty cost elements that are less amenable to ment. Competition for follow-on production may
modeling but could have a major influence on system also be reduced if the contractor, under warranty,
life-cycle cost. These cost elements are considered to has an established repair facility that has been amor-
be indirect. tized to an extent that would make it difficult for

a new entrant to compete.

Table 7-3 lists various indirect cost elements that
should be evaluated in warranty cost-benefit analyses. A further reduction in competition, leading possiblyl
Because the elements represent risks and variabilities to increased cost, may occur if parts to maintain the
that cannot easily be accounted for, especially with- system have to be procured from the contractor sup-
out a large data base, it may be necessary to apply plying the warranty. Usage of parts from other
engineering judgment when evaluating their influence sources could void the warranty coverage if the terms
on system life-cycle cost. This is particularly true for and conditions are not carefully constructed.
evaluating a contractor's proposal that may, in one
form or another, include costs to protect against 7.5.2.2 Breakout
perceived risks.

A decreased opportunity for breakout, leading
The following subsections discuss the indirect cost possibly to increased cost, may occur as a result of r.

elements. warranty application. In the past, system programs

TABLE 1-3

INDIRECT GOVERNMENT WARRANTY COST ELEMENTS

Cost Element Definition

Competition Cost of reduced opportunities for competing future acqui-
sition of equipment and parts

Breakout Cost of reduced opportunities for future breakout acquisi-
tion of subassemblies %

Warranty Default Cost in the event the contractor fails to fulfill its war
ranty obligations

Technology Cost of reduced opportunities for technological advances

Readiness Cost of loss of readiness and failed maintenance capabili
ties in combat environment

U 7-11
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have obtained significant cost savings by procuring Air Force warranty guidelines (Reference 3) present
directly and providing selected "broken out" concepts for the development and application of war-
assemblies to the system contractor as GFE. With ranties in the acquisition of weapon systems. The
warranties, however, system programs may find that guidelines describe a number of warranty cost fac-

the practice of breakout causes very difficult prob- tors that are useful in analyzing the cost-effectiveness
lems in resolving system failures, e.g., fault isolation, of required warranties from a life-cycle-cost perspec-
responsibility, and liability. Warranties may signifi- tive. Table 7-4 presents major categories of these cost
cantly reduce the amount of breakout and subse- factors with summary descriptions.
quent cost savings to the Government unless this
issue is directly addressed in the contract to avoid
such limitations. 7.6 WARRANTY BENEFITS

7.5.2.3 Warranty Default The benefits associated with a warranty must be iden-
tified and defined. Benefits may be qualitative as well

Warranty obligations may not be fulfilled for reasons as quantitative; for example, a warranty extends the
such as litigation on liability for system failures, or contractor's responsibility to operational or field per- -

severe monetary losses by the contractor. Conse- formance for the duration of the warranty. A well-
quently, the Government may have to face the risk constructed warranty can provide increased assurance
of correcting system failures without compensation. that operational performance will be as specified.
The costs to the Government in this regard could be In some cases this assurance can be quantified
significant. through the use of reliability and maintainability

parameters such as MTBF and MTTR. This is par-

7.5.2.4 Technology ticularly true when the warranty includes guaranteed
performance levels of such parameters. For exam- .

Use of advanced technologies in system design may ple, increased reliability means fewer failures. The
decrease if contractors are motivated by warranties number of failures influences sparing levels,
to use proven concepts to reduce the risk of future maintenance manpower levels, materials costs for
system failures. repair, and other logistics and support elements

associated with failures. Consequently, these types
7.5.2.5 Readiness of warranty benefits can be translated into statistical

measures of benefits and associated costs that can
Warranties may affect readiness. For example, the be used in the conduct of a cost-benefit analysis.
need for contractor field services or return factory
shipment could delay the repair of inoperable systems Benefits may not always be quantifiable in terms of
under warranty in the field, decreasing system direct cost savings. Such benefits may include motiva-
readiness. Therefore, the impact on system life-cycle tion for:
cost to maintain readiness should be evaluated in
warranty cost-benefit analyses. One solution may be * Emphasizing quality engineering in system design
to have additional spare units available in the field * Using the warranty requirements as a way to
or supply pipelines to decrease system downtime. The "screen" contractors who are not capable of pro-
acquisition and support costs of such additional ducin systm s wh ae porce
spares should then be evaluated in the cost-benefit
analyses. * Focusing measurements of system performance in

thefield through warranties instead of through the
development environment

7.5.3 Cost Factors * Resolving problems early and rapidly, with incen-

Numerous cost factors can be used to estimate the tives for no-cost engineering change proposals
direct and indirect \varranty cost elements listed in * Providing realistic estimates of field performance
Tables 7-2 and 7-3. To accurately evaluate the cost- during proposal negotiations
effectiveness of a warranty pursuant to the re-
quiremcnts of I)IARS Subsection 46.770-8, it is It is recommended that the nonquatifiable benefits,
necessary to identify and consider cost factors that be identified in precise terms and compared to the
could have a major impact on the system life-cycle required resources so that the decision maker can
cost. identify the most cost-cfect ive alternative.
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TABLE 7-4

WARRANTY COST FACTORS

Category Cost Factors

Reliability MTBF, MTBR, and reliability growth

Maintainability False-pull rate, false-return rate, and repair time

Readiness Availability and consignment spares

Logistics Flow Pipeline and storage times, turnaround time, and
spare quantities

Initial Acquisition Cost Unit cost, test equipment cost, training cost, and - -

data cost

Support Cost Support cost per operating hour, spares cost, field
maintenance cost, warranty administration cost,
shipping cost, and facility cost

Contract Price Adjustment Operate time adjustment, turnaround time adjust-
ment, unverified failure adjustment, noncovered
warranty failure, and warranty escalation costs

Transition Cost Facility cost, retraining cost, test equipment
cost, and inventory cost

7.7 AVAILABLE DoD WARRANTY COST * Air Force Reliability Improvement Warranty
MODELS (RIW) Model (Reference 3)

There is no DoD warranty cost-estimation model that Although these models do not -dlly address the war-
addresses all the warranty requirements of 10 USC rarity requirements in 10 USC 2403, they can sup-
2403. Specifically, current DoD models do not fully port warranty cost-benefit analyses with certain
address aspects of both essential performance re- limitations. Cost analysts will need to supplement
quirements and cngineering redesign. The redesign these cost models with algorithms and cost equations
responsibility placed on the contractor can be viewed that address the essential performance warranty re-

as the most effective remedy available to achieve the quirements of the law-primarily the cost issues in 
required performance requirements of 10 USC 2403. engineering redesign. These three cost models are
This vicewpoint is clearly defined by Army policy described in the following subsections.
(Reference 17).

7.7.1 Army WARM Model
Since 1975, several DoD warranty cost models have
been developed for anal.zing the life-cycle costs WARM is an available DoD botiom-up accounting
associated \vith mililary warranties, including the model (from U.S. Army Aviation Sxstens Command)
following: developed primarily for avionics systems application.

It is computerized and available on dial-up service.
* Army \Varranty Model (WARM) (Reference 18)
0 PPAC lifc-Cyclc-Cost (Cost Breakdown Structure The objective of the nmodel is to proidc the user (co,,t

Model (References 19 and 20) analyst, contracting officer) %\i01 an analytical ap-
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proach to conducting the quantitative cost- for analyzing the impact of a selected PPA on pro-
effectiveness analysis of varranties. The model gram costs from a life-cycle perspective. The model
provides: is intended to be used:

e A "should cost" on a warranty e To determine whether it is cost-effective to imple-
% Cost-effective analysis, with warranty and without ment a PPA on the program -that is, to compare

warranty each PPA option with the option of not having
Risk an sensitivity analysis, depicting random a PPA
fluctuations in the number of warranted failures * To compare the various PPA alternatives with one

another
\WARM evaluates the number of warranted failures - To provide a structure for performing trade-off
according to the given distribution of MTBF and studies such as reliability versus maintainability %
generates the warranty price that the contractor or two-level versus three-level maintenance r.--

should be paid to fix the expected number of war-
ranted failures. An MTBF can be derived from the The PPAC model is a set of equations and algorithms
failure factor (FF) commonly found in provisioning for estimating acquisition, investment, and recurring
master records (PMRs). The model further computes cost elements relevant to a PPA application. A cost
the Government's in-house costs with or without a breakdown structure is used in the model applica-
-warranty to derive the total costs, and compares the tion to identify the cost elements relevant to the PPA
alternatives, under consideration. The model considers reliabil- j

ity growth and MTBF improvements in its evalua-
-The current crsion of WNARM includes the probabil- tion. Reference 19 describes the algorithms and equa-
itv distribution of achieved MTBFs and the total tions of the cost model as well as procedures for using
costs, as well as graphical representations such as the cost estimates from the model in warranty
probability versus MTBF, probability versus cost, and economic analysis. The reference includes a sample
cost versus MTBF. The model allows the user to con- run to demonstrate the capabilities of the model.
duct sensitivity analyses and risk assessments. The
user provides three levels of MTBF- low MTBF, high 7.7.3 Air Force RIW Model
NITBF, and the MTBF mode. The user has the choice

of assuming a triangular probability distribution of The Air Force RIW model is an available DoD
NITBFs or a Weibull distribution, whichever might bottom-up accounting model (from Rome Air
better fit the situation. WARM then generates a prob- Development Center) developed primarily for elec-
ability distribution (triangular or Weibull) from the tronic systems. The objective of the Air Force RIW
input NITBFs. WARM shows the expected total cost model is to provide a means for evaluating the life-
to the Government with and without a warranty, and cycle costs of an RIW program as an aid in develop-
its corresponding probability or confidence interval. ing an effective warranty procurement. The model
The user is allowNed to change a certain percentage compares life-cycle cost under a totally organic
of the total cost to see the change in confidence maintenance concept with life-cycle cost under an
interval. RIW. Because of the comparative nature of the

model, total life-cycle costs are not calculated.
Reference 18 provides detailed instructions on input Specifically, the model does not consider those costs
and on analysis and interpretation of the model. The Mhich are believed not to vary with respect to the
reference also includes a sample run to demonstrate support concepts, such as costs of installation and
ile capabilities of the model, standard operation (e.g., power or fuel consumption).

7.7.2 PPAC Life-Cycle-CostiCost Ihe model assumes that MTBF is an adequate
Breakdown Structure Model ieasure of equipment reliability and that, for the

population existing at an\ given time, the exponen- .
The PIA(C model is computerized and available ot t ial dist ribution is an appropriate description of the
dial-up) service for )ol) users. It is based on the failure pallcri. However, the NITBF can vary over
l.('( -2A in odel, a bottorn-up accounting iodel cquipient life because of reliability growti. The
developed for the \ir Force in 1976. The PIP( RI\\ niodel includes a reliability-grovth model
Ilo(cl iJ part of, a sysell that incltdes tulorial, de\eloped ltb \\.arrantv economic analysis.
libra\, analysis, and tailoriig subsystems. [lie ob-
lcclic of the svst,:i is to provide tihe user \\ili a tool I lie R \\ ilodlc] pro, ides a conlprchenlsi\c set of
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algorithms and equations for the calculation of war- and presents more complex, sccond-level equations
ranty price. This capability allows the user to estimate and submodels for calculating the major cost
a fair and reasonable \alue for w\arranty price before elements. Reference 3 also provides dutailed instruc-
performing a complete warranty cost-benefit analysis tions on input and on analysis and interpretation of
from a life-cycle perspective. Warranty price calcula- the model. The reference includes a sample run to
tions use the generic form shown in the equation demonstrate the capabilities of the model and a corn-
below. Reference 3 describes this equation in detail plete computer listing for the model.

RIW price--[(fixcd direct costs)+ (other yearly costs) x (number of years) x (discount factor)

+(cost per repair) x (e:pected number of repairs) x (discount factor)

+ (cost per good retorn)x (expected number of good returns)x(discount factor)

+ (warranty data and administration costs) x (discount factor)I x (risk factor) x (profit factor)

,1

.1'*
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i Chapter Eight

CASE EXAMPLES

This chapter briefly reviews some of the early ex- pared with the ARN-111 (no warranty) in F-15 ap-
periences with the more extensive forms of warranty plications. The ARN-118 showed much higher
and presents a summary of a number of more re- reliability, by a factor greater than 2 to 1. Savings of

cent warranty programs representing the three ma- more than $2.4 million for the F-15 application were
jor military services and most major system classes. translated to an estimated return on the warranty in-''-
Tile earlier programs are reviewed because they are vestment of 520 percent. A review of the Carousel..' '"

tile only ones for which enough operational data are Inertial Navigation System warranty revealed that the •'

. %oU. i

available to assess tile feasibility and effectiveness of achieved MTBF was 12 percent better than that.,
mnilitary warranty programs. guaranteed, resulting in a spares-cost avoidance of

at least $2 million.

8.1 SUMMARIES OF EARLY PROGRAMS Data collected by ARINC Research Corporation
compared field MBTF values under a warranty pro-

Reviews of a number of warranty programs begun gram with goal values, some of which were contrac-
during the 1970s have generally concluded that long- tually guaranteed. Table 8-1 shows tha the field
term warranties can provide significant improvements reliability exceeded the goal value for all the programs

oeerlira prformae Rewe be tested but one (Air Force gyro). The data were

developed over a period when field reliability for un-
Reference 21 describes an interim study of an F-16 warranted systems often was much lower than was
reliability improvement warranty program. The pro- guaranted, res inapares-cos aod

8.1 SUMMAIES OF EALY PROGRA s pDtacolepricted, y ARNtesearhCrprto

rgram was the most comprehensive and complex war-
rantv application ever attempted by the Department
during tAlthough the results shown in Table 8-1 sugest that
of Defense. It involved a prime contractor and four t areaty exceeded teove f m all the programsubcontractors in addition to the participation ofwatsebt on r rce g e dat were
four duropean countries. On the basis of available Ing reliabilit equipment, there are several factors to
preliminary data, it was estimated that the Govern-
ment would save more than $100 million by support- st

rant appicaio eversen attempted bya thee Department

ofg nine critical LRUs through an RIW program in- A ilet gthe reslnts oiab thatapplicarion.

,lead of through Air Force organic maintenance. The slce o arnyapiainMTBR for the nine LRUs as a group was estimated Many ofthe warranty programss ec ailed fair ce-
to be 18 hours as compared with a goal of 17 hours tnsiv forms of arranty, \ith a great e al ofc f- 
phe iMiTBF growth rate of the warranted LRUs, how- fort given to Structuring te terms and conditions

ever, was not statistically different from the growth properly.

inc ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~t nieciiatha hog a I rgami *Ted ta rpe eqmnt proram thto wee e\arcatll

rate of a comparable nonwarranted group. It was Advcrtising that an equipment is to be warranted
concluded that the program objectives were being met is one \\a\ to help Cnsure thM coIItractor-proVposCd
(reliability goals were being achieved) and that both [Il values are rcalistic. \Vhilc this is beneficial,
(he Governnent and contractor tould benefit it can lead to misinterpretation of resttlts , lcn

financially. data from.1 \\arranlIcd equipmlcnt are colmparcd
-, ith similar data froll not)\\ aranlled equipient.

Reference 22 reviews several warranty programs. The Witlholit an C\pected ',\arrant\ conlmiltellnt, ex-

ARN-118 [ACAN under warranty (RI W) "as coin- pecled N I l\ almlie ofIen bccallle inflated.
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TABLE 8-1 1?%

RIW EXPERIENCE: FIELD VERSUS GOAL MTBF I,

MTBF (Hours) Ratio
Contract (Field to

Equipment Service Date Field Goal Goal)

Gyro Navy 1967 531 520 1.02

Gyro Air Force 1969 1,000 1,300 0.77

Pump Navy 1973 1,100 600 1.82

VOR/II.S Army 1974 800* 700** 1.14

Pump Air Force 1915 8,500 5,000 1.69

TACAN Air Force 19'15 1,482 800** 1.85

Klystron Air Force 1975 3,780 1,000 3.85

INS Air Force 1915 1,261 1,090** 1.16

AHRS Air Force 1975 2,943 1,285** 2.27

Omega Air Force 1961 769 700** 1.10

Transmitter Air Force 1911 310 238** 1.47

HUD Air Force 197/ 826 325** 2.56

LDNS Army 1917 600 500** 1.20

*Estimated.

**Guaranteed by contract.

8.2 SUMMARIES OF RECENT e Administration and tracking of warranted items
PROGRAMS vary from program to program.

* Warranty programs are diverse in the amount of
All but one of the programs presented in this see- reporting and relevant data available to accomplish
tion are relatively new and have limited field ex- an adequate assessment.
perience. Since passage of the 1984 law, hundreds of ' Most warranty programs do not undergo the pre-
procurements have been contracted; presumably, RIW analyses (trade studies and cost-benefit
most comply with the statutory regulation. Unfor- analyses) necessary to determine the best wav to
tunately, there is very little field experience to assess apply a warranty.
the workability and effectiveness of the warranty pro-
visions. The lack of relevant data makes evaluation In light of these findings, the reported effectiveness
of warranties difficult. A recent Air Force PPA(' of wnrany should be viewed with caution, and it
study assessing the effectiveness of Air Force RIV should he rccogni/ed that the documentation and
programs provided some findings on the data pi o- collection of \%arrant data has not been uniform,
blems (Reference 22): t hereby lim pedingp direct comparison and conclusionis.
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The following tables provide summaries of warranty 9 Table 8-4-Army M16 A2 Rifle, 5.56mm
programs: * Table 8-5 -Air Force Alternate Fighter Engine

Program
* Table 8-2-Navy Mine Neutralization System * Table 8-6-Air Force F-15 Air Vehicle

Table 8-3-Army Apache AH-64A Helicopter 9 Table 8-7-Air Force ARN-118(V) TACAN

TABLE 8-2

NAVY MINE NEUTRAI,[ZATON SYSTEM

Background

Procurement Organization: Naval Sea Systems Command
Contract Date: July 1984 --

Price of Warranted Items: $24,909,272
, Warranty Price: $498,186
. Production Phase: Initial

Warranty Period: 3 years for material and workmanship and for design
and manufacturing/performadce

Remedies for Correctinq Defects

Contractor repairs or replaces defective parts. Contractor corrects defects
by redesign. Contractor reimburses the Government for the cost of repair and
parts replacement if the contractor fails to repair or replace promptly.
Contractor bears transportation costs.

Basic Warranty Language

Notwithstanding inspection and acceptance, the Contractor guarantees that:

(a) Specified components are designed and manufactured to conform to the
performance requirements described in the weapon system specification.

(b) Specified components, at the time of acceptance, are free from defects
in material and workmanship which would cause components to fail to
conform to the performance requirements of this contract.

Notwithstanding any provision of the contract, the Contractor is responsible
for preparing Engineering Change Proposals (ECPs) and for all aspects of
Jimplementing FCPs required to correct deficiencies.

Essential Performance Guarantee

Requirements: Weapon specification examples Include depth, neutralization
raite, detection range, and reliability.

Validation Means: Specifications, first article test, factory acceptance
test, environmental stress tests, Sea Board trial, test and
monitoring of system prior to and after acceptance. but
prior to use.
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TABLE 8-3

ARMY APACHE AH-64A HELICOPTER

Background

Procurement Organization: U.S. Army Aviation Command
Conract Date: 9 April 1985
Price of Warranted Items: $666,358,898
Warranty Price: No cost except administration ($234,000 FY 1985)
Production Phase: FSP - 4th year
Warranty Period: 2 years or 240 flight hours, whichever occurs first, for

materiel and workmanship, essential performance. and design
and manufacturing

Remedies for Correcting Defects

Contractor repairs or replaces failed depot components of 138 aircraft after the 3,183rd
allowable failure up to liability cap of $21M. Contrdctor reimburses the Government for
repair or replacement of any parts due to defects In materiel and workmanship that occur
on a lot basis. Contractor reimburses the Government for the cost of repair and
replacement if the contractor falls to repair or replace promptly. Contractor does not
bear transportation costs.

Basic Warranty Language

Coverage: Notwithstanding inspection and acceptance by the Government of supplies
furnished under this contract or any provision of this contract concerning the conclu-
siveness thereof, the Contractor warrants, for the period set fort.i in para c, that any
aircraft, procured under this contract, including all warranted components and lot
defects on non-depot repairable parts installed on such aircraft;

(1) Will meet performance requirements specified in this Warranty Clause.
(2) Will be free from all detects in material and workmanship at the time of delivery

that would cause the warranted Items to to fall to meet any performance require-
ments specified in this Warranty Clause.

(3) Will conform to the design and manufacturing requirements set forth in Section
C.1 of this contract, consistent with the contractor's approved Quality Assurance
System.

Liability: The contractor shall be liable for all failures and direct and resultant
damage caused thereby, not excluded from coverage, to the extent set out in this clause

* and not otherwise limited herein or elsewhere In this contract. The contractor's obli-
gation under this clause shall be to repair or to absorb the cost of repair of failed
warranted components beginning with the 3,184 repair. Contractor's maximum liability
shall not exceed $21,000,000. Included within this limited liability is a separate

* $1,000,000 limitation on resultant damages as defined herein.

Essential Performance Guarantee

Requirements: Contained in technical manuals for operation and maintenance with
failure rates no greater than allowed by the AH-b4A system specifica-
tion MTBF. Evidence of failures of depot-repairable assemblies must
not exceed 3,183 failures from the 138 warranted aircraft. All
parameters are related to field performance checks such as rate of
climb, gauge readings, or satisfactory maintenance tests.

Validation Means: Operation and maintenance checks.
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TABLE 8-4

ARMY M16 A2 RIFLE. 5.56mm

Backgiround

Procurement Organization: U.S. Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command '
Contract Date: August 1985N
Price of Warranted Items: $53,108,510 (116,722 units @ $455)
Warranty Price: No cost
Production Phase: FSP - 4th year (ot A2 version)
Warranty Period: 1 year for materiel and workmanship, essential performance,

and design and manufacturing

Remedies for Correcting Defects

Contractor takes corrective action for defective parts wi.en failures of any lot exceed
7-1/2 percent of lot quantity. Contractor liability as a minuinum requires reimbursement

* for defective parts but may also require lot corr'-ctive action. Contract price reduction
may be made by Government decision to either not cortect or partially correct defect.

* Contractor bears transportation costs.

Basic Warranty Language

* Specific Warranties. The contractor hereby warrants -

* (1) Lesiqn/Manufacturing Conformance Warranty.

*For one year, that line item 0001. will conform to all design and manufacturing
requirements specifically delineated in this contract (including, but not limited to,
all specifications and statements of work), and In any amendments thereto. Design and r
Manufacturing requirements include, but are not limited to, all structural and engi-
neering plans and manufactured particulars, including, but not limited to, precise
Measurements. tolerance. materiels. processes and finished product tests for the item
being produced. Allowance shall be made for reasonable wear and tear.

(2) Material and Workmanship Warranty.

For one year, that line item 0001 at the time of delivery. is free from all defects In
materials and workmanship.

(3) Essential Performance Warranty.

For one year. that line item 0001 will conform to the essential performance require-
* ments for such items as specifically delineated in this contract and in any amendments
* thereto. Allowance shall be made for reasonable wear and tear. For purposes of this

warranty, the essential performance requirements are delineated as follows for head
* space, firing pin indent, functioning, targeting and accuracy.

Essential Performance Guarantee

Requirements: Parameters directly related to field operation: Head space (chamber
length) and firing pin indent (energy and centering of firing pin on
cartridge) are measurements. Functioning Is a serviceability observation/
'demonstration by the rifle user. Targeting and accuracy are operational
requirements that are determined on the firing range by the rifle user.

*Validation: Operation by the rifle user and maintenance measurements by the unit
armorer.
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TAB3LE 8 -5

AIR FORCE ALTERNATE FIGHTER ENGINE PROGRAM (FII0-100 ENGINE)

Background

Procurement Orqanization: Air Force, Aeronautical Systems Division
Contract Date: December 1984
Warranty Price: $21,015,510
Production Phase: Initial
Warranty Period: Varies; see Basic Warranty L.anguage

Remedies for Correcting Defects

Contractor repairs or replaces defective parts. Contractor reimburses the
Government for the cost of repair and parts through an equitable downward
adjustment in contract price. Contractor is assessed liquidated damages for
delay in repair and provides a new engine in the event of aircraft loss
directly attributable to the engine.

Basic Warranyt t anq_~age

The Contractor warrants that at the time of acceptance and for a period of
three (3) years thereafter or for 1000 engine flight hours, whichever occurs
first, each engine (I) shall be free from defects in material and workmanship;
and (ii) shall be free from any condition rendering the engine unusable and/orunserviceable or causing it to operate other than in accordance with applicable 'i"

T.O. limits. Any such conditions shall be considered defective, even though
tests at contractor's plant reveal otherwise. Similar provisions for each of
the modules, components, and serialized parts of the engine. Support equip-
ments warranted for three years. The Contractor warrants that the performance
of each engine delivered under this contract for a period of 3000 total accu-
mulated cycles, shall (i) not be less than 98% of the intermediate thrust as
set forth in specification; (ii) shall not exceed 105% of the intermediate .

specific fuel consumption (SFC) as set for in the specification. With respect
to (i) and (ii), performance shall be determined by Engine Monitoring System
(EMS) and may be determined by the Government on either (1) an installed basis
or (2) and uninstalled basis appropriately corrected to the installed
condition. Additional warranties included on engineering removal rate and
combuster and/or high pressure turbine.

Essential Performance Guarantee

Requirements: Included in warranty provisions: Not to be less than 98 per-
cent of the specified intermediate thrust and not to exceed 105
percent of the specified intermediate specific fuel consumption.

Validation: Performance determined by engine monitoring system and combined
engine removal rate.
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TABLE 8-6

AIR FORCF F-15 AIR VEHICLF.

Background

Procurement Organization: Air Force, Aeronautical Systems Division
Contract Date: March 1985 .- *

Warranty Price: $2,900,000 (estimated)
Production Phase: Follow-on (initial production January 1970)
Warranty Period: 6 months (defects in design); 12 months (materials

and workmanship

Remedies for Correcting Defects

Contractor corrects or partially corrects defects at written direction from
the contracting officer. Contract price is reduced for partial correction or
noncorrection. Contractor reimburses; the Government for correction or
replacement of design defects, not to exceed in the aggregate $3,930,516.
Contractor bears transportation costs.

Basic Warranty Language

Supplies furnished under this contract are designed and manufactured to
conform to the specified performance requirements delineated in SOW as relating
to the Part I specifications for performance guarantee. Supplies furnished,
at the time of delivery, are free from defects in material and workmanship and
will conform with special provision 551/M of F33657-84-C-2131 on fabrication . -"
requirements for aircraft manufacture acceptance. As to support equipment,
fabrication requirements as listed In the Priced Aerospace Ground Equipment
List are attached to this contract. P..r

Es;sential Performance Guarantee

Requirements: Contained in classified specifications. Examples include
speed, take-off/landing distance, and specific excess power.

Validation: Acceptance tests and operational use.

8-7
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TABLE 8-7

AIR FORCE ARN-118(V) TACAN

Backqround

Procurement Organization: Air Force, Electronic Systems Division
Contract Date: July 1975
Price of Warranted Items: $72,023,206
Warranty Price: $12,506,985
Production Phase: Initial
Warranty Period: 4 years (RIW and MTBF guarantee)

Remedies for Correcting Defects

Under RIW, contractor repairs or replaces every covered failure. Under MTBF
guarantee, contractor determines causes of nonconforming MTBF, develops and
implements corrective action, and provides consignment spares in the interim.

Basic Warrant_ Lanuagq-

Under RIW, the system will be free from defects in design, material, and
workmanship, and will operate in its intended environment in accordance with
contractual specifications and for the warranty period set forth in the
contract. Under MTBF Guarantee, the system will achieve a MTBF value equal or
greater than the following: 500 hours (I through 12 months), 625 hours (13
through 24 months), and 800 hours (25 through 48 months).

Essential Performance Guarantee

Requirements: MTBF.

Validation: Operate time Is measured by elapsed-time indicators, and
failures are those covered under the RIW.

Results: Final results show that system MTBF exceeded 1,000 hours, well
above the highest guarantee value. Warranty administration
worked well, and the warranty program is considered a model R]W r..'
program.

1.".
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Appendix A
GLOSSARY OF TERMS_

Acceptance -The act of an authori' ed representative Essential performance requirements - Operating
of the Government by which the Government, for capabilities and reliability and maintenance charac-

* itself or an agent of another, assumes ownership of teristics of a weapon system that are determined by
existing identified supplies tendered or approves the Secretary of Defense (or delegated authority) to
specific services rendered as partial or complete per- be necessary for the system to fulfill the military re-
formance of the contract. quirement for which it is designed.

Assurance warranty -A warranty form consistent Foreign military sales -The selling of United States-
with 10 usc 2403 that is designed to assure that produced military equipment and services to friendly
minimum required design, quality, and performance foreign governments under the authority of the
levels are achieved. There is no built-in incentive for Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended.

* the contractor to exceed minimum levels.
Government-furnished property - Property in the

* Availability guarantee -A contractual guarantee that possession of, or acquired directly by, the Govern- -

the availability of operational systems will meet a ment and subsequently delivered or otherwise made
stated level when measured in accordance with available to the contractor.

-: sipuate proedues.Incentive warranty -A warranty form that provides

Commercial supplies - Equipment or supplies that incentives for the contractor to exceed minimum
normally are sold or offered to the public commer- design, quality, or performance levels.

cially by a supplier (frequently referred to as off-the- Iiilpouto uniyTenme fuiso
shelf items).Intaprdcinqatt-Tenmeofutsf

a weapon system contracted for in the first program
Correction -Elimination of a defect. year of full-scale production.

Cost-benefit analysis -The process used to compare Inspection - Examination and testing of supplies or
the total costs of a warranty with the benefits to be services (including, when appropriate, raw materials,
derived from the warranty. components, and intermediate assemblies) to deter-

mine whether they conform to contract requirements.
Defect -Any condition or characteristic in any sup-
plies or services furnished by the contractor under Latent defect -A defect that exists at time of accep-
the contract that is not in compliance with the re- tance that is not normally detected through routine
quirements of the contract. inspection and that manifests itself after acceptance.

Design and manufacturing requirements -Structural Life-cycle cost-The total cost to the Government for
and engineering plans and manufacturing par- acquiring, operating, and supporting a system over
ticulars, including precise measurements, tolerances, its lifetime.

materials, and finished product tests for the weapon
system being produced. Logistics support cost guarantee-A contractual
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guarantee that the logistics support cost of a popula- usefulness, or condition of the supplies or perform-
tion of systems will not exceed a stated value when ance of services furnished under the contract.
measured and calculated in accordance with
stipulated procedures. Warranty administration-Activities conducted to

prepare for, implement, and terminate the warranty.
Mature full-scale production - Follow-on production
of a weapon system after manufacture of the lesser Warranty breach-Failure to meet the warranty terms
of the initial production quantity or one-tenth of the and conditions.
eventual total production quantity.

Warranty duration -The coverage period for the war-
Mean time between failures guarantee-A contrac- ranty; may be on an item, lot, or total production
tual guarantee that fielded or field-tested systems will quantity basis.
exhibit a stated MTBF level when measured in ac-
cordance with stipulated procedures. Warranty extension -Continuation or modification

of the warranty when the current warranty is about
Prime contractor-Party that enters into an agree- to expire.
ment directly with the United States to furnish a
system or a major subsystem. Warranty implementation plan -A plan that defines

warranty responsibilities, identifies responsible par-
Product performance agreement-A management ticipants, and establishes warranty interface and im-
tool designed to increase the contractor's responsibil- plementation procedures.
ity for the field performance of a product.

Warranty price -The price paid to the contractor for
Redesign remedy-Warranty remedy that requires the providing the warranty. In cases where a separate
contractor to redesign the product to correct a contractual line item for warranty does not exist, war- 0"..
deficiency. ranty price may have to be estimated.

Reliability- Characteristic of a system or equipment Warranty remedy -Actions of a contractor to meet
that describes its ability to perform without failure, its obligations under the terms of the warranty when
Reliability is usually expressed in terms of mean time a warranty defect occurs.
between failures (MTBF) or probability of mission
success. Warranty risk-Risks associated with the warranty

commitment.
Reliability improvement warranty-A fixed-price
contractual commitment for a contractor to provide Warranty transition - Eveuts related to ending a war-
depot repair services as part of a long-term warran- ranty. Transition may entail a change in maintenance
ty, thereby providing an inherent incentive to correct structure.
problems and improve reliability.

Warranty waiver-A variance from meeting the re-
Turnaround time-The time from receipt of a war- quirements of 10 USC 2403 because of national
ranted item at the contractor's repair facility to com- security interests or because a warranty would not
pletion of the repair and sign-off by the authorized be cost-effective.
Government representative.

Weapon system-System or major subsystem used
Warranty-A promise or affirmation given by a con- directly by the armed forces to carry out combat
tractor to the Government regarding the nature, missions.
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Appendix B
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

10 USC 2403 Title 10, Section 2403, of the United LSC Logistics Support Cost
States Code LSCG Logistics Support Cost Guarantee

MACOM Major Command
AG Availability Guarantee MAT DEV Materiel Developer
AR Army Regulation MDT Mean Downtime
ASPR Armed Services Procurement MFP Materiel Fielding Plan

Regulation MFT Materiel Fielding Team
MIL-STD Military Standard

BITE Built-In-Test Equipment MLSC Measured Logistics Support Cost
MOA Memorandum of Agreement -

C3  Command, Control, and MOU Memorandum of Understanding
Communications MTBF Mean Time Between Failures

CLIN Contract Line Item Number MTBFG Mean Time Between Failures
COD Correction of Deficiencies Guarantee

MTBR Mean Time Between Removals or
DCAS Defense Contract Administration Replacements

Services MTTR Mean Time to Repair
DFARS Defense Federal Acquisition Regula-

tion Supplement OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense
DID Data Item Description
DoD Department of Defense P31 Preplanned Product Improvement

PCO Procurement Contracting Officer
ECP Engineering Change Proposal PMR Provisioning Master Record
EW Electronic Warfare PPA Product Performance Agreement

PPAC Product Performance Agreement
FAR Federal Acquisition Regulation Center
F F Failure Factor
FFW Failure-Free Warranty QA Quality Assurance
FMS Foreign Military Sales
FSD Full-Scale Development R&M Reliability and Maintainat!ity

RFP Request for Proposal
GFE Government-Furnished Equipment RIW Reliability Improvement Warranty
GFM Government-Furnished Material RTOK Retest Okay
GFP Government-Furnished Property

SFCNAVINST Secretary of the Navy Instruction
JAG Judge Advocate General SOA State of the Art

SRU Shop Replaceable Unit
LCC Life-Cycle Cost
LRU Line Replaceable Unit TA('AN Tactical Air Navigation

B-1
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TEMP Test and Evaluation Master Plan WARM Warranty Model (Army)TLSC Target Logistics Support Cost w~~.t.o. Technical Order WRA Warranty Cost-BenefitWRA Weapon Replaceable Assembly
ZWARCO Warranty Control Office or Officer TWarnyecialBltn
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TITLE 10, SECTION 2403, OF THE UNITED STATES CODE a.
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I 344&. Moer weap. systenms contractor guarantees

(a) In " sction:
11) "Weapon system" means items that can be used directly by the armed

forces to carry out combat missions and that cost more than $100.000 or for
which the eventual total procurement cost is more than $10,000,000. Such term
does not include commercial items sold in substantial quantities to the general
public.

(2) "Prime contractor" means a party that enters into an agreement directly
with the United States to furnish part or all of a weapon system.

(3) "Design and manufacturing requirements" means structural and engi.
neering plans and manufacturing particulars, including precise measurements,
tolerances, materisl, and finished product tests for the weapon system being
produced.

(4) 'Easential performance requirements", with respect to a weapon system,
means the operating capabilities or maintenance and reliability characteristics of
the system that are determined by the Secretary of Defense to be necessary for
the system to fulfill the military requirement for which the system is designed.

(5) "Component" means any constituent element of a weapon syptem.
(6) "Mature full-cale production" means the manufacture of all units of a

weapon system after the manufacture of the first one-tenth of the eventual total
production or the initial production quantity of such system, whichever is less.

(7) "Initial production quantity" means the number of units of a weaponsystem contrce for in the fir-st year of fulf-scale production. ,"

(9) "Head of an agency" has the meaning given that term in section 2302 of
this title.

(b) Except as otherwise provided in thin section, the head of an agency may not
after January 1, 1985, enter into a contract for the production of a weapon system
unless each prime contractor for the system provides the United States with written Nr
gu&rntees that-

(1) the item provided under the contract will conform to the design and r
manufacturing requirements specifically delineated in the production contract
(or in any amendment to that contract);

(2) the item provided under the contract, at the time it is delivered to the
United States. will be free from all defects in materials and workmanship;

(8) the item provided under the contract will conform to the essential per-
formanee requirements of the item as specifically delineated in the production "
contract (or in any amendment to that contract); and

(4) if the kem provided under the contract fails to meet the guarantee
specified in clause (11, (2). or (3), the contractor will at the election of the
Secretary of Defense or as otherwise proirided in the contract-

IA) promptly take such corrective action as may be necessary to correct
the failure at ho additional cost to the United States, or

(B) pay costs reasonably incurred by the United States in taking such
corrective action

(c) The head of the agency concerned may not require guarantees under subsec-
tion (b) from a prime contractor for a weapon system, or for a component of a
weapon system, that is furnished by the United States to Cie contractor.

(d) Subject to subsection (eXl). the Secretary of Defense may waive part orall of
subsection (bl in the cue of a weapon system, or component of a weapon system, if
the Secretary determines-

(I) that the waiver is necessary in the interest of national defense; or .'
(2) that a guarantee under that subsection would not be st-effective.

1%e Secretary may not delegate authority under this subsection to any person who .
holds a position below the level of Assistant Secretarv of Defense or Assistant
Secretary of a military department

(e)(l) Before making a waiver under subsection (d with respect to a weapon
system that is a major defense acquisition program for the purpose of section 189a
of this te, the Secretary of Defense shall notify the Committees on Armed Services
and oan Appropriations of the Senate and House of Representasves in writing of his
intention to waive any or all of the requiremento of subsection (b) with respect to
that system and shall include ir. the notice an explanation of the resons for the
waiver.
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(2) Not later than February 1 of each year, the Secretary of Defense shall submit
to the committes specified in pa ph (1) a report identifying each wier made
under subsection (d) during the preceding calendar year for a weapon system that is
not a major defense acquisition program for the purpose of section 139a of this dwle
and shall include in the report an explanation of the reasons for the waivers.

(fM The requuirnent for a guarantee under subsection (b)3) applies only in the
ease of a contract for a weapon system that is in mature ful-lkce production.
However, nothing in this section prohibits the head of the agency concerned from
negotiating a guarantee similar to the guarantee described in that subsection for a
weapon system not yet in mature full-scale production. When a contract for a
weapon system not yet in mature full-scale production is not to include the full
guarantee described in subsection (bX3), the Secretary shall comply with the notice
requirements of subsection (e)
(Ct) Nothing in this section prohibits the head of the agency concerned from

(1) negotiating the specific details of a guarantee, including reasonable exclu-
sions, limitations and tame duration, so long as the negotiated guarantee i
consistent with the general requirements of this section;

(2) requiring that components of a weapon system furnished by the United
States to a contractor be properly installed so a not to invalidate say warranty
or guarantee provided by the manufacturer of such component to the United
States.(3t reducing the price of any contract for a weapon system or other defense

eqwpment to take acount of any payment due from a contractor pursuant to
subciause (B) of subsection (b4) ,

f n4) the cae of a dual skurce procurement, exempting from the require-
ments of subsection (b)(3i an amount of production by the second source
contracwr equivalent to the first one-tenth of the eventual total production by

(6) using written guarantsei, to a greater extent than required by this section,

icluding guasrantees that exceed those an clauaesl1). (2), and 43) of subsection (b)
and guarantees that provide more comprehensive remedw than the remedies
specifwd under clause (4) of that subsection

(hw1) The Secretary of [befeyi e shall prescribe such regulation u may be
necessary to wrry out this section

Mi) This ction d(ws not apply to the Coast Guard or to the National AeronauI
and Space Administration.
(Added Pub L 9FL.-.S. Title X1. # 1234(a). Oct. 19. 19 9@ Stat 2601)

Prior P",idol Prow W um lur to thi ~sliw iHis". For lgiqao hiutory Od
;ieuwm e oatiniod I Pi.L 9-212. Title pwpow o Pub.L 9W1,25. se 1964 US. Cod e

VII. # 79. De 8. 1983. 97 Sma. 1454 (ort out M Can& and Adm Neva p. 4174
a noge uado" ttimi 2304 of ths tile) prior to
repeW o d i ,unoa by moun 1234(bXl) of
Pub L 98-525, deuve Jan. 1. 195. X"
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Appendix D I

DEFENSE FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION SUPPLEMENT
(DFARS) SUBPART 46.7

This appendix presents the latest version of DFARS Subpart 46.7, which was issued -.
during final production of this handbook. Text in the handbook refers to the earlier
version of the DFARS, which is quite similar to the version presented here.
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46.701 Definitions. extended liability (see 46.708);

"Acceptance," as used in this subpart and in the war- (c) supplies and services in fixed price type contracts
ranty clauses at FAR 52.246-17, Warranty of Supplies containing quality assurance provisions that reference
of a Noncomplex Nature; FAR 52.246-18, Warran- MIL-1-45208 or MIL-Q-9858; and
ty of Supplies of a Complex Nature; FAR 52.246-19,
Warranty of Systems and Equipment under Perform- (d) supplies and services in construction contracts
ance Specifications or Design Criteria; and FAR when the warranties contained in Federal, military

-- 52.246-20, Warranty of Services; means the execu- or construction guide specifications applicable to a

tion of an official document (e.g., DD Form 250) by given construction project are used. Authority for
an authorized representative of the Government. The use of warranties in the procurement of weapon
above clauses shall be modified accordingly in DoD systems is stated in 46.770.
contracts.

46.705 Limitations.
.

"Defects," as used in this subpart, means any con-
dition or characteristic in any supplies or services fur- (a) Except for cohtracts for the production of weapon
nished by the contractor under the contract that is systems under 46.770, contracting officers shall not
not in compliance with the requirements of the include warranties in cost-reimbursement contracts,
contract. except for those warranties contained in the clauses

at FAR 52.246-3, Inspection of Supplies-Cost-
46.702 General. Reimbursement; FAR 52.246-8, Inspection of

Research and Development - Cost- Reimbursement;
(d) Planning is an essential step in obtaining an ef- and at 52.246-7001, Warranty of Technical Data.
fective warranty. To be effective, warranties should
be implemented as an integral part of an overall 46.706 Warranty Terms and Conditions.
design, development, test, and production program. (b)(5) Markings. If items delivered under the con- '''

(e) The acquisition cost of a warranty may be in- tract shall be stamped or marked, it shall be done

eluded as part of an item's price or may be set forth so in accordance with MIL Standard 129, "Mark-
as a separate contract line item. ing for Shipments and Storage" and MIL Standard

130, "Identification Marking of U.S. Military Prop, -.

(f) Agencies shall establish procedures to track and erty." 46.708 Warranties of Technical Data. '.1.

accumulate data relative to warranty costs. A warranty of technical data should be obtained

46.703 Criteria for Use of Warranties, whenever practicable and cost effective. The contract-
ing officer shall consider the factors contained in
FAR 46.703 in deciding whether to provide for war-

The use of warranties in the procurement of weapon ranties of technical data and whether there should
systems is mandatory pursuant to 10 USC 2403, be an extended liability provision (see 46.770-10).
unless a waiver is authorized. Policy and procedures Particular emphasis should be placed on whether the
for obtaining such warranties or waivers are con- extended liability is justified by (i) the likelihood that
tained in 46.770. Acquisition of warranties in the pro- correction or replacement of the nonconforming
curement of supplies that do not meet the definition data, or a price adjustment in lieu thereof, will not
of a weapon system (e.g., spare, repair, or replenish- afford adequate protection to the Government; and
ment parts) is governed by FAR 46.7. (ii) the effectiveness of the additional remedy as a

deterrent against furnishing nonconforming data.
46.704 Authority for Use of Warranties.

46.710 Contract Clauses.
In contracts for other than weapon systems, the Chief
of the Purchasing Office must approve use of a war- (f) In accordance with 46.708, the contracting officer
ranty except for: may insert a clause substantially the same as the

clause at 52.246-7001, \\'arrantv of Data. in solicita-
(a) commercial supplies or services (see FAR 46.709); tions and contracts when a fixed-price or cost-

reimbursement contract is contemplated that \ill re-
(b) technical data, unless the warranty provides for quire data to be furnislhed. When thi,, clause is not
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used, technical data is warranted under the clauses tion, means follow-on production of a weapon
at FAR 52.246-3, Inspection of Supplies-Cost- system after manufacture of the lesser of the initial
Reimbursement; FAR 52.246-6, Inspection -Time production quantity or one-tenth of the eventual total
and Material and Labor Hour; FAR 52.246-8, In- production quantity.
spection of Research and Development-Cost-
Reimbursement; and FAR 52.246-19, Warranty of "Prime contractor," as used in this section, means
Systems and Equipment Under Performance a party that enters into an agreement directly with
Specifications or Design Criteria. the United States to furnish a system or a major

subsystem.
(1) If extended liability is desired and a fixed-price
incentive contract is contemplated, the contracting "Weapon system," as used in this subpart, means a
officer may use the clause with its Alternate I. system or major subsystem used directly by the armed

forces to carry out combat missions. By way of il-
(2) If extended liability is desired and a firm fixed- lustration, the term "weapon system" includes, but
price contract is contemplated, the contracting of- is not limited to the following, if intended for use
ficer may use the clause with its Alternate II. in carrying out combat missions: tracked and

wheeled combat vehicles; self-propelled, towed and
46.770 Use of Warranties in Weapon System fixed guns, howitzers and mortars; helicopters; naval
Procurements. vessels; bomber, fighter, reconnaissance and elec-

tronic warfare aircraft; strategic and tactical missiles
This section sets forth policy and procedures for ob- including launching systems; guided munitions;
taining, pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 2403, certain warran- military surveillance, command, control, and com-
ties from prime contractors w~'hen contracting for the munication systems; military cargo vehicles and air-piefroucti oawapo sysem. ccraft; mines; torpedoes; fire control systems; propul-sion systems; electronic warfare systems; and safety
46.770-I Dand survival systems. This term does not include

related support equipment, such as ground-handling

"At no additional cost to the United States," as used equipment, training devices and accessories thereto;
or ammunition, unless an effective warranty for thein this section, means at no increase in price for firm weapon system would require inclusion of such items.

fixed price contracts or at no increase in target or This term does not include commercial items sold
ceiling price for fixed price incentive contracts (see in substantial quantities to the general public as
also FAR 46.707) or at no increase in estimated cost described at FAR 15.804-3(c).
or fee for cost-reimbursement contracts.

46.770-2 Policy.
"Design and manufacturing requirements," as used
in this section, means structural and engineering (a) Unless waived under 46.770-9, after 1 January
plans and manufacturing particulars, including 1985, the Military Departments and Defense Agen-
precise measurements, tolerances, materials and cies may not enter into a contract for the produc-
finished product tests for the weapon system being tion of a weapon system with a unit weapon system
produced. cost of more than $100,000 or for which the even-

tual total procurement cost is in excess of $10,000,000,
"Essential performance requirements," as used in this unless:
section, means the operating capabilities and/or V."
maintenance and reliability characteristics of a (1) a prime contractor for the weapon system pro-
weapon system that are determined by the Secretary vides the United States with written warranties that-
of Defense (or delegated authority) to be necessary
for it to fulfill the military requirement for which (i) the weapon systems provided under the contract
the system is designed. conform to the design and manufacturing re-

quirements specifically delineated in the contract (or
"Initial production quantity," as used in this section, any modification to that contract),
means the number of units of a weapon system con-
tracted for in the first program year of full-scale (ii) the weapon systems provided under the contract
production. are free from all defects in materials and workman-

ship at the time of acceptance or delivery as specified
"Mature full-scale production," as used in this sec- in the contract; and
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(iii) the weapon systems, if manufactured in mature contractor had not designed the system). It is Depart-
full-scale production, conform to the essential per- ment of Defense policy not to include in warranty
formance requirements as specifically delineated in clauses any terms that cover liability for loss, damage

the contract (or any modification to that contract); or injury to third parties.

(2) the contract terms provide that, in the event the 46.770-4 Establishing Essential Performance

weapon system fails to meet the terms of the above Requirements.
*. warranties, the contracting officer may-

The Secretary of Defense or heads of military depart-

(i) require the contractor to promptly take such cor- ments, or delegees, shall designate which features of

rectivc action as necessary (repair, replace and/or a weapon system are its essential performance re-

redesign) at no additional cost to the United States, quirements. Essential performance requirements may
be subsequently modified, superseded or cancelled

(ii) require the contractor to pay costs reasonably in- by the Secretary of Defense or heads of military

curred by the United States in taking necessary cor- departments (or delegees) when such is in the in-

rective action, or terests of the Government.

(iii) equitably reduce the contract price. 46.770-5 Warranties on Government-Furnished

Property.

(b) Contracting officers may require warranties that
provide greater coverage and remedies than specified A prime contractor shall not be required to provideabove, such as including an essential performance the warranties specified in 46.770-2 on any proper-

requirements warranty in other than a mature full- ty furnished to that contractor by the United States
slp ui ctcexcept for (a) defects in installation, (b) installation

or modification in such a manner that invalidates

46.770-3 Tailoring Warranty Terms and Conditions. a warranty provided by the manufacturer of the prop-
erty, or (c) modifications made to the property by

As the objectives and circumstances vary con- the prime contractor.

siderably among weapon svstem acquisition pro- 46.770-6 Exemption for Alternate Source
grams, contracting officers shall appropriately tailor
the required warranties on a case-by-case basis, in- Contractor(s).

cluding remedies, exclusions, limitations, and dura- Agency heads may exempt alternate source contrac-
tions; provided, such are consistent with the specific -"reqir, tsof hi scton se asoFAR4670). tor(s) from the essential performance warranty re- "
requir , "mns of this section (see also FAR 46.706). quirements of 46.770-2(a)(1)(iii) until that contrac-
The du ion specified in any warranty should be tor manufactures the first 10% of the eventual total
clearl' iated to the contract requirements and allow production quantity anticipated to be acquired from
suffic..nt time to demonstrate achievement of the that contractor.
requirements after acceptance. Contracting officers

may exclude from the terms of the warranty certain 46.770-7 Applicability to FMS.
defects for specified supplies (exclusions) and may
limit the contractor's liability under the terms of the The warranty requirements of 46.770-2 are not man- ''""

warranty (limitations), as appropriate, if necessary datory for FMS production contracts. For all weapon
to derive a cost effective warranty in light of the systems procured for FMS requirements, the policy
technical risk, contractor financial risk, or other pro- of the Department of Defense shall be to obtain the ,.=

gram uncertainties. All subsystems and components same warranties on conformance to design and
will be procured ir such a manner so as not to in- manufacturing requirements and against defects in
validate the weapon system warranty. Conitracting of- materials and workmanship that are obtained for

ficers are encouraged to structure broader and more U.S. supplies. DoD will not normally obtain essen-
comprehensive warranties where such are advan- tial performance warranties for FMS purchasers.
tageous and in accordance with agency policy. However, where the cost for the warranty of essen-

Likewise, the contracting officer may narrow the tial performance requirements cannot be pra( tical-
scope of a warranty where such is appropriate (e.g., ly separately identified, the foreign purchaser may
where it would be inequitable to require a warranty be provided the same warranty tliat is obtained on "''-

of all essential performance requirements because a the same equipment purchased for the U.S. If the
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FMS purchaser expressly requests a performance following notifications or reports are made to the
warranty in the Letter of Offer and Acceptance Senate and House Committees on Armed Services
(LOA) the United States will exert its best efforts to and on Appropriations:
obtain the same warranty obtained on U.S. equip-
ment or, if specifically requested by the FMS pur- (a) Major Weapon Systems. With respect to a weapon
chaser, a unique warranty. It is anticipated that the system that is a major defense acquisition program
costs for warranties for FMS purchasers may be dif- for the purpose of 10 U.S.C. 139a, before granting
ferent from the costs for such warranties for the a waiver, the waiving official shall notify the
United States due to such factors as overseas trans- aforementioned Committees in writing of an inten-
portation and any tailoring to reflect the unique tion to waive one or more of the required warran-
aspects of the FMS purchaser. Special care must be ties. The notice of intent to waive shall include an
exercised to ensure that the FMS purchaser shall bear explanation to the reasons for the waiver and shall
all of the acquisition and administration costs of any include an explanation to the reasons for the waiver
warranties obtained. and shall ordinarily be given 30 days prior to grant-

ing such waiver.
46.770-8 Cost-Benefit Analysis.

(b) Other Weapon Systems. With respect to weapon
It is Department of Defense policy to only obtain systems that are not major defense acquisition pro-
warranties that are cost effective. If a specific war- grams for the purpose of 10 U.S.C. 139a, waiving of-
rantv is considered not to be cost effective by the ficials shall submit an annual report not later than
contracting officer, a waiver request shall be initiated 1 February of each year that lists waivers granted on
under 46.770-9. In assessing the cost effectiveness such programs during the preceding calendar year. .
of a proposed warranty, an analysis must be per- This report shall also include an explanation of the
formed which considers both the quantitative and reasons for granting each waiver.
qualitative costs and benefits of the warranty. Costs
include the warranty acquisition, administration, en- (c) Weapon Systems not in Mature Full-Scale Pro-
forcement and user costs, weapon system life cycle duction. Although a waiver is not required, if a pro-
cost, with and without a warranty, and any costs duction contract for a major weapon system not yet
resulting from limitations imposed by the warranty in mature full-scale production will not include a
provisions. Costs incurred during development spe- warranty on essential performance requirements, the
cifically for the purpose of reducing production war- waiving officials shall nonetheless comply with the
ranty risks should also be considered. Similarly, the notice requirements for major weapon systems.
cost-benefit analysis must also consider logistical/
ope-ational benefits expected as a result of the war- (d) Processing Waivers, Notifications and Reports.
ranty as well as the impact of the additional con- Each Department shall issue procedures for process-
tractor motivation provided by the warranty. Where ing waivers, notifications, and reports to Congress.
possible, comparison should be made with the costs At the minimum, these procedures shall specify:
of obtaining and enforcing similar warranties on
similar systems. The analysis should be documented (1) Requests for waiver shall include-
in the contract file.

(i) A brief description of the weapon system and its
46.770-9 Waiver and Notification Procedures. stage of production, e.g., the number of units

delivered and anticipated to be delivered during the
One or more of the weapon system warranties re- life of the program; and
quired by 46.770-2 may be waived if such waiver is
in the interests of national defense or if the warran- (ii) The specific warranty or warranties required by
tN to be obtained would not be cost effective. Waivers 46.770-2(a)(1) for which the waiver is requested, the
may bc granted by the Secretary of Defense, by the duration of the waiver if it is to go beyond the instant
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and Lo- contract, and rationale for the waiver.
gistics) for Defense agencies without the power to
rcdelceate, or by the Secretaries of the Army, Navy (iii) A description of the warranties or other techni-
and \ir l-orce with the power to redelegate to no ques to be employed to assure acceptable field per-
los sr an an Assistant Secretary of the Military formance of the weapon system. ."
l)cpartmcnt. Class waivers may be granted where

ut,ifkd. \\aivcrs may be granted provided the (2) Notifications and reports shall include-

D-5
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(i) A brief description of the weapon system and its tant Secretary ot I)clcnsc (Acquisition and I iogkti).
stage of production, and For Clas:, waivers. Ihis cOp. shall hc ,,ubmllittCd il ad-vance of tile tranlsmittal to (Conaress. '
(ii) Rationale for not obtaining a warranty. t r

(3) A written record will be kept of each waiver 46.770-10 Special Contract ClauSes.

granted and notification and report made, together
with supporting documentation such as a cost-benefit (a) In accordance with 46.770, tile contractine of-
analysis, for use in answering inquiries. ficer shall insert in soliciiations and contracts per-

taining to the production of \Neapon systems a clause
(4) A copy of each notification and report to Con- that describes the contractor's N'arranties on the
gress shall be submitted concurrently to the Assis- weapon system.

p4
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